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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

The present thesis is focused on the development of gas sensors employing carbon-based 

nanomaterials. The main goal is to achieve the detection of molecules at trace levels using 

both, sp2 and sp3 carbon hybridizations. Thus, different approaches will be proposed to   

enhance crucial sensing parameters such as selectivity, sensitivity or response/recovery times. 

Additionally, an extensive study of gas sensing mechanisms will be discussed in the journal 

papers included in the thesis. 
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1.1. State of art 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), nine out of ten people are exposed to 

polluted air, which is linked to 7 million deaths every year worldwide [1]. For that reason, this 

organisation defines the atmospheric pollution as the most significant environmental risk to 

human health and a key challenge towards climate change. Consequently, stable, sensitive and 

straightforward electronic sensors are needed for monitoring and detecting pollutants at trace 

concentrations. Therefore, establishing a widespread sensor network for the continuous 

monitoring of ambient pollutants is a challenge for our current societies. This requires 

inexpensive, low-power, sensitive and quite selective devices. Achieving those would 

undoubtedly fuel their exponential growth. However, most of gas sensing procedures available 

are frequently associated with high-cost, bulky and complex instrumentation, such as the 

sampling with sorption tubes or similar approaches to be subsequently analysed by 

chromatographic techniques [2] or Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [3]. Those 

methods provide accurate and selective gas readings, but they involve the use of pumps, 

require skilled and knowledgeable personnel, and its miniaturisation is still an issue. Some 

approaches to miniaturise these devices were studied, but their long response time, problems 

to perform a spatially-distributed and continuous air monitoring and high power consumption 

are still unsolved [4].  

In the last years other options have been extensively studied, such as optical, gravimetric 

and electrochemical sensors. Optical sensor devices present high sensitivity, enabling the 

detection at trace concentration levels [5]. However, these devices are expensive and show 

low portability. Likewise, gravimetric devices such as surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors and 

quartz crystal microbalances (QCM) are highly sensitive to gases with short response times 

[6,7]. Nevertheless, their complexity, high cost and dependence on the temperature and 

humidity levels [8] constitute limiting parameters to create a vast sensor network able to 

operate under real conditions. In any case, electrochemical sensing probably is the most 

popular technique to detect toxic gases due to their low-cost, good selectivity, low power 

consumption and repeatability [9]. However, electrochemical sensors show significant 

drawbacks to be employed in real applications for gas monitoring, such as high sensitivity to 

temperature fluctuations, difficulty for being miniaturised and minimal shell life [10]. 

In front of these alternatives, chemical resistive (chemiresistive) sensors have emerged as 

an easy and cheap option to detect pollutants at trace levels [11]. These devices belong to the 

solid-state gas sensor family, in which a reversible interaction of the target gas with the 

surface of the solid produces a change in their resistance. During the last decades, chemical 

sensors were focused on metal oxides, such as WO3, In2O3, SnO2, and ZnO [12–15]. These 

nanomaterials show high sensitivities, good reproducibility and low response times [16]. 

However, metal oxides usually require high operating temperatures to activate the oxidation-

reduction processes [17]. In consequence, high power consumption is needed to operate with 

metal-oxide based sensors. Besides, these temperatures decrease the long-term stability of 

the sensors due to irreversible changes in their crystalline structure, and the nanostructures 

tend to agglomerate into large entities, decreasing their surface area and their catalytic 

properties as well [18]. Additionally, the selectivity of metal oxides is still a key challenge, with 

believable solutions like the development of sensor arrays, but at the expense of increasing 

the complexity and the economic cost. 
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More recently, carbon nanomaterials have been attracting a great deal of research interest 

in gas sensing. In particular, low-dimensional carbon nanostructures present a high potential 

to being controlled at the nanoscale, becoming a promising material for the next generation of 

sensors. This low-dimensionality brings about better properties than that of their bulk 

materials, mainly because of the dramatically larger surface to volume or weight ratio. Thus, 

most of their atoms are at the surface, being exposed to the chemical environment, which is 

advantageous for achieving high sensitivity. Additionally, low-dimensional carbon 

nanostructures usually have high-quality crystal lattices, high carrier mobility, ease of 

miniaturisation and low levels of noise [19]. Also, the possibility of carbon nanomaterials to 

operate at room temperature is an essential parameter that enables the power consumption 

to be reduced. However, the carbon atoms covalently attached via sp2 bonds entail a low 

chemical reactivity with the environment, sometimes wasting their characteristic high surface 

to volume ratio. Defective carbon nanomaterials also present an important lack of selectivity 

and problems with the recovery of the sensor baseline resistance due to the strong interaction 

with gas molecules. Nevertheless, selectivity and sensitivity can be engineered in many ways, 

such as by the controlled creation of defects, grafting functional groups, decorating with metal 

or metal oxide nanoparticles, among others. Consequently, different approaches were 

developed in this thesis by engineering the surface of carbon nanomaterials to improve the 

sensing parameters up to the detection of harmful gases at concentrations below the 

threshold limit values (TLV) established by the European Union. 
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1.2. Gas sensors 

In solid-state gas sensors, the transduction mechanism can be defined as the route to 

transforming a magnitude from the chemical domain into the electrical or optical domain. In 

our case, the adsorption/desorption mechanism induces a charge transfer that is transformed 

into an electrical signal. 

For testing the gas sensing properties of the different carbon nanomaterials, they were 

deposited by several techniques onto silicon substrates previously oxidized. Then, a calibrated 

alumina hotplate that comprised a platinum screen-printing heating element was connected to 

the backside of the silicon wafer. Afterwards, the silicon wafer/ceramic hotplate was bonded 

to a printed circuit board (PCB). Finally, two platinum wire contacts were added on the surface 

using a silver epoxy paste. Furthermore, the gas sensing experiments were conducted using an 

airtight Teflon chamber, which was designed and constructed. Its inner volume is 35 cm3 and 

contains sockets to be placed up to four sensors. Then, this sensing chamber was connected to 

a gas mixing and delivery systems that used calibrated gas cylinders and pure dry air as balance 

and carrier gas. In some works, further studies under ambient moisture were made using a 

computer-controlled evaporator and mixer to humidify gas samples during the measurement. 

Figure 1 shows a scheme of the whole system. 

 

Figure 1. Automated gas delivery set-up for characterization of gas sensors. Extracted from [20]. 

 

Among the different gases tested, two of them, nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ammonia 

(NH3), were measured extensively in our research due to their harmful properties to the 

human health and their opposite nature. Which means that NO2 is an electron-withdrawing 

molecule, while NH3 is an electron-donating. On the one hand, nitrogen oxides (NOX) are 

mainly generated from the high-temperature combustions [21], involved in industrial 

processes and vehicle exhausts. Short exposure to NO2 can cause minor effects like respiratory 

irritation and inflammation, but long exposures can cause detrimental health issues such as 

chronic respiratory and heart disease, acute respiratory infections and lung cancer [22,23]. 
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Additionally, nitrogen dioxide molecules interact with pollen resulting in heightened 

allergenicity [24]. On the other hand, ammonia is emitted from agricultural processes and 

livestock [25]. However, some research works also report the emission of this pollutant to the 

atmosphere derived from the automotive exhaust [26–28]. NH3 is a well-known irritant, and 

corrosive gas, its inhalation at low concentrations can cause coughing, and nose and throat 

irritation. Nevertheless, the exposure to high levels of ammonia causes acute toxicity inducing 

respiratory shocks and burns, even death [29–31]. The reason for this high toxicity is derived 

from the fact that once ammonia enters the body, it reacts with water molecules, producing 

ammonium hydroxide, which is a very corrosive and poisoning chemical [32].  

Regarding the TLV for NO2 and NH3, Table 1 summarizes the air quality standards 

established by the European Commission and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) from 

the US. Among the work described in this thesis, other gases were also measured, such as 

ethanol, carbon monoxide (CO) or hydrogen, among others. However, these are not 

particularly harmful to the environment, and human health (e.g. H2) or the sensitivities 

obtained are not high enough to detect concentrations below the TLV (e.g. CO). 

Table 1. TLV for NO2 and NH3 exposure correlated with their averaging time.         ST = short-time. TWA 

= Time-Weighted Average). Reproduced from [33]. 

 Averaging Time European Union United States 

NO2 
1 h 200 ppb 100 ppb 

1 year 40 ppb 53 ppb 

NH3 
ST 50 ppm 35 ppm 

TWA 20 ppm 25 ppm 

When carbon nanomaterial based chemoresistors interact with target gases, the result is a 

charge transfer between adsorbed gas molecules and the nanomaterial, which results in 

changes in the electrical resistance (R expressed in Ohms) of the chemoresistor. These changes 

are monitored and quantified; therefore, they can be correlated with the nature of the 

gaseous species and its concentration. The carbon nanomaterials employed usually behave as 

a mild p-type semiconductors, which means that holes and free electrons are the majority and 

minority charge carriers, respectively [34]. Consequently, the adsorption of an electron-

withdrawing gas such as nitrogen dioxide (NO2) results in a shift of the Fermi level closer to the 

valence band in the carbon nanomaterials. Thus, the enriched hole carriers enhance the 

sample conductance, leading to a lower resistance. Conversely, electron-donating species such 

as ammonia (NH3) shift the Fermi level away from the valence band, resulting in a hole 

depletion and leading to a reduced conductance (and a higher resistance). 

The response of the sensors to target gases is usually defined as the difference between 

the initial resistance value (R0) and the change of the measured physical property (R), 

normalized to R0. 

Response (%) =  

The present thesis introduction is organized in five different sections. Three of them 

correspond to the different allotropes of carbon (Figure 2) that are used in our work (carbon 

nanotubes, graphene, and diamondoids). The other two sections (carbon black and carbon 

nanofibers) correspond to carbon nanomaterials that were not studied in this thesis, but they 

are important to offer a more comprehensive view of the use of all carbon nanomaterials for 
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gas sensing. Each allotrope shows interesting and unique properties to be employed as gas 

sensitive material, which depend on their dimensional structure and their physicochemical 

properties. In the present thesis, their sensing properties, their modification and gas 

mechanism are extensively studied. 

 

Figure 2. Allotropes of the different carbon nanomaterials. Reproduced from [35]. 

During the lasts 20 years, an increasing research interest has been focused on gas sensors 

based on carbon nanomaterials (Figure 3). In particular, the first works employed carbon 

nanotubes, showing a continuous increase in the number of publications until five years ago 

approximately, when graphene took over attracting considerable interest. Although carbon 

nanotubes keep a stable and high publication rate, in the last years publications related to 

graphene have experienced a notable and sustained increase. In contrast, carbon black and 

carbon nanofibers based gas sensors have attracted a fare more limited interest, showing a 

significantly lower number of publications every year. Additionally, new carbon nanomaterials 

such a diamondoids, have emerged in 2019 with the first publication employing these 

nanostructures in gas sensing application. 

 

Figure 3. Yearly number of publications for gas sensors based on carbon nanotubes, graphene carbon 

black and carbon nanofibers. Source: Scopus. 
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1.3. Carbon black 

Carbon black consists of a finely divided powder of pure elemental carbon, in other words, 

they can be considered as pure crystalline carbon particles (Figure 4). This carbon in the form 

of colloidal particles can be produced by the incomplete combustion or thermal decomposition 

of gaseous or liquid hydrocarbons under controlled conditions. Two main carbon black 

manufacturing processes, furnace black and thermal black, are the methods for its production.  

The furnace black method involves the use of heavy aromatic oils as feedstock in a closed 

reactor, in order to atomise the feedstock oil under controlled parameters, such as 

temperature and pressure. A secondary feedstock (e.g., oil or natural gas) is burned to achieve 

a hot gas stream, and then, the primary feedstock is introduced on this hot gas stream. The 

result is the formation of microscopic carbon particles by the vaporisation and pyrolysis of the 

feedstock. The reaction rate can be controlled by steam or water spray. The carbon black 

obtained is transported through the reactor, and then cooled and collected in bag filters. 

During this process, residual gases such as hydrogen and carbon monoxide are generated, 

however, usually are used to produce heat, steam, or electric power [19]. 

The thermal black method is carried out by using natural gas as feedstock material, 

basically heavy aromatic oils or methane. This process usually employs two furnaces, 

alternating between pre-heating and carbon black production every few minutes. In the 

absence of air, the natural gas injected into a hot refractory line furnace is decomposed into 

carbon black and hydrogen. The aerosol material stream is quenched with water sprays and 

filtered in a bag. Besides, carbon black can be further processed by removing impurities, 

screened or pelletised. Finally, the residual hydrogen is burned in air to heat the furnaces [19]. 

 
Figure 4. TEM image of carbon black particles. Reproduced from [36]. 

Carbon black usually contains more than 97% of carbon arranged as aciniform particulate 

matter. This is the main difference of carbon black towards soot or back carbon, which can 

contain impurities (e.g. dichloromethane, toluene and ash) up to 50% of content [37]. Thus, 

carbon black show interesting properties such as relatively high surface to volume area and 

particle size about tens of nanometers. This carbon nanomaterial was successfully employed 

as a reinforcing agent in tires and industrial rubber products, plastics and coatings. 

Carbon black was also reported for gas sensing applications. To perform an electrical 

conductive film, carbon black should be dispersed into an insulating polymer matrix. In that 
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way, it is ensured that some conducting pathways are available between the interdigitated 

electrodes. The resistivity of the film is based on the percolation theory [38]. Thus, if the 

carbon black content is below the percolation threshold, the film will be insulator and there 

are not pathways of carbon black (the conductive particles) to connect the interdigitated 

electrodes. Nevertheless, with enough carbon black content, the resistance decreases 

dramatically due to the presence of conductive pathways. This point is known as the 

percolation threshold, and once is reached, small variations in the carbon black content entail 

huge changes in the resistivity of the film. Additionally, the composite viscosity can be 

modified by adjusting the solvent parameters, and the resulting paste is deposited by spin 

coating or screen printing techniques on flat substrates. Afterwards, a drying step is needed to 

remove the solvents. Then, an easy working principle and simple air monitoring are derived 

from the fact that polymer swelling upon exposure to gases increases the resistance of the 

conductive film because some conducting paths are disrupted [39]. For instance, Lewis and co-

workers employed an array of carbon black-polymer hybrid sensors to detect several vapours 

[40,41]. Thus, the diversity between sensor elements is based on the different organic 

polymers employed. However, gas sensors based on carbon black-polymer hybrids present 

important drawbacks, such as weak signal transduction, high sensitivity to ambient moisture, 

moderate sensitivities to gases and remarkable baseline drift [42]. Moreover, the ageing of the 

polymer matrix, and the changes in the percolation paths, derived from the rearrangement of 

carbon black particles within the polymer caused by the swelling/shrinking processes, 

constitute significant drawbacks to employ this nanomaterial in commercial applications. 
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1.4. Carbon nanofibers 

Carbon nanofibers can be defined as hollow nanosized structures (Figure 5) produced at 

the surface of catalytic metal particles (Fe, Co and Ni) by using hydrocarbon gases at 

temperatures between 900˚C and 1500˚C [43]. An initial filament composed of graphitic planes 

in a “stacked-cup” morphology (diameter of 20-60 nm) is formed. Afterwards, a secondary 

thickening process can be applied by the deposition of an outer layer using chemical vapour 

deposition [44]. Resulting to this thickening, undulating graphitic planes are added, lying 

parallel to the carbon nanofiber outer layer. This method produces carbon nanofibers with 

diameters ranging from 60 to 200 nm, and as-formed lengths from 1 to 100 mm [19]. 

However, these processes are usually expensive for mass production. In consequence, other 

low-cost processes have been emerged, such as electrospinning [45]. This method can use a 

polymer (e.g. polyacrylonitrile (PAN)) as a carbon source, producing a high conductive polymer 

solution by using a suitable solvent with a low boiling point. The polymer solution is ejected 

from a syringe tip onto a rotating collector situated a few centimetres away, and a specific 

voltage is applied between them. Electrospun material is stabilised via annealing, and 

afterwards, a carbonisation step is performed by calcinating the samples at high temperature 

(700-1000˚C) in an inert atmosphere (e.g. Ar or N2). Employing this efficient and low-cost 

approach, carbon nanofibers around 40-400nm of diameter and lengths above 70 µm can be 

obtained [46,47].  

 
Figure 5. (a) SEM image of vertically aligned carbon nanofiber array. (b) TEM image of a stacked cone 

morphology of carbon nanofibers. Images reproduced from [48]. 

Since it is well-know the problem of carbon black based gas sensors, the use of carbon 

nanofibers instead of carbon black particles has been suggested as an alternative to obtaining 

more stable sensors employing the same detection principle. The sensor instability 

experienced by using carbon black particles is derived from the aggregation of the particles 

when the composite increase their volume due to the absorption of gases, and as a result, the 

matrix viscosity is decreased. In contrast, Pitman and co-workers [49] proposed the dispersion 

of carbon nanofibers in a polymer matrix to overcome the instability when carbon black 

particles are used. The reason is that carbon nanofibers are not prone to aggregation within 

the polymer matrix. In consequence, the percolation pathways are stable during the 
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absorption/desorption processes. Additionally, mats of carbon nanofibers can be used for 

developing chemiresistors by depositing them over interdigitated electrodes. In carbon 

nanofiber mats, the electrical conductivity is mobility-limited by the potential barriers 

developing at the nanofiber-to-nanofiber junctions [19]. Also, it is possible to perform further 

modifications over carbon nanofibers to enhance some sensing parameters such as sensitivity 

or selectivity. For instance, the use of KOH solutions for the chemical activation of carbon 

nanofibers improve their porous structure. Thus, the sensitivity of the sensor is improved due 

to an increase of the specific surface area up to 100-fold [50]. Besides, other options to 

enhance the sensing properties have been explored, such as the carbon nanofiber decoration 

with metal or metal oxide nanoparticles [51,52]. With this approach, higher sensitivities can be 

obtained due to the increase in the changes of the electrical resistance, based on a larger rate 

of gas adsorption. 
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1.5. Carbon nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are composed of carbon atoms bonded in a hexagonal lattice 

(exactly as in graphene), creating a hollow structure due to being formed of rolled graphene 

sheets. CNTs can be classified as a single-wall (SWCNTs), consisting of a single tube, and multi-

wall (MWCNTs), constituted by a multiple nanotubes sharing the same axis. The chirality of 

carbon nanotubes determines their metallic or semiconducting behaviour, and then, 

modulating their electrical and mechanical properties. The chiral vector (Figure 6) is composed 

of two components (n,m). The (n,0) structure is called “zigzag” when n=m (n,n) is called 

“armchair” and the structure in which n > m > 0 is called “chiral” [53]. When n-m=3q (where q 

is an integer or zero) a SWCNT is metallic, whereas semiconducting nanotubes show n-m≠3q 

[54]. Additionally, for MWCNTs, tube interactions can modify the electronic properties for 

specific relative positions. Meaning that MWCNTs with a larger diameter than 14nm show a 

metallic behaviour because, under these conditions, the band-gap energy is lower than the 

thermal energy at room temperature [55]. In our case, the MWCNTs employed in this thesis 

have an average diameter of 9 nm, keeping their mild semiconductor behaviour. The chemical 

bonding of pristine CNTs is composed entirely by sp2 bonds, similarly to graphene. These bonds 

are stronger than sp3 configuration found in diamondoids, providing a unique strength. 

However, such strong bonds are characterised by a low chemical reactivity with their 

surroundings, in our case, the gaseous species. Therefore, further modifications or 

functionalization over CNTs will be required to employ them as gas sensors, by improving 

basically the sensitivity and selectivity. 

 
Figure 6. Schematic CNT depiction of the roll-up vectors (n,m) reproduced from [53]. 

CNTs have been synthesised using several techniques, such as arc discharge, laser ablation 

or chemical vapour deposition. In 1991, CNTs were discovered from the carbon soot of 

graphite electrodes during an arc discharge process [56]. As a consequence of the high 

discharge temperatures, the carbon contained in the negative electrode was sublimated. Thus, 

arc discharge was extensively used during the first years, despite the low yield (around 30%) of 

this method. Besides, this technique produces both, SWCNTs and MWCNTs with large lengths 

(up to a few tens of µm) and some structural defects. A few years later, the laser ablation 

process has been constituted as a new method to create MWCNTs [57] and SWCNTs [58] with 
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a higher yield (around 70%). In this method, a pulsed laser vaporises a graphite target in a 

high-temperature reactor, while an inert gas is bled into the chamber. Also, the CNT diameter 

can be modulated by the reaction temperature. However, in 1993, the catalytic vapour phase 

deposition of CNTs was reported [59], being the method used for the commercial production 

of nanotubes. In this chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method, a substrate with a layer of 

metal catalyst particles (e.g. iron, nickel or cobalt) is used [60]. The strong point of this 

approach, is the high control over the diameters of the CNTs according to the size of the metal 

catalyst particles. Thus, the particle size can be modulated by annealing, by plasma etching or 

by a patterned (or masked) deposition of the metal. Then, the substrate is heated up to 700˚C, 

and the CNT growth is started by introducing two gases into the reactor. One is the carrier gas, 

such as nitrogen, and the other is a carbon-containing gas, such as methane, ethylene, 

acetylene, among others. As a consequence, the carbon-containing gas is broken at the surface 

of the metal catalyst particles, and the CNTs start their growing at these sites via vapour-liquid-

solid mechanism. A high yield (around 90%) can be achieved, and the catalyst particles can stay 

at the tips or at the base of the nanotubes depending on the adhesion of the particles to the 

substrate. Although CNT growth without plasma results in a random orientation of them, by 

adjusting the geometry of the reactor and by applying a plasma is it possible the synthesis of 

vertically-aligned CNTs, as we sometimes used in this thesis. 

Carbon nanotubes are one-dimensional nanostructures with outstanding physical, 

chemical and mechanical properties such as robustness and remarkable sensitiveness towards 

changes in their surroundings with suitable functionalization [61], even when being operated 

at room temperature. Since Sumio Iijima imaged carbon nanotubes in 1991 [56], many 

researchers demonstrated their outstanding properties by employing them in different 

applications. For instance, CNTs are used in batteries [62], supercapacitors [63], solar cells [64], 

automotive parts [65], water filters [66], sporting goods [67] and antifouling paints [68], 

among others. Recently, carbon nanotubes have been reported as good candidates to replace 

silicon in electronic devices [69], thanks to their nanoscale structure and relatively low cost in 

large scale production [70]. 

In 2000, Kong et al. [71] and Collins et al. [72] demonstrated that SWCNTs showed 

resistance changes under exposure to gases with extreme sensitivity, even at room 

temperature. However, it is required the heating of the chemical-sensitive surface to desorb 

previously adsorbed gas species and return it to initial conditions. Afterwards, the use of 

ultraviolet light to reach the large adsorption binding energies was shown to be an interesting 

alternative to the requirement of increasing the sensor temperature [73], allowing a faster 

baseline recovery with less aggressive treatment. 

From about 20 years ago, many works also reported the use of CNTs as gas sensors, 

detecting a wide variety of gases such as NO2 [74], NH3 [75], O2 [76], humidity [77], Volatile 

Organic Compounds (VOCs) [78] and chemical warfare agents [79]. Since pristine CNTs are 

quite inert and show a lack of specificity to target gases, there are several options to achieve 

the detection of gases at trace levels by further modification of CNTs. These physical or 

chemical alterations of CNTs can enhance sensing parameters such as sensitivity, the limit of 

detection (LOD) and selectivity. As a consequence, several strategies were defined, for 

instance, the decoration of CNTs with metal or metal oxide nanoparticles [80], their surface 

modification by grafting functional groups [81], the creation of hybrid nanocomposites with 

polymers [82] or zeolites [83], among others.  
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Metal oxides nanoclusters exhibit a broad range of electronic and physicochemical 

properties such as high catalytic activity, efficient charge transfer, robustness, ability to 

support high temperatures and high adsorption capacity [84]. For that reason, an easy and 

inexpensive strategy to improve some sensing parameters like sensitivity and selectivity is the 

decoration of CNTs with metal oxide nanoclusters. In this thesis we report for the first time the 

use of carbon nanotubes loaded with iridium oxide nanoparticles as gas sensors [80]. The 

synthesis of IrOx nanoparticles (NPs) was achieved following the method proposed by Zhao et 

al. [85], obtaining NPs with an ultra-small diameter (around 1 nm). This nanosize exhibits a 

high specific area, maximizing the effect of the nanoclusters. In other words, since the catalytic 

activity of IrOx had been demonstrated, this nanosize plays an essential role in the sensing 

mechanism (Figure 7). The effect of ambient moisture was also studied to apprehend better 

the mechanisms involved, especially because two oxidation states of iridium coexist (IrO2 and 

Ir2O3). 

 

Figure 7. Gas sensing mechanism proposed for IrOx decorated CNTs. 

In another work, we report a similar strategy to the IrOx NPs decoration of CNTs. In this 

case, the metal oxide nanoclusters that we used to load the carbon nanotubes were iron oxide 

(Fe2O3) NPs [86]. Despite the enhancement in some sensing parameters, the main objective of 

this work is exploring a new, inexpensive and straightforward method for the synthesis of NPs 

and the subsequent decoration of CNTs (Figure 8). Despite conventional CNT decoration 

techniques (e.g. sputtering) can achieve a homogeneous distribution and controlled particle 

size, they need expensive facilities. However, this work can offer a simple approach to 

decorating CNTs based on wet chemistry. We demonstrated that varying the type of solvent, 

the amount of iron salt or the calcination time, it is possible to modulate the morphology, 

decoration density and the nanocluster size of the Fe2O3 NPs. Additionally, a broad 

characterization using spectroscopic and microscopic techniques was performed. Gas sensing 

experiments reveal better sensitivities to both, benzene and NO2, using the samples of CNTs 

decorated with metal oxides nanoclusters, indicating their essential role in the gas sensing 

mechanism. 
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Figure 8. Example of the CNTs decoration obtained by using Fe2O3 NPs. 

In a different work of this thesis, the gas sensing properties of MWCNTs functionalized 

with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of different mercaptans were studied [81]. Figure 9 

illustrates the approach developed, in which we employed oxygen-plasma treated MWCNTs, 

decorated afterwards with gold nanoparticles by sputtering technique. Finally, four different 

mercaptan SAMs were attached to study the hydrophilicity and carbon chain length effects on 

the gas sensing properties. Figure 9 shows the carboxylic acids grafted to the outer walls of 

nanotubes due to the oxygen-plasma treatment. These oxygenated functional groups are 

mainly introduced in defect sites of CNTs and will help to anchor the gold NPs during the 

sputtering process, obtaining a high control in the decoration homogeneity and the size of gold 

NPs thanks to the avoidance of coalescence effects.  

 
Figure 9. Illustration of the functionalized MWCNTs obtained. Atom representation: black = carbon; 

white = hydrogen; red = oxygen; light yellow = gold; dark yellow = sulphur. 

Afterwards, the high affinity between gold and sulphur was taken in advantage to achieve 

the SAMs using four different thiols. The variation between the four thiols was based on two 

parameters, one was the different carbon chain length (3 vs 16 carbons), and the other was 

the head functional group that acted as a gas receptor. The difference in the exposed 

functional group is based in its hydrophilicity, resulting in two of them with a highly hydrophilic 

head (carboxyl, COOH) and two with a hydrophobic head (methyl, CH3). Figure 10 clarifies the 

structure of the thiols used. 

The main objective of this work was to create a chemical-sensitive surface in which the 

CNTs acted as a support and charge transport transducing element while the functional head 

groups of SAMs acted as recognition elements of gases. This approach allows us to study the 

effect of the carbon chain length on the gas sensing performance, showing interesting 
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differences in the results depending on the use of short or long carbon chain, in our case, 3 

and 16 carbons, respectively. Additionally, the nature of the head group had a crucial role in 

the detection of analytes, demonstrating that selectivity and sensitivity can be tuned based on 

the reactivity of functional groups. In consequence, this work offers a new approach to 

developing multisensor arrays capable of being selective and sensitive to different gases, from 

polar to non-polar species, even under fluctuating ambient moisture. Furthermore, a wide 

material characterization and detailed study of gas sensing mechanisms were reported in the 

manuscript. 

a) b) 

 
 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 10. Chemical structure of the thiols C3H6O2S (a), C3H8S (b), C16H32O2S (c) and C16H34S (d), bonded 

to gold atoms. 

A complementary work to the previous one was developed by using the 1-Hexadecanethiol 

functionalization [87]. The main goal was to analyse the suitability of methyl groups to detect 

non-polar gases such as benzene and toluene. SAMs were growth onto Au decorated graphene 

as well, detecting these two aromatic VOCs at ppm range. Also, the detection of polar gaseous 

species, such as methanol and acetone, were evaluated for comparison and better 

understanding of the mechanisms involved. 

Another crucial parameter in gas sensing is the relative humidity influence, especially in 

the selectivity and sensitivity performance. Thus, the ambient moisture effect should be 

assessed for optimal environmental monitoring. In consequence, new work was focused on 

the fluorination of carbon nanotubes [88], in order to hinder the moisture interference, due to 

the highly hydrophobic character of the covalent C-F bond. Fluorination of CNTs surface was 

achieved by using Ar:F2 and CF4 plasma. This technology enables fast and reliable chemical 

functionalization. Even the surface functionalization can be performed after the integration of 

the CNTs in a device. Then, the electronic and chemical properties of fluorinated CNTs were 

studied. The gas sensing properties were focused on the surface hydrophobicity effect derived 

from the presence of fluorine in the CNTs surface (Figure 11). Additionally, the effect of the 

CNTs distribution was also studied. In this case, the sensitivity towards NO2 and NH3 was 

evaluated by using vertically aligned and randomly distributed CNTs. In summary, carbon 

nanotube geometry and humidity level influence were extensively studied in order to offer an 
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optimization towards one of the main problems often experienced with gas sensors, which is 

the compromised sensor response of carbon nanomaterials in an environment of variable 

ambient moisture. 

 
Figure 11. Contact angle measurements on bare and fluorinated CNTs. The presence of fluorine 

increases the surface hydrophobicity. 

Once we have demonstrated that vertically-aligned carbon nanotubes (VA-CNTs) show 

enhanced gas sensing properties such as higher sensitivity and lower response/recovery times, 

we explored further the use of this geometry. For instance, we developed a new approach to 

functionalize VA-CNTs with oxygen functional groups employing a low kinetic energy ion 

irradiation [89]. This ion implantation technique is a non-destructive method to achieve CNTs 

functionalization with a high content of dopant species. Ion irradiation at low kinetic energies 

preserves the physical properties and the lattice of CNTs. Thus, oxygen functional groups such 

as epoxy, carbonyl and carboxyl groups were grafted to the CNTs surface, creating more 

specific interactions between the gas analytes and the chemical-sensitive film.  

An exhaustive X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis revealed that the oxygen 

concentration and the relative abundance among the different oxygen groups grafted can be 

tuned, by varying the experimental conditions (Figure 12). Besides, scanning electron 

microscope images were obtained before and after the ion irradiation in order to confirm the 

preservation of the macroscopic structure and the alignment of CNTs. Thus, the highly 

functionalized VA-CNTs have been identified as a promising nanomaterial to be employed in 

gas sensing applications.  
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Figure 12. XPS analysis of pristine v-CNTs (a) and oxygen ion irradiated CNTs (b) during 10 min at low 

kinetic energy. C1 is assigned to sp2-C (284.4 eV), C2 to π-plasmon excitations (290.9 eV), C3 to sp3-C 

(285.0 eV), C4 to epoxy groups (286.6 eV), C5 to carbonyl groups (287.5 eV) and C6 to carboxyl groups 

(288.8 eV). 

Finally, in a different work related to VA-CNTs, we modified nanotubes by forming a film of 

hexagonally-shaped nanoplates (HNPs) of molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) at their top end 

[90]. Both nanomaterials, VA-CNTs and MoS2 film were produced by CVD technique, obtaining 

highly crystalline nanomaterials (Figure 13). The particularity of this work is derived from the 

fact that hexagonally-shaped nanoplates were obtained, entailing a high number of edges 

exposed to the gas molecules. In consequence, these nanostructures show a high potential to 

enhance the sensitivity to target gases, and open new possibilities to be employed in other 

applications such as catalysis. 

  
Figure 13. SEM images of VA-CNTs with MoS2 film on top (a), and hexagonal-shaped nanoplates of MoS2 

obtained by CVD. 
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1.6. Graphene 

Graphene consists of a two-dimensional nanomaterial, arranged in a sheet of carbon 

atoms disposed in a hexagonal lattice. When different sheets are stacked, we are talking about 

graphite. The structure of pristine graphene is composed by sp2 hybridizations, which means 

the combination of one s-orbital with only two p-orbitals [91]. Even though crystalline 

(pristine) graphene can be considered as a zero bandgap (metallic) material [92], the graphene 

used to behave as a mild p-type semiconductor due to the presence of impurities or defects 

derived from the synthesis process or post-treatment steps (e.g. ultrasonic bath). In 

consequence, some defects are created, or some oxygenated or nitrogenated groups are 

grafted on the surface, inducing p-type doping [93]. 

Graphene is a promising nanomaterial to be employed in the next generation of electronic 

devices due to its compatibility with microelectronic technologies such as photolithography. In 

fact, 2D graphene shows ideally the highest surface area to volume ratio, and superior 

properties such as low noise levels, and high carrier density and mobility [94]. Besides, it is 

possible to obtain pristine graphene with a practically defect-free structure, resulting in a low 

level of 1/f noise caused by their thermal switching [95]. 

Several routes for graphene synthesis have been developed to both, top-down and 

bottom-up approaches [96]. The most representative top-down synthesis techniques are 

mechanical and chemical exfoliation (or cleaving) from graphite material. As remarkable 

bottom-up approaches, the main ones are CVD and epitaxial growth. This variety of techniques 

allows obtaining graphene with different qualities and synthesis costs. The mechanical cleaving 

involves repeated peeling of graphite using adhesive tape, obtaining isolated single layers. This 

is a straightforward method, however it is not scalable and requires labour-intensive. 

Regarding to chemical exfoliation of graphite, this method uses strongly acidic solutions to 

introduce oxygen-containing moieties into graphene sheets, resulting in graphene oxide [97]. 

Due to the hydrophilic properties of graphene oxide, it can be easily dispersed into an aqueous 

solution and separated into individual sheets for further processing. Then, graphene oxide can 

be reduced by chemical or thermal processes, in order to reduce as maximum as possible the 

presence of oxygen functional groups. With that, the objective is restoring the original 

properties of graphene, however, reduced graphene oxide usually contains significant 

amounts of oxygen moieties and defects [98]. Shifting to the bottom-up approaches, the 

chemical vapour deposition consists of the growth of graphene on metal substrates (e.g. nickel 

or copper) by using hydrocarbon vapours at high temperature (700-1000˚C). This CVD method 

can produce large areas of graphene with high-quality, which can then be transferred to other 

substrates [99]. The growth of graphene by CVD still present some challenges, such as control 

of the number of layers grown and the contamination avoiding from the metallic substrate. 

Regarding to the epitaxial growth of graphene, it can be achieved by heating hexagonal silicon 

carbide crystals to temperatures higher than 1200˚C. Then, the silicon is evaporated and 

results in the formation of graphene on the basal planes [100]. Although this method produces 

large areas of graphene layers, the electronic properties can be easily disturbed by disorders 

introduced by the substrate used [101]. 

Thus, apart from the superior properties of graphene to be employed in nanotechnology, it 

can be used in many applications depending on the ratio price/cost needed. For instance, 

graphene was successfully employed in gas separation and storage (e.g. CO2 and H2), seawater 

desalination or wastewater treatments. However, more efforts are needed to explore the 
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graphene potential in battery applications, commercial gas sensors or food processing. 

Graphene also shows a promising potential to be employed in commercial gas sensors. 

Developing devices with single layers of graphene, which is a strictly two-dimensional, all the 

atoms will be exposed to the environment. Additionally, this carbon nanomaterial shows a low 

Johnson noise, even in the limit of full depletion. Thus, few electrons can produce significant 

relative changes in the carrier concentration. 

Novoselov’s group demonstrated for the first time, the use of graphene in gas sensing 

[102]. Even though pristine graphene was extensively used as a gas sensor, intrinsic problems 

such as low sensitivity and complicated processability into devices are still present [103]. For 

that reason, many alternatives have been studied to enhance the sensing properties. The 

simplest way is the oxidizing treatment of pristine graphene, obtaining graphene oxide (GO), 

which eases its suspension in aqueous solutions. Sometimes, this oxidizing treatment is 

followed by a reducing treatment, obtaining reduced graphene oxide (rGO), with different 

electronic and chemical properties to its precursor. Thus, many works report the use of GO 

and rGO as gas sensitive materials [104]. However, similarly to carbon nanotubes, some 

alternatives have been developed to go further by decorating graphene with metal or metal 

oxide nanoparticles [105], grafting functional groups [106] and organic molecules [107], or 

creating hybrids/composites with polymers [108], among others. For that reason, graphene-

based gas sensors have been widely employed as humidity sensors [109] and also were used to 

detect harmful pollutants such as VOCs [110], NO2 [111], NH3 [112], even explosives [106] and 

warfare agents [113], among others. 

For gas sensing applications, it is well-know the low reactivity and small charge transfer 

between graphene and gas molecules when they are operated at room temperature [104]. For 

that reason, we developed a novel approach by loading, for the first time, graphene with 

perovskite nanocrystals (NCs) [33]. In our case, we used lead halide perovskite (CH3NH3PbBr3) 

NCs, with an average size of 7.1 ± 2.2 nm. Perovskite crystal structure is derived from ABX3, 

where A is the cation (for us the methylammonium) and occupies the centre of the unit cell. 

Moreover, B cation (in our case Pb) and X anion (for us Br3) are arranged at the corners and the 

edges of the unit cell, respectively (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14. Lead halide perovskite (CH3NH3PbBr3) unit cell. 

Lead halide perovskites are chemical sensitive nanocrystals with ambipolar charge carriers, 

creating a high concentration of electron-hole pairs [114]. These properties make them ideal 

candidates to be employed in gas sensors. Although some works report the use of perovskite 

films as gas sensors [115,116], the main drawback of perovskites is still unsolved. This problem 

is attributed to its hygroscopic properties, resulting in a fast degradation in the presence of 

humidity [117]. 

For that reason, in this work, we tried to use for the first time a stable sensor using 

perovskites. To demonstrate that, we blocked the perovskite degradation taking advantage of 
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the protective character of graphene, resulting from its strong hydrophobicity. Then, we have 

developed a new chemical-sensitive film based on graphene decorated with perovskite NCs for 

enhanced gas sensing (Figure 15) in comparison to bare graphene. 

 
Figure 15. Gas sensing mechanism proposed during the exposure to and electron-donating gas (a) and 

electron-withdrawing (b). 

Despite the high potential of graphene to be employed in the next generation of gas 

sensors, few commercial products are available in the market. The reason is associated with 

the high economic cost and challenging approach for mass-production of devices with single or 

few-layer graphene. In other words, the superior electrical, mechanical and physicochemical 

properties of graphene are not fully exploited with bulky or 3D graphene films. 

For that reason, we developed a new approach to growth a wafer-scale (around 50 cm2) of 

highly crystalline few-layer graphene (FLG) [118]. Then, the FLG was transferred to a substrate 

composed of an array of silicon nanopillars patterned using lithography (Figure 16).  

 
Figure 16. High-resolution Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) around the graphene edge. FLG (darker 

region) is deposited over the silicon nanopillars arrays (dots across the image). [Note that brighter 

region in the image has no graphene]. 

Additionally, unprecedented sensitivity could be achieved with these “suspended” 

graphene. Also, high reproducibility and stability was observed. The reason is probably the 

unique configuration used, in which the Si nanopillar arrays provide and access to the backside 

of the FLG surface. As a consequence, the active surface area available is almost doubled in 

comparison to flat substrates. 
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1.7. Diamondoids 

Carbon-based gas sensor research had been mainly focused on sp2-hybridized structures, 

such as carbon nanotubes and graphene [11]. However, there is a group of sp3-hybridized 

carbon semiconductors (Figure 17) that have not experienced remarkable attention: pristine 

nanodiamonds. These diamond nanoparticles are so-called diamondoids, which essentially are 

sp3-hybridized diamond-like hydrocarbons (hydrogen-terminated) [119]. Diamondoids present 

carbon atoms bonded in a tetrahedral lattice arrangement with superior properties, such as 

extraordinarily mechanical and thermodynamic stability [120]. Besides, diamondoids present 

quantum confinement and tuneable bandgap [121,122], showing a high potential to be 

employed in the next generation of gas sensors. 

 
Figure 17. Graphite sp2 hybridization on the left side and diamond sp3 hybridization on the right side. 

Reproduced from [123]. 

Diamondoids were previously used in biomedical applications, catalysis, polymer materials 

upgrading, pharmacology and as a 3D building blocks for engineering new materials [119]. 

Regarding their application for gas sensing, some works report the use of diamonds with much 

larger sizes [124], sp2-C hybridizations [125] and modified with other materials like Zn 

nanorods [126]. However, in all these cases, the detection limits obtained were above the TLV, 

blocking their implementation in real conditions. 

Thus, we report the first use of sp3-C-based diamondoids as gas sensors [20] with the 

capability to detect pollutant concentrations below the TLV. To do that, we coated by CVD sp3-

C diamondoids with thin nanolayers of transition metals (Figure 18). In particular, from 

diamantine were synthesized the primary phosphine (H2P-DiamOH, 1) and its oxide (H2(O)P-

DiamOH, 2). Additionally, these diamondoids were coated with a thin layer of palladium, 

obtaining Pd@H2P-DiamOH (3) and Pd@H2(O)P-DiamOH (4). 
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Figure 18. Scheme of the four diamondoids derivatives tested as gas sensors. Modified from [20]. 

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface measurements reveal a remarkably high surface 

area (up to 140 m2/g) due to a high concentration of channel nanoporosities. These voids are 

derived from the H-bonding in solid-state; consequently, a high surface is available to interact 

with gases. Thus, nitrogen dioxide detection at trace levels was conducted with the 

diamondoids synthesized, demonstrating the capability of these sp3-C nanostructures to be 

employed in new gas sensors. 
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Abstract: The properties of multi-wall carbon nanotubes decorated with iridium oxide nanoparticles
(IrOx-MWCNTs) are studied to detect harmful gases such as nitrogen dioxide and ammonia. IrOx

nanoparticles were synthetized using a two-step method, based on a hydrolysis and acid condensation
growth mechanism. The metal oxide nanoparticles obtained were employed for decorating the
sidewalls of carbon nanotubes. Iridium-oxide nanoparticle decorated carbon nanotube material
showed higher and more stable responses towards NH3 and NO2 than bare carbon nanotubes under
different experimental conditions, establishing the optimal operating temperatures and estimating the
limits of detection and quantification. Furthermore, the nanomaterials employed were studied using
different morphological and compositional characterization techniques and a gas sensing mechanism
is proposed.

Keywords: iridium oxide; carbon nanotubes; chemoresistive gas sensor; metal nanoparticles; relative
humidity effect

1. Introduction

Chemical sensors employing carbon nanomaterials, like carbon nanotubes and graphene, have
attracted great research interest. Specifically, carbon nanotubes have been extensively employed in
gas sensing applications due to their suitable electronic, physical, and chemical properties, such as
nanometer-size, high carrier mobility, and surface area to volume ratio [1]. Additionally, by functionalizing
the sidewalls of multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), some sensing properties can be enhanced, such
as reproducibility, selectivity, and sensitivity [2]. Different options have been widely used to improve gas
sensing performance, such as grafting functional groups onto the carbon nanotubes (CNT) surface [3] or
decorating them with metal or metal oxide nanoparticles [4]. Nanoparticles present some advantages
like high surface area, control over the local environment, and improved mass transport that cannot be
achieved at bulk level [5].

Even though many papers have been published on the attachment of metal or metal oxide
nanoparticles on carbon nanotube sidewalls [4], to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that
the decoration of carbon nanotubes with iridium oxide nanoparticles in chemoresistive gas sensing is
studied. For that reason, this paper reports the improvements obtained by loading MWCNTs with
IrOx nanoparticles.

Iridium oxide has been reported for electrochemical sensing and catalyst applications, especially
for water splitting at low or moderate temperatures [6] due to its ideal properties such as high
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catalytic activity, stability, and selectivity under specific reaction conditions [5]. In addition, IrOx

was employed in biosensing applications [7,8] and as a pH sensor [9,10]. Iridium oxide behaves as a
p-type semiconductor with medium band gap energy (3.12 eV) and charge carrier concentration of
4.2 × 1021 cm−3 [11]. In addition, iridium, has been employed to modify different metal oxides for
gas sensing. Even if metal oxides are loaded with iridium metal, it appears in the form of iridium
oxide nanoparticles at the high operating temperatures of metal oxide gas sensors. Iridium oxide has
been reported to catalyze gallium oxide for detecting ethanol and propane at 600 ◦C [12], combined to
tungsten oxide for detecting ethanol [13], added to titanium oxide films for detecting oxygen [14], or
employed in combination with tin oxide in an attempt to diminish moisture cross-sensitivity in the
detection of carbon monoxide [15].

As already reported [16], the presence of oxygenated defects and functional groups (e.g., carboxylic
acid) on the sidewalls of MWCNTs helps in achieving a stable grafting of metal or metal oxide
nanoparticles to carbon nanotubes and enables an efficient charge carrier transfer between them. Therefore,
this approach was also employed here for the grafting IrOx nanoparticles onto carbon nanotubes in view
of developing simple, low cost chemoresistive gas sensors.

The hybrid nanomaterial and gas sensors were characterized employing different techniques
such as Raman spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to elucidate morphology and chemical composition.
The resistance changes during the exposure to different contaminant gases under different experimental
conditions were measured.

While it is well-known that carbon nanomaterials show remarkable sensitivity to nitrogen dioxide,
the performance of metal or metal oxide NP decorated CNTs in the detection of ammonia vapors
remains rather poor. Probably this is due to the significantly weaker affinity between NH3 and carbon
nanotubes and its associated poor charge transfer efficiency [17]. However, the capability of IrOx

to detect NH3 has been reported [18] and for that reason, in this paper we explore the possibility of
employing IrOx-MWCNTs as gas-sensitive material for detecting NO2 and NH3.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material Synthesis

The synthesis of iridium oxide (IrOx) nanoparticles was achieved following the method proposed
by Zhao [19], in which a solution of iridium oxide nanoparticles is prepared via a two-step process
(Equation (1)). The first step consists of the preparation of 2 mM dissolution using potassium
hexachloroiridate (IV) (K2IrCl6) in 100 mL of distilled water. Then, pH was adjusted to 13 employing
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) diluted in distilled water and the product was heated to 90 ◦C during
30 min to ensure the total hydrolysis of K2IrCl6, breaking the Ir–Cl bonds and creating the complex
[Ir(OH)6]−2. This resulted in a color change of the dissolution from red-brown (K2IrCl6) to yellow
([Ir(OH)6]−2) (see Equation (1)).

An acid condensation process was conducted in the second step, in which a 3 M nitric acid (HNO3)
dissolution was employed to decrease the pH to 1 under vigorous stirring during 90 min in order
to avoid the formation of precipitates. In this step, the ([Ir(OH)6]−2) complex forms ligand-free IrOx

nanoparticles dispersed in water, with their characteristic deep blue color (see Figure S1 Supplementary
Materials) due to the protonation and condensation of ([Ir(OH)6]−2). Once the iridium nanoparticles
are formed, it is important to store the dissolution at 2 ◦C to avoid the formation of precipitates.

[IrCl6]
−2 OH−→ [Ir(OH)6]

−2 H+

→ IrOx + nH2O (1)

Once the metal oxide nanoparticles had been obtained, the surface of MWCNTs was decorated by
attaching the IrOx nanoparticles via an impregnation technique. The impregnation technique consists
of the dropwise addition of metal nanoparticles to a MWCNTs solution heated at 80 ◦C under vigorous
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stirring. Functionalized MWCNTs were purchased from Nanocyl S.A. (Belgium) with carbonyl and
carboxyl functional groups grafted to their surface because these MWCNTs had undergone a cold
plasma treatment. As already stated, the presence of these functional groups on the carbon nanotubes
sidewalls helps attaching the iridium oxide nanoparticles onto their outer wall.

2.2. Material Characterization

The nanomaterials obtained were analyzed employing several techniques. For instance, both the
crystallinity of carbon nanotubes and the confirmation of the presence of iridium oxide nanoparticles
in the hybrid samples were evaluated using Raman Spectroscopy. This analysis was performed using a
Raman spectrometer from Renishaw, plc. (Wotton-under-Edge, UK), which was coupled to a confocal
Leica DM2500 microscope. The laser employed had a wavelength of 514 nm.

The morphology of the hybrid nanomaterial was studied via scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
using a SU8020 Microscope from Hitachi (Tokio, Japan) at an operating voltage of 30 kV. In addition,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a JEM-1011 from Jeol Ltd. (Tokio, Japan) and high
resolution TEM (Jeol 2100, 200 keV) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDXS)
for elemental analysis were also performed. The specimens for high resolution TEM investigation
were ultrasonically dispersed in MeOH and a drop of dispersion was deposited onto a lacy carbon film
supported by a copper grid. Moreover, a drop of the IrOx suspension was deposited onto a copper
grid and studied by TEM.

The chemical composition of the hybrid sample was studied via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) using a VERSAPROBE PHI 5000 from Physical Electronics Inc. (Chanhassen, MN, USA),
equipped with a Monochromatic Al Kα X-ray. The energy resolution was 0.6 eV. For the compensation
of built charge during the measurements, a dual beam charge neutralization composed of an electron
gun (~1 eV) and an Argon ion gun (<10 eV) was used. All binding energies were calibrated to the Au
4f7/2 (84.0 eV).

2.3. Sensor Fabrication

A silicon wafer was oxidized in a tubular furnace during 6 h at 1100 ◦C under continuous flow
of dry oxygen. This process results in the growth of a silicon dioxide layer (SiO2) on both sides of
the wafer. The wafer was diced. In the polished side of a given die, MWCNTs (either pristine or
decorated with iridium oxide nanoparticles) were deposited by an airbrush technique, using a shadow
mask. On the other side of the die (non-polished), a platinum screen-printed alumina heater was glued
employing a thermally conductive epoxy and subsequently bonded to a 20 × 30 mm printed circuit
board (PCB). Finally, two wire contacts were made on the surface of the sensor using a silver epoxy
paste (Ag component metallization, Heraeus). The sensor layout was designed and implemented in
order to be placed in a Teflon airtight chamber, which was connected to a computer controlled gas
mixture and delivery system that employed mass-flow controllers from Bronkhorst High-Tech B.V.
(Ruurlo, The Netherlands) and electro-valves (see Figure S2 Supplementary Materials).

2.4. Gas Sensing Studies

Calibrated gas cylinders of the different gases/vapors tested were employed diluted in a balance
of synthetic dry air (Air Premier Purity: 99.995%). Pure dry air was also used as carrier gas. To achieve
the desired analyte concentrations, successive dilutions were done using synthetic dry air. The total
flow was adjusted to 100 mL/min, stabilizing the sensors with synthetic dry air during 1 h between
exposures (30 min) to the target gas concentration. Sensor response is defined as (∆R/R0) expressed in
percentage, where ∆R is the resistance change over the 30-min exposure time and R0 is the baseline
resistance. The time needed for achieving a stable sensor resistance value after a sudden exposure
to nitrogen dioxide or ammonia exceeds one hour. In addition, recovering the initial baseline in dry
air, especially after being exposed to nitrogen dioxide, takes a few hours. Therefore, to speed up the
characterization process, the exposure and recovery times were arbitrarily set to 30 min and one hour,
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respectively. This implies that sensor responses reported are pessimistically biased, since allowing
for the full stabilization during response and recovery would result in higher resistance changes
than those reported. The different species were tested at three different operating temperatures
(i.e., room temperature, 100 ◦C and 150 ◦C). Moreover, a controlled evaporator and mixer from
Bronkhorst High-Tech B.V. (Ruurlo, The Netherlands) was used to humidify gas samples during the
measurements, enabling the study of the relative humidity (R.H.) effect on sensor response. Resistance
changes of the different gas sensitive films tested were monitored by an Agilent HP 34972A multimeter.

3. Results

At first, the morphology and composition of the hybrid gas sensitive nanomaterial was characterized
employing Raman spectroscopy, SEM, TEM, and XPS.

3.1. Material Characterization Results

Figure 1a shows the Raman spectrum of the hybrid nanomaterial with the well-known bands
at 1350 cm−1 (D), 1580 cm−1 (G), 2680 cm−1 (2D), and 2950 cm−1 (2iTO). D and 2D band are related
to the presence of defects such as disorder in the sp2 carbon nanostructure, amorphous carbon or
carbonaceous impurities, meanwhile G band represents the in-plane vibrations of sp2 carbon bonds [20].
Taking in consideration the ratio between the intensities of D and G bands (D/G ratio), it was confirmed
that the MWCNTs employed here are not highly crystalline. This is due to the presence of defects
and oxygenated functional groups attached to the sidewalls of nanotubes resulting from the oxygen
plasma treatment. However, the presence of these oxygenated defects plays an essential role in the
anchoring process of IrOx nanoparticles. Besides, the presence of oxygenated species in the surface of
MWCNTs enhance their reactivity [16]. In other words, the presence of functional groups (i.e., COOH)
contributes to increasing the sensitivity to gas molecules. In addition, Raman measurements revealed
the decoration of MWCNTs with IrOx (see Figure 1b), because the presence of IrOx active modes (Eg,
B2g, and A1g) [21] could be detected.
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Figure 1. Typical Raman spectrum of the multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) used (a). Detailed
Raman spectrum recorded in the 300–1000 cm−1 region corresponding to peaks attributed to the
presence iridium oxide nanoparticles in IrOx-MWCNT samples (b).

SEM analysis shows that the hybrid nanomaterial consists of mats of disordered MWCNTs
(Figure 2a). Some white spots appearing in the SEM micrograph (due to charge accumulation) can
be attributed to the presence of semiconductor IrOx nanoparticles sitting on the rather conductive
MWCNTs. The synthesis method produced small nanoparticles, the size of which was 1 ± 0.3 nm
(see Figure 2a inset). IrOx nanoparticles appear as dark spots in TEM micrographs. The presence of
IrOx nanoparticles was further confirmed by HR-TEM and EDXS analysis (see Figure 2b and Figure
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S3 Supplementary Materials). The HR-TEM image also shows that the structure of the MWCNTs is
preserved after the plasma and IrOx impregnation treatments.Sensors 2019, 19, x 5 of 15 
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The results of the XPS analysis are presented in Figure 3. The C1s spectrum is reproduced by five
components centered at binding energy 284.4 eV, 285.5 eV, 287.2 eV, 288.9 eV, and 291.4 eV (Figure 3a).
The components at 284.4 eV and 291.0 eV are characteristic of sp2 carbon systems, the first can be
associated to photoelectrons emitted from carbon atoms in the carbon nanotube ‘graphite-like’ walls,
while the second reflects the electron energy loss peak due to the collective excitation of π electrons,
the so-called π plasmon [22,23]. The other three components are associated to photoelectrons emitted
from carbon atoms at sp3 bonds, oxygen-containing groups such as C–O and in carboxylic groups,
respectively [24].
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Figure 3b shows a typical Ir 4f XPS spectrum recorded on the hybrid nanomaterial and its fitting
result. Two doublets of Gaussian-Lorentzian convolution were used to reproduce the experimental
data. The spin-orbit doublet binding energy splitting in each doublet was 2.9 eV and the intensity ratio
7:5. The first doublet with components at 62.3 eV (4f7/2) and 65.3 eV (4f5/2) testifies for the presence
of Ir (III) while the second doublet with components centered at 63.4 eV and 66.4 eV the presence of
Ir(IV) [25,26]. The fact that Ir presents two oxidation states is favourable for gas sensing, as will be
discussed later.
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3.2. Gas Sensing Results

The ability of the hybrid nanomaterial developed for detecting different gases was evaluated,
showing significant results in the detection of NH3 and NO2 at ppm and ppb levels, respectively.
Sensors employing decorated MWCNTs with IrOx nanoparticles showed enhanced sensitivity, stability,
and reproducibility than those employing bare carbon nanotubes.

NH3 detection was performed by analyzing repeated response and recovery cycles to four
concentrations (25, 50, 75, and 100 ppm, successively), showing an important increase in response
(six-fold) for IrOx loaded carbon nanotubes, compared to bare carbon nanotube sensors. Moreover,
apart from the higher response, IrOx-MWCNT presented a better reproducibility and higher stability
(see Figure 4a). In addition, the responses were analyzed at three different sensor operating
temperatures and IrOx-decorated MWCNT sensors showed higher ammonia responses than bare
MWCNT sensors for any of the operating temperatures studied. The best working conditions were
found to be 100 ◦C, considering the higher intensity of response and sensitivity (slope) achieved at this
operating temperature (see Figure 4b). Error bars are standard deviations of responses.
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of 100 ◦C (a). Calibration curves obtained for NH3 at different operating temperatures (b).

The process followed for measuring NO2 was similar to the one employed for NH3. However, in
this case four concentrations (see Figure 5a) were analyzed (250, 500, 750, and 1000 ppb), again for
three different operating temperatures. It can be observed that a better responsiveness towards NO2

(two-fold increase) was obtained for MWCNTs loaded with IrOx nanoparticles. Taking in consideration
the responses obtained under different working conditions, the optimal operating temperature for
detecting NO2 was established at 150 ◦C (see Figure 5b).

In addition, cross-sensitivity was evaluated measuring other gases. Some aromatic volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), such as benzene and toluene were measured at low concentrations and
at different operating temperatures without achieving high sensor responses during their exposure
to these compounds. Exposure to ethanol (C2H6O) vapors did not resulted in significant response
either. High concentration (100 ppm) of carbon monoxide (CO) was also tested, yet unsuccessfully.
Besides, hydrogen was measured until high concentrations (e.g., 1000 ppm) resulting in extremely low
response. A comparison of the responses obtained for the different gases tested can be observed in
Figure 6. This figure reports a sensitivity coefficient that is defined as the ratio between the response
measured and concentration tested for any given species. It can be derived that IrOx-MWCNTs are
suitable for detecting NO2 and NH3 with small cross-sensitivity from other species.
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(the inset is an enlargement showing the coefficients for those gaseous species with lower sensitivity
coefficients). The sensitivity coefficients were obtained employing the highest response registered at
specific concentrations, which were 1 ppm for NO2; 20 ppm for C2H6O and C6H6; 100 ppm for CO,
C2H4O and NH3; and 1000 ppm for H2.

Acetaldehyde (C2H4O) was also measured, obtaining a non-conclusive response for bare carbon
nanotubes. However, decorated MWCNTs with iridium nanoparticles show a fast and saturated
response when C2H4O is applied at 100 ◦C (Figure S4 Supplementary Materials), even at room
temperature. However, an important drift can be observed together with a progressive de-sensitization
effect over time, probably due to an irreversible adsorption by the repeated exposure of the gas-sensitive
film towards C2H4O at low temperatures.

The humidity effect on gas sensing performance was also analyzed. When the humidity
background changes from dry to 50% R.H., the baseline resistance of IrOx-MWCNTs increases by 3.2%
on average. Once this new baseline under humid conditions was reached and stable, which took about
5 min, ammonia and nitrogen dioxide measurements under humid conditions were performed. Bare
carbon nanotubes show an important increase in the response towards nitrogen dioxide and ammonia
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when humidity is present, probably because of transfer of electronic charge from adsorbed water
molecules towards carbon nanotubes depletes carbon nanotubes from holes in p-type carbon nanotube
mats [27]. In contrast, during their exposure to NH3, the response of IrOx-decorated MWCNTs remains
virtually unaffected by the presence of ambient moisture (see Figure 7). Even that a slight decrease
in the response towards NH3 can be observed in Figure 7, this change falls within the range of the
measurement uncertainty.Sensors 2019, 19, x 8 of 15 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the response towards ammonia for bare and IrOx-decorated MWCNTs under
dry and humid (50% R.H.) conditions. Sensors were operated at 100 ◦C. For bare carbon nanotubes, the
response towards ammonia shows a four-fold increase when under humid conditions. IrOx-MWCNTs
present a slightly lower response to ammonia in humid conditions than in dry air.

Similarly, the response to NO2 was evaluated in the presence of ambient moisture (50% R.H.)
for a sensor working temperature of 150 ◦C. Figure 8 shows a high increase in the response towards
NO2 of IrOx-MWCNTs when under humid conditions. Figure S5 (Supplementary Materials) shows a
typical dynamic response of a sensor for nitrogen dioxide under humid conditions. The possible gas
sensing mechanism to explain this effect will be detailed later on, in the discussion section.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the responses towards nitrogen dioxide of bare and IrOx-decorated MWCNTs
under dry and humid (50% of relative humidity) conditions. Sensors were operated at 150 ◦C.
While for bare carbon nanotubes, the response under humid conditions shows an almost two-fold
increase (in comparison to dry conditions), this increase in response is even higher for IrOx-MWCNTs
(nearly four-fold).
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The long term stability of the response towards nitrogen dioxide was studied as well. For this
purpose, repeated nitrogen dioxide measurements were conducted at 1 ppm under dry conditions for
both IrOx loaded and bare MWCNT sensors over a 6-month period. It was found that the response of
IrOx-MWCNTs was remarkably stable (variation was below 5%). Figure S6 (Supplementary Materials)
shows the details.

It is important to notice that IrOx-MWCNT sensors are able to measure ppm and ppb levels of
NH3 and NO2, respectively, with an excellent signal-to-noise ratio. For that reason, it is interesting to
estimate the limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ). In the case of ammonia, it was
considered applying a linear regression to the calibration curve, following the method described by
Shrivastava and co-workers [28]:

LOD = 3Sa/b (2)

LOQ = 10Sa/b (3)

where Sa was estimated by the standard deviation of y-intercepts and b is the slope of the regression
line obtained from Figure 4b. The theoretical LOD and LOQ for IrOx-MWCNTs were estimated
at hundreds of ppb for NH3 detection. These results should be confirmed with measurements at
ppb range, however, these levels are much lower than the exposure limit [29] established by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), which is 50 ppm as an 8-h time-weighted
average (TWA).

Carbon nanomaterials present high potential to detect very low concentrations of nitrogen dioxide.
For that reason, 25 ppb of NO2 were measured (see Figure 9) to check the ability of the sensors to
reproducibly detect such a low concentration level. This is the lowest NO2 concentration that our
measurement system is able to generate.
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Figure 9. Example of the response for bare carbon nanotubes (black line) and IrOx-MWCNTs (red line)
to repeated pulses of nitrogen dioxide at 25 ppb. Sensors were operated at 150 ◦C. A baseline correction
was implemented to suppress baseline drift.

To estimate the LOD and LOQ for nitrogen dioxide, a signal-to-noise method was employed [30].
The background noise level was calculated using 50 points during a stabilization step under a flow of
dry air. In addition, for each sensor, the response signal for 25 ppb of nitrogen dioxide was computed
as the averaged response for 10 nitrogen dioxide pulses. This is illustrated for four pulses in Figure 9.
Then, the sensitivity was estimated using the slope of the calibration curve shown in Figure 5b (for
the two lowest concentrations measured, i.e., 250 and 500 ppb) obtaining a sensitivity of 0.0032%
ppb−1 and 0.0015% ppb−1 for iridium oxide decorated and bare MWCNTs, respectively. Assuming
a signal-to-noise ratio of 3 for LOD, and of 10 for LOQ, the estimated levels are summarized in
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Table 1. The lower values obtained with IrOx loaded MWCNTs are due to the higher response and
signal-to-noise ratio for this hybrid nanomaterial than for bare MWCNTs.

Table 1. Estimated limits of detection and quantification for NO2. These theoretical levels should be
confirmed with experimental measurements at this level of concentration.

CNT IrOx-MWCNT

LOD 17.8 ppb 1 ppb
LOQ 59.1 ppb 3.2 ppb

Maximum permitted exposure limits to NO2 are under continuous revision, but nowadays these
are established at 200 ppb and 100 ppb (1-h exposure) by the European Union (EU) [31] and the
US [32], respectively. Besides, the annual limit mean for primary and secondary exposure is 40 ppb for
the EU [31] and 53 ppb for US [32]. Our sensors show clearly the possibility of detecting 25 ppb of
nitrogen dioxide and potential for detecting this toxic species even at lower levels. Nevertheless, real
exposures to these concentrations of NO2 should be studied in order to confirm the theoretical LOD
and LOQ obtained.

4. Discussion

Despite the fact that carbon nanotube mats can work at room temperature for gas sensing [33], the
presence of metal oxide nanoparticles, which may show catalytic properties above room temperature,
has encouraged us to explore the performance of the hybrid nanomaterials at moderate operating
temperatures (up to 150 ◦C). This should help us better apprehend the effect of IrOx nanoparticles
decorating MWCNTs on gas sensing properties [34]. From the gas sensing tests, it was derived that the
presence of IrOx NPs decorating the outer wall of MWCNTs was advantageous for detecting ammonia
and nitrogen dioxide. Additionally, ammonia was better detected at an operating temperature of
100 ◦C, while 150 ◦C was better for detecting nitrogen dioxide. While MWCNTs offer oxygenated-defect
sites and carboxylic acid functional groups to interact with these species, IrOx nanoparticles present a
high content of oxygen species on their surface, improving the sensitivity to some gases.

Ammonia is a reducing agent, acting as electron donor. Then, when p-type carbon nanotube mats
interact with NH3, an increase in the film resistance is observed because electronic charge is transferred
from adsorbed ammonia molecules towards CNTs [35]. The presence of oxygenated defects on the
surface of CNTs favours their interaction with ammonia [36]. In contrast, nitrogen dioxide is a strong
oxidizing agent with electrophilic properties, acting as electron acceptor. As a consequence, when
nitrogen dioxide is adsorbed on carbon nanotubes, electronic charge is transferred from CNTs towards
the adsorbed species and the electrical resistance of the mat decreases. As already discussed for
ammonia, oxygenated defects can act as adsorption sites [37]. These mechanisms are detailed below:

NH3 (gas) → NH3
+

(ads) + e− (4)

NO2 (gas) + e− → NO2
−

(ads) (5)

At moderate temperatures, the adsorption barrier is further lowered by the presence of oxygen
via adsorbed molecular oxygen from the environment and the oxygenated species and defects present
on the carbon nanotube sidewalls [20]. These oxygenated species on MWCNTs can be attributed to
the presence of functional groups resulting from the plasma treatment and adsorbed oxygen from the
sensor environment during the experiments [38].

Moreover, independently of the operating temperature, decorated carbon nanotubes always
show a higher response to ammonia or nitrogen dioxide than bare MWCNTs. The presence of IrOx

nanoparticles improves the response and sensitivity offered by carbon nanotubes. The interactions
described between gases and oxygenated species for pristine carbon nanotubes can be applied to IrOx

nanoparticles as well. Nanoparticles of oxygen defective iridium oxide (as revealed by XPS) facilitate
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the interaction between gas molecules and adsorbed oxygen species (O2
−) [36], which results in the

transfer of electronic charge between adsorbed molecules and the NP-MWCNT system.
Nitrogen dioxide and ammonia can react with the oxygen species adsorbed at metal oxide

nanoparticles, following the reactions proposed by Rahmani and co-workers [39]:

4NH3 (gas) + 3O2
− → 2N2 (gas) + 6H2O + 3e− (6)

NO2 (gas) + O2
− + 2e− → NO2

−
(ads) + 2O− (ads) (7)

The release (capture) of electrons upon adsorption of ammonia (nitrogen dioxide) results in the
increase (decrease) of the electrical resistance of the IrOx-MWCNT mats. In addition, iridium oxide
has been reported as a catalytic material, and the XPS analysis conducted on iridium oxide decorated
MWCNT samples (see Figure 3) has shown that two oxidation states coexist for Ir. The presence of
both Ir (IV) and Ir (III) was determined, which means that NPs contain IrO2 and Ir2O3. The coexistence
of these two iridium oxides could explain the high response towards ammonia and nitrogen dioxide
obtained for IrOx-decorated MWCNT samples in comparison to bare MWCNT samples. The gas
sensing mechanism that we propose, derived from the occurrence of different oxidation states for
iridium is detailed in Figure 10.
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Probably iridium oxide nanoparticles present a redox interaction with the analytes, which means
that Ir (IV) is reduced by NH3 going to Ir (III) state. However, NO2 can oxidize Ir (III) to Ir (IV).
These interactions could explain the higher sensitivity to these gases observed for IrOx-MWCNTs. This
is based on the presence of Ir (IV) and Ir (III) in the hybrid sensing material at the same time but in
different ratios, depending on the gas tested.

We can consider now the presence of ambient moisture in the sensing mechanism. The high
sensitivity of bare nanotubes to ambient moisture is well-known. In fact, carbon nanomaterials such as
graphene and carbon nanotubes have been extensively reported as humidity sensors [40–42]. Here the
enhancement in the response towards nitrogen dioxide or ammonia observed for bare MWCNT
sensors under humid conditions can be attributed to a water mediated adsorption of gas molecules in
semiconductor chemoresistors [43]. However, in IrOx-decorated carbon nanotubes the interactions
with humidity are more complex. First, IrOx-MWCNTs show a similar response to ammonia under
dry or humid conditions, even with ambient moisture the response is slightly lower. Probably the
reason for this behaviour is related to the reducing properties of water (see Figure 10):

H2O (gas) → 2H+
(gas) + 1/2O2 (gas) + 2e− (8)

At 100 ◦C, which was found optimal for detecting ammonia, IrOx NPs are able to create a water
splitting effect, reducing Ir (IV) to Ir (III). In consequence, reducing molecules such as NH3 and H2O
are taking part in a competitive reaction that favours the reduction of IrOx towards Ir2O3, which
would explain the similar response observed for ammonia under dry or humid conditions due to
the limitation in the number of surface oxygen species to interact with. In contrast, IrOx-MWCNTs
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show a higher response to NO2 in a humid environment than in dry air. Figure 10 can explain this
behaviour because during any recovery phase under humid air, the occurrence of Ir (III) is favoured,
increasing the Ir (III)/Ir (IV) ratio. This higher ratio explains the higher response recorded for a new
NO2 exposure event.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the performance achieved with previously reported metal or metal
oxide decorated carbon nanotube materials in the detection of NO2 and NH3, respectively. In addition,
these tables also help putting in context the results achieved using IrOx-decorated carbon nanotubes.
As described above, the operational sensitivity reported in these tables was estimated using the slope
of the calibration curves for the lowest concentrations measured.

Table 2. Nitrogen dioxide sensitivities reported as 10−3% ppb−1 for different metal or metal oxide
nanoparticles decorating carbon nanotubes. TW = This Work.

CNT Decoration Sensitivity Reference

IrOx 3.2 TW
Au 8 [44]
Rh 5 [37]
Pt 0.094 [45]
Pd 0.069 [45]

SnO2 4.8 [46]
ZnO2 0.25 [47]

Table 3. Ammonia sensitivities reported as 10−2% ppm−1 for different metal nanoparticles decorating
carbon nanotubes. TW = This Work.

CNT Decoration Sensitivity Reference

IrOx 1.71 TW
Co 0.36 [48]
Au 0.41 [49]
Pd 1.11 [50]
Pt 2.80 [51]
Ag 6.84 [51]

5. Conclusions

A p-type chemoresistive sensor based on IrOx nanoparticles decorating MWCNTs was devised to
successfully detect harmful gases like NO2 and NH3 at different working temperatures. These loaded
carbon nanotubes show enhanced gas sensing properties, such as better reproducibility, higher
sensitivity, stability, and lower noise levels in comparison to their bare MWCNT counterparts.
In addition, the effect of relative humidity on sensor response was studied, and a detailed gas
sensing mechanism was proposed to understand the influence of ambient moisture in the presence
of a catalytic nanomaterial like iridium oxide nanoparticles. Finally, low level of cross-sensitivity
was observed for a range of different gases and vapors with interfering potential. In consequence,
IrOx-MWCNT nanomaterial enables quite a selective detection of nitrogen dioxide or ammonia against
other hazardous gases, with low detection limits, making it a potential nanomaterial to be employed
in real applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/19/1/113/s1.
Figure S1: summary of IrOx NPs synthesis, Figure S2: Gas testing chamber and design of sensor used, Figure S3:
TEM-EDXS spectrum of the IrOx-MWCNT sample, Figure S4: Acetaldehyde detection, Figure S5: Response to
NO2 in humid conditions for IrOx-MWCNTs, Table S1: Average responses and associated standard deviations,
Figure S6: Response stability test.
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Abstract
In this work, we investigated the parameters for decorating multiwalled carbon nanotubes with iron oxide nanoparticles using a

new, inexpensive approach based on wet chemistry. The effect of process parameters such as the solvent used, the amount of iron

salt or the calcination time on the morphology, decoration density and nanocluster size were studied. With the proposed approach,

the decoration density can be adjusted by selecting the appropriate ratio of carbon nanotubes/iron salt, while nanoparticle size can

be modulated by controlling the calcination period. Pristine and iron-decorated carbon nanotubes were deposited on silicon sub-

strates to investigate their gas sensing properties. It was found that loading with iron oxide nanoparticles substantially ameliorated

the response towards nitrogen dioxide.

105

Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered to be a very interest-

ing material, especially after being rediscovered by Sumio

Iijima in 1991 when he found multiwalled CNTs in carbon soot

prepared by arc discharge [1]. During the past years, CNTs have

proved to possess extraordinary electrical, mechanical, physical

and chemical properties [2,3]. In particular, they have been ex-
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tensively researched in gas sensing applications because of their

high thermal and chemical stability, high adsorption capacity

and suitability for being functionalized, which enables tailoring

(to some extent) their sensitivity and selectivity to the chemical

environment [2-5]. CNT gas sensors often exhibit fair sensi-

tivity to gases even when operated at room temperature. Since

their electrical conductivity is affected upon the adsorption of

gases, their response is often measured as a change in resis-

tance of a CNT film. The fact that CNT gas sensors can be

intrinsically low-power devices make them very attractive for

their integration in ubiquitous, unattended mobile sensing nodes

running on small batteries or on energy harvested from their

environment [4].

Among the wide range of functionalization strategies that can

be envisaged for tailoring the selectivity of CNTs towards target

gases, one of the simplest consists of decorating the outer wall

of CNTs with metal or metal oxide nanoparticles [6-9]. In some

cases, metal or metal oxide nanoparticles show interesting cata-

lytic properties for the decomposition of target molecules into

more reactive species that, in turn, interact with CNTs. In addi-

tion, such nanoparticles shift the Fermi level of CNTs, adsorb

target molecules, and help in mediating the charge transfer be-

tween adsorbates and CNTs [6,10].

Several metal oxides have been reported as useful for deco-

rating CNTs and improving their interaction with gas mole-

cules. Sensitivity and selectivity can be tailored by selecting the

type of metal oxide employed, the size of nanoparticles and the

decoration density or loading [6,10,11]. Metal oxides have been

extensively investigated for sensing a wide range of gases [12-

14]. Among them, iron oxide is a semiconductor that has been

used in many gas sensing applications because of its low cost

and simple preparation [14,15]. This oxide has been used in the

detection of acetone, H2S, several alcohols, CO, acetic acid and

liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) [16] and forming composites

with other materials such as graphene oxide or polyaniline has

been reported to detect NO2 [17,18]. The decoration of CNTs

with iron oxide has been reported for sensing different species

in air such as acetone, CO2 and some volatile organic com-

pounds [19-21]. Moreover, composites made of CNTs and iron

oxide have been also used for sensing ammonia and NOx

[22,23]. Among those gases NO2 is considered one of the most

dangerous air pollutants occurring both indoors, due to using of

gas stoves, and outdoors from fuel powered motor vehicles and

power plants especially in long-term exposure conditions. As

research studies show, exposure to this gas can lead to an

increase in oxidative stress in the body, resulting in behavioral

and learning-memory impairments. Also, there is a consistent

relationship between NO2 and respiratory and asthmatic prob-

lems at mean daily concentrations (20–80 ppb) well below air

quality guidelines [24,25], which indicates the importance of

fabricating such a gas sensor to be used in different applica-

tions.

In this paper, we report on a wet chemistry route that was suc-

cessfully employed to chemically modify CNTs by decorating

them with iron oxide nanoparticles. This inexpensive method

allows control of the decoration density and nanoparticle size.

The effects of changing the process parameters on the morphol-

ogy of CNTs, the size of iron oxide nanoparticles and the deco-

ration homogeneity achieved are studied and discussed in detail.

The morphology, quality and chemical composition of the iron

oxide decorated carbon nanotube samples were investigated

employing transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Raman

spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

The differently decorated CNT samples were used to make gas

sensors for detecting nitrogen dioxide. A study of the gas

sensing properties of the different hybrid nanomaterials was

conducted in an effort to determine the optimal functionaliza-

tion parameters to maximize sensor response. The selectivity of

the resulting layer for potential interfering gases such as CO and

benzene has also been investigated as well as the effect of

ambient humidity.

Experimental
Materials
All materials and reagents used (listed below) were of analyti-

cal grade and were used as received.

• COOH functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotube

(MWCNTs), Nanocyl (C purity higher than 95%)

• Nitric acid, Scharlau (HNO3 68–70%)

• Sulfuric acid, J. T. Baker (H2SO4 95–97%)

• Conductive silver paste, Sigma-Aldrich

• Methanol, Scharlau (CH3OH 99.9%)

• Ethanol, Scharlau (C2H5OH 96% extra pure and 99.5%

absolute)

• Acetone, Scharlau (C3H6O 99.5%)

• Dimethylformamide (DMF), Alfa Aesar (C3H7NO

99.8%)

• Iron(II I )  n i t ra te  nonahydrate ,  Sigma-Aldr ich

(Fe(NO3 )3 ·9H2O 99.95% trace  metal  bas ic)

• Acetic acid, Fluka Analytical (CH3COOH 99.8%)

Decoration and characterization of carbon
nanotubes
Commercial CNTs from Nanocyl functionalized with (COOH)

groups were further chemically purified by an acidic treatment

to remove any traces of catalyst or amorphous carbon. This

treatment also helps in creating more active sites (e.g., some
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defects) on the side walls of the carbon nanotubes, preparing

them for the decoration process. A mixture of H2SO4 and

HNO3 was prepared at a ratio of 3:1. 200 mg of CNTs were

mixed with 12 mL of the acidic mixture and were stirred for one

hour at room temperature. The reaction was exothermic and no

cooling or water baths were used. During the reaction, ultrason-

ication was employed for the first 15 minutes only to assure the

debundling of CNTs without damaging them. During the

remaining 45 minutes, the mixture was stirred employing a

magnetic stirrer [19,26,27].

When the acidic treatment was completed, the resulting black

slurry was filtered out from the acidic mixture using vacuum

filtration and then washed with DI water for several washing

cycles until the pH was neutralized. Then, the neutral black

slurry was dried in a drying oven at 80 °C for 4 hours.

For the decoration of carbon nanotubes, iron(III) nitrate

nonahydrate was used as the iron precursor. 50 mg of the

acidic-activated carbon nanotubes were added to 50 mL of sol-

vent together with a corresponding amount of Fe(NO3)3·9H2O

salt. Different solvents, methanol, ethanol, acetone and DMF, as

well as different amounts of salt (with ratios 1:1, 1:1.3 and 1:1.5

for CNT/Fe weights) were tested to check the effect of both pa-

rameters in the effectiveness of the decoration. The mixtures

were stirred using a magnetic stirrer for 60 minutes. In a first

attempt, the mixtures were heated to 80 °C to completely evap-

orate the solvent. This approach did not succeed, as commented

in the results and discussion section, so a new approach was de-

signed. In this second attempt, the mixtures were heated to

80 °C until 40 mL of the solvent was evaporated. The remaining

solution was then ultrasonicated for 15 minutes then heated at

80 °C on a hotplate with a magnetic stirrer till the complete

evaporation of the solvent. Once dried, the resulting powder

was exposed to vapors of acetic acid for 15 minutes and later

heated for 20 minutes at 80 °C to remove all the physically

absorbed acetic acid [28]. Finally, the powder was calcined at

450 °C during either 15 or 30 minutes. In this way the effect of

the calcination time on the decoration process was also evalu-

ated.

The chemical composition of the decorated CNTs were

measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a

Versaprobe PHI 5000 from Physical Electronics, equipped with

a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source at a base pressure of

about 10−9 mbar. The sample powders were mounted on

double-sided conductive vacuum tape. The X-ray photoelectron

spectra were collected at a take-off angle of 45° with respect to

the electron energy analyzer and the spot size was 200 µm. A

pass energy (PE) of 20 eV was used for the high-resolution

spectra (Fe 2p, C 1s and O 1s), while PE = 100 eV was used for

the survey spectrum, accounting for an overall energy resolu-

tion of about 0.5 eV. Different points on each sample were

measured in order to ensure the homogeneity. The chemical

composition was then evaluated by using CASA XPS software.

TEM images were collected using a JEOL 1011 transmission

electron microscope operating at 100 kV. The samples were

dispersed in ethanol and a drop of resultant suspension was

poured on carbon-coated copper grids.

The Raman spectra for the different samples was characterized

using a Renishaw inVia spectrometer as the powder samples

were mounted on clean glass slides. The samples were excited

with a green (514 nm) laser using 50% laser power and the

exposure time was 10 s.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded at room tem-

perature using a 202964 Panalytical Empryan diffractometer

(Central Laboratory, Beni Suef University, Egypt) with a Cu Kα

monochromatic radiation (k = 1.54056) operating at 40 kV and

30 mA from 5.0200° to 79.9800° with a 2θ step size of 0.0400

and a scan step time of 0.50 s in a continuous scanning mode.

Fabrication and testing of gas sensors
In order to check the effect of the different decorations on the

gas sensing properties of modified CNTs, simple sensing

devices were fabricated. For that purpose, small rectangular

pieces of a silicon wafer, previously oxidized at 1100 °C for

6 hours, were used as substrate. Heaters were attached to the

back side of the sensor substrate using silver paste from Sigma-

Aldrich. The substrates were heated in the oven at 120 °C for

30 minutes to cure the silver paste.

A dispersion in DMF was prepared with a concentration of

0.1 mg/mL of the modified CNT samples to be deposited. Then,

the solution was ultrasonicated for 15 minutes before being

deposited onto the silicon substrates. Two different approaches

were used for depositing iron-loaded CNT films on the sub-

strates: drop coating and air brushing. In drop coating, the sub-

strate was heated on a hot plate up to 160 °C while the disper-

sion of CNTs in DMF was dropped by means of a pipette (drop

by drop). The DMF was instantaneously evaporated when the

drop was in contact with the heated silicon substrate, leaving

the iron-loaded CNTs physically attached to it. In air brushing,

the substrate was also heated to 160 °C while the suspension of

CNTs in DMF was airbrushed onto the top of the substrate. As

in the previous case, the solvent was instantaneously evaporat-

ed when in contact with the heated substrate, leaving the iron-

loaded CNTs physically attached to it. To delimitate the area

where the CNTs were deposited, a shadow mask of adhesive

Kapton was used. This second approach leads to thinner active
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Figure 1: TEM images for COOH–CNTs (a) before acidic treatment and (b) after acidic treatment.

layers. The differences in the results for both approaches can be

seen in the Supporting Information File 1 (Figure S1).

After the previous steps, heaters and the CNT layer were

connected to a printed circuit board (PCB) using platinum

wires. Those wires were attached to the heaters and CNT layers

using silver paste that was cured in an oven at 120 °C for

30 minutes. To connect the Pt wires to the PCB we used tin

wire and a soldering iron.

Wire bonded sensors ready for testing can be seen in the Sup-

porting Information File 2 (Figure S2). The silicon substrates

onto which carbon nanotubes were deposited were glued to an

alumina substrate that included a platinum heater employing a

thermally conductive epoxy.

A teflon chamber, which allowed allocating up to four sensors,

was used for testing the gas sensing properties of the different

nanomaterials. This chamber is shown in Supporting Informa-

tion File 3 (Figure S3). A gas cylinder with a 100 ppm NO2

concentration balanced in dry air was used jointly with a set of

mass flow controllers to generate the desired concentrations.

The gas flux was fixed to 100 sccm during the whole experi-

ments. The sensor response is defined as

(1)

where RG is the sensor resistance when exposed to NO2 and R0

is the sensor response when exposed to air.

Before starting any experiment, the sensors were heated while

dry synthetic air was flowed in order to clean the sensor surface.

Afterwards, different concentrations of NO2 gas (5 ppm,

10 ppm, 20 ppm, 50 ppm and 100 ppm) were successively

pumped into the test chamber with the sensors operated at room

temperature. The cycles consisted of 30 minutes of exposure to

NO2 diluted in air and 3 hours of recovery in dry air.

To determine the selectivity of the sensor for carbon monoxide

(CO) and benzene (C6H6), gas cylinders with a 100 ppm CO

and 10 ppm C6H6 concentrations respectively, balanced in dry

air, were used with the previously described set-up. To create

the desired humidity in order to check the effect of moisture on

the sensor response, a controlled amount of water was mixed

with the gas flow by means a liquid mass flow controller.

Results and Discussion
Acidic purification and decoration of carbon
nanotubes
Figure 1 shows TEM images for the CNTs before and after the

acidic treatment and, as shown, no significant changes are

visible in the carbon nanotubes.

Since using the first approach for the decoration of CNTs led to

the formation of large agglomerates of iron-loaded carbon nano-

tubes that could not be dispersed even after a sonication process

in ethanol for 30 minutes (as can be seen in Figure S4, in Sup-

porting Information File 4), this first approach was discarded

and we focused our efforts in the second approach.

Accordingly, the next step was to determine the best solvent for

obtaining a well dispersed powder with homogeneous nanopar-

ticle coverage. To analyze the effect of the solvent on the nano-

particle distribution, solutions with the four solvents considered

(ethanol, methanol, acetone and DMF) were prepared using a
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Figure 2: Different decoration homogeneity using different solvents, methanol (a), ethanol (b), DMF (c) and acetone (d).

1:1.5 proportion in weight between carbon nanotubes and

iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate and calcined for 30 minutes. TEM

images of the results are summarized in Figure 2. As can be

seen, both ethanol and methanol led to a homogenous distribu-

tion of the nanoparticles onto the carbon nanotubes. Moreover,

the size of the nanoparticles in those cases was also homoge-

neous. Nevertheless, the decoration homogeneity was slightly

better for methanol than for ethanol. On the other hand, acetone

and DMF had a negative effect on both the decoration distribu-

tion and particle size. As we can see in the case of acetone, the

dispersion of the nanoclusters is not uniform or homogenous

and some areas have high decoration density while some other

areas have very low decoration density. Also, in the case of

DMF we can notice that dispersion of the nanoclusters was

better than for acetone, but still some areas have a high density

of decoration in which agglomerates of large particle size are

formed.

According to these results, methanol was chosen as the most

suitable solvent to be used in the production of iron-loaded

CNT samples for further analysis, including the production of

gas sensors.

Once the best solvent was identified, it was necessary to deter-

mine the effect of the amount of iron oxide precursor employed

on the decoration results (i.e., density and homogeneity of the

loading, particle size). TEM images for different samples with

different CNT/iron salt ratios were taken to investigate their

effect on the decoration density, as shown in Figure 3. We can

see that decoration density of CNT/Fe oxide increases by in-

creasing the amount of iron salt, while the particle size was not

affected.

Statistical analysis for the three samples shows that the average

particle size of the NP does not increase when increasing the

decoration dose. The mean particle size was found to be 3.44,

3.46 and 3.31 nm for decoration ratios of 1:1, 1:1.3 and 1:1.5,

respectively (size distribution histograms can be found in Sup-

porting Information File 5, Figure S6).

For all the decorated samples we have used the same source

of acidic-functionalized MWCNTs. Accordingly, all the

MWCNTs used have, more or less, the same defect size and

distribution on the side walls. As the amount of iron salt in-

creases, more iron precursor will be able to reach and interact
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Figure 3: Different decoration densities for different decoration ratios of 1:1 (a), 1:1.3 (b) and 1:1.5 (c).

with a larger number of defects on the MWCNTs side walls.

Therefore, the density of the formed iron nanoparticles will

increase. However, the average particle size of those nanoparti-

cles will be the same because the side defects have the same

size distribution for all samples.

In addition, HRTEM imaging for the anchored iron oxide nano-

particles on the MWCNTs surface was performed and the

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern for was identi-

fied, as shown in Figure 4. The image shows the high crys-

tallinity of the prepared iron oxide nanoparticles and the

selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern of the iron

oxide nanoparticles (see inset of Figure 4) clearly shows the

diffraction rings of a typical cubic structure.

XPS was performed to investigate the chemical composition of

the samples and, in particular, to determine the oxidation state

of iron in the nanoparticles that decorate the CNT sidewalls.

These results are shown in Figure 5. A description and coding

of the samples analyzed as well as their chemical composition

derived from the XPS analysis is summarized in Table 1. The

Figure 4: High magnification HRTEM images of MWCNTs decorated
with Fe2O3 nanoparticles. The inset shows the electron diffraction
pattern (SAED) for the selected area.
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Figure 5: XPS core level spectra of Fe 2p with a fitting curve for sample C (a), O 1s (b) and C 1s (c) for the samples A (black curve), B (red curve)
and C (green curve). The C 1s spectra has been normalized and aligned.

Table 1: Description of the analyzed samples with the percent of different elements in each sample.

Sample Description C (%) O (%) Fe (%)

A 2nd decorating approach with a ratio of (1 CNT/1 Fe salt); not calcined 78.0 17.0 2.9
B 2nd decorating approach with a ratio of (1 CNT/1 Fe salt); calcined for 30 minutes 86.0 11.0 2.5
C 2nd decorating approach with a ratio of (1 CNT/1.5 Fe salt); calcined for 30 minutes 75.0 19.0 5.7

values of the content for each element have been evaluated at

different points on the sample and averaged, with an error as

low as ±0.5%. The concentration of iron well reflects the deco-

rating ratio, with sample C (1 CNT/1.5 Fe Salt) being the one

with the highest Fe content. Residual nitrogen and sodium can

be found in samples A and C respectively, which is probably

due to some contamination during the fabrication process that

we assume will not affect sensor performance.

Figure 5a shows the typical Fe 2p XPS spectrum recorded on

the studied samples. The spectrum is composed of two main

structures centered at 712 and 725 eV corresponding to photo-

electrons emitted from Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2, respectively. Two

satellite structures are also present centered at 719 and 733 eV.

As can be seen in the figure, the Fe 2p3/2 region for sample C

can be reproduced using a decomposition of four peaks (grey

components), plus a surface peak (purple component) and a
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shake-up satellite (blue component) according to Grosvenor

et al. [29]. The energy position of these peaks, in particular the

first one of the 4-component multiplet (710.0 eV) and the satel-

lite (719.2 eV), indicates the presence of iron in the Fe(III) oxi-

dation state (Fe3+), characteristic of Fe2O3 and oxide-hydrox-

ide. It is reported that the typical value for the satellite peak of

Fe2+ (FeO) is 715.5 eV [30] and main 2p peak centered at

708 eV [31], while metallic iron has the main peak at much

lower binding energy (706.7 eV).

The O 1s core level spectra, shown in Figure 5b, was repro-

duced using four peaks. The first one at 530.2 eV is attributed to

oxygen in iron oxide: its contribution is higher in the spectra re-

corded on sample C, where the relative amount of iron was

found to be the highest. The peak at 531.7 eV is mostly due to

hydroxyl OH and O–C groups, while the remaining two peaks

are attributed to other O–C groups and adsorbed water [32,33].

C–O contributions can be also observed in the C 1s core level

spectra in Figure 5c by the presence of the peak at 288.6 eV.

This contribution is higher in the spectrum recorded on sample

A, where the highest amount of oxygen was found. The line

shape of the C1s spectra recorded is typical for carbon nano-

tubes, with an asymmetric and narrow sp2 peak at 284.5 eV;

this is followed by a second contribution due to carbon in amor-

phous or sp3 configuration at 285.0 eV [34]. The presence of

these peaks associated with C–O bonds indicates that the func-

tionalization of the CNTs (with COOH) is still present after the

decoration process.

The fact that the nanoparticles consisted of Fe2O3 was further

confirmed by XRD characterization. For this purpose, pure iron

oxide nanoparticles were prepared following the procedure de-

scribed above. Figure 6 shows the spectra of the iron oxide

nanoparticles and iron oxide nanoparticle-decorated nanotubes.

These last results correspond to the sample with a 1:1 decora-

tion ratio and calcined for 30 min. As it can be seen, the pattern

of the Fe2O3 nanoparticles corresponds to a cubic crystalline

structure, which confirms the HRTEM results. In the XRD

pattern for Fe2O3/CNTs the characteristic peak at 25.994° attri-

buted to plane (002) of the CNTs can be clearly identified. The

other diffraction peaks at 35.6°, 43.15°, 53.28°, 57.3°, 63.12°

can be attributed to planes (311), (400), (422), (511) and (440)

of the cubic Fe2O3 phase.

Gas sensing properties
Samples B and C were used to prepare sensors using the drop-

coating approach to check the effect of decoration ratio on the

response. An additional sensor was prepared using pristine car-

bon nanotubes with the airbrushing approach. Figure 7 shows

electrical resistance against time.

Figure 6: XRD pattern for Fe2O3 nanoparticles (a) and decorated
CNTs with Fe2O3 nanoparticles (b).

Nitrogen dioxide was found to strongly interact with carbon

nanotube sensors, and as a result, the sensors did not fully

recover their baseline resistance value during the cleaning

phase, which was conducted at room temperature without

heating. Applying mild heating or UV light have been reported

useful for fully recovering the baseline after exposure to

nitrogen dioxide [10]. Therefore, for calculating the response to

any given nitrogen dioxide concentration, the value of R0 was

taken as the value of the sensor resistance before being exposed

to the corresponding gas concentration and the value of RG was

fixed as the value of resistance at a fixed time after an NO2

exposure of 10 minutes.

Figure 8 shows the calibration curves for different concentra-

tions of NO2. Response (%) is defined as 100 × (RG – R0)/R0.

As derived from Figure 8, Sample B with a 1:1 decoration ratio

shows better response than sample C and obviously better than

pristine CNTs.

These results allow us to conclude that the decoration with iron

oxide improves sensor performance in the detection of NO2.

Regarding the amount of iron oxide introduced, the best result

is obtained for the lower decoration ratio of 1:1 which is consid-

ered to be the optimum decoration ratio.

By comparing these results to other results in the literature, we

can conclude that there is an optimum decoration ratio which
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Figure 7: Electrical resistance of the samples as a function of time.

Figure 8: Effect of decoration ratio on the gas sensing performance.

gives us the highest response, as the response increases with in-

creasing decoration ratio dose until an optimum decoration den-

sity is reached and afterwards the response decreases [6,19,28].

In fact, the obtained results are better regarding the intensity of

the sensor response, as compared to those obtained by Chuanfei

Hua et al. [23] using a composite of SWCNT–Fe2O3, although

their sensors show faster response time.

Studying effect of calcination period on
nanocluster size
TEM images for two samples with the same decoration ratio

(CNT/Fe = 1:1.5) but with different calcination periods of 15 or

30 minutes were taken to investigate the effect of the duration

of the calcination on the size of iron nanoclusters. This is shown

in Figure 9a. In addition, the nanocluster size distribution can be

found in Supporting Information File 5, Figure S5. It can be

concluded that the nanocluster size increases with increasing

calcination time.

Also, the Raman spectra for pristine CNTs along with deco-

rated samples of CNT/Fe = 1:1.5, which were calcined for 15 or

30 minutes, were studied to determine the effects of the calcina-

tion period on the quality of CNTs in comparison to non-

calcined decorated CNTs. These results are shown in Figure 9b.

By analyzing the Raman spectra, we conclude that by increas-

ing the calcination time, the quality of the CNTs slightly

decreases. We also notice that the change in ID/IG between pris-

tine and decorated CNTs is not very high. This is expected

because the commercial CNTs provided from Nanocyl are of
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Figure 9: TEM images showing nanocluster size (a) after calcination for 15 minutes and 30 minutes for a 1:1.5 decoration ratio and Raman spectra
for pristine CNTs and decorated CNTs with different calcination periods for (1:1.5) decorated COOH–CNTs (b).

low purity (95%) in analytical terms. In addition, the CNTs

were already functionalized, so it is logical that a relatively high

D/G ratio is obtained before performing any treatment or deco-

ration. This low crystallinity means that a high concentration of

disordered sp2 carbon in relation to the presence of stretching

C–C bonds is already present in as-purchased CNT samples.

This makes it difficult to significantly increase defects in CNTs

after performing further treatment and decoration.

In order to check the influence of nanoparticle size on the

sensing capabilities of the CNTs, carbon nanotubes correspond-

ing to sample A calcined for 15 or 30 minutes were used to

implement sensors by the drop-coating approach. The previous

sensor based on pristine CNTs was also used for comparison.

Two different concentrations of NO2 gas (5 ppm, 10 ppm) were

pumped into the test chamber in this case. The results are shown

in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10, the response of the sensor that em-

ployed carbon nanotubes calcined for 30 minutes, i.e., the one

with larger iron oxide particles, is higher than the sensor based

on iron oxide decorated CNTs calcined for 15 minutes.

These results confirm again that the decoration with iron oxide

enhances the sensor response to NO2, obtaining better results

for carbon nanotubes decorated with iron oxide nanoparticles of

larger size. This is consistent with the literature, in which heat

treatment on sensors doped with an optimum doping ratio can

cause both an increase in the size of decorating nanoparticles

and an enhancement in the response of the sensor [6].

In order to check if the deposition method (drop-coating thick

film or airbrushing thin film) has an influence on the sensor be-

havior, an additional sensor using CNTs corresponding to sam-

ple B was prepared by air brushing. Differences in morpholo-
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Figure 10: Effect of calcination period on the gas sensing performance.

Figure 11: Effect of layer homogeneity and thickness on the gas sensing performance.

gies between the two approaches followed for the deposition

procedure (drop coating and air brushing) can be found in Sup-

porting Information File 1, Figure S1.

This new sensor, together with the one based on pristine nano-

tubes fabricated using the same approach, and the sensor based

on CNTs of sample B, but obtained by drop coating were tested.

The results are shown in Figure 11. As it can be seen, the thin

layer sensor obtained by airbrushing decorated nanotubes

showed better response than the thick film sensor obtained by

drop coating. Once more, the results confirm that the decora-

tion of the nanotubes using iron oxide is a good approach to en-

hance the sensor response to NO2. In this case, we are

comparing sensors implemented employing the same procedure,

using both decorated and pristine nanotubes. Moreover, the

airbrushed sensor showed the best response.

In order to check the selectivity of the best performing sensor,

measurements for 10 ppm of benzene and 100 ppm of CO were

performed. Although the concentrations of both gases were

quite high, the sensor showed no response to carbon monoxide

while the response to benzene was lower than 0.06%,

confirming a good selectivity for the target gas (i.e., nitrogen

dioxide).

Finally, to check the effect of humidity in the performance of

the sensor, a new set of measurements for NO2 were performed.

In this case, the relative humidity was set to 50%. Comparing

these results with the ones performed with dry air (relative
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Figure 12: Comparison between gas sensors – performance in both dry and humid conditions.

humidity was around 3%), one can realize that the sensor, when

working in a more humid environment, shows faster response.

That is, the presence of water vapor improves the performance

of the sensor. The results of these measurements are shown in

Figure 12. This enhancement in nitrogen dioxide response

under humid conditions can be attributed to the water mediated

adsorption of NO2 on iron oxide nanoparticles, as previously re-

ported for semiconductor metal oxide chemoresistors [35].

A deeper analysis of the sensor behavior reflected in Figure 7

and Figure 11 shows that both pristine and decorated CNT films

behave as a p-type semiconductor. When nitrogen dioxide

reacts with the active layer, the molecule traps electrons from

the active layer, increasing its conductivity, because this in-

creases the concentration of holes, which act as main charge

carriers.

Comparing the behavior of pristine and decorated CNTs, one

can clearly see that the decoration process leads to an increase

in the electrical resistance of the active layer. This fact can be

attributed to the p–n junctions formed between the p-type CNTs

and the n-type iron oxide nanoparticles, with the formation of

associated depletion layers. The p-type behavior of the deco-

rated nanotubes suggests that, when the sensor is exposed to

NO2, the response is mainly due to the CNTs. In this case, the

iron oxide NPs contribute to the enhancement of the response

via a reduction of their associated depletion layer when NO2

molecules adsorb on the surface of NPs, which increases the

conductivity of the layer. Nevertheless, there is another possible

explanation. It has been reported that Fe2O3 can turn from

n-type to p-type, especially in oxidizing ambient environments

[36]. This possible change in the semiconducting behavior of

Fe2O3 could be the reason why the response to other reducing

gases such as benzene or CO has been found to be very low.

Nevertheless, a deeper study is necessary to better determine the

mechanisms responsible for sensor response.

Conclusion
The decoration of MWCNTs with Fe2O3 using an inexpensive

method based on wet chemistry has shown to be a good ap-

proach for enhancing the detection of NO2. The presence of

iron oxide has been confirmed by both XPS and XRD analysis.

Parametric studies for the decoration procedure showed that the

decoration density is proportional to the ratio of CNT/Fe salt,

without affecting particle size. The solvents used in the decora-

tion steps affect the decorated CNT’s morphology, decoration

uniformity and decoration homogeneity. Methanol and ethanol

were found to allow for a more uniform and homogenous deco-

ration along the CNTs and also better powder morphology. On

the other hand, DMF and acetone resulted in the formation of

agglomeration islands on the CNTs and negatively affected the

uniformity and homogeneity of decoration. The effect of the

calcination period on the size of the decorating nanoclusters

was studied as well. It was found that their size increases by in-

creasing the calcination period. Regarding the gas sensing effect

of the decoration, lower decoration density with higher particle

size led to the best results.

The effect of the deposition method was also studied and was

found to affect the behavior of the sensor. Namely, thinner, ho-

mogeneous, layered films obtained by airbrushing showed

better response than thicker, non-homogeneous, layered sensors

obtained by drop coating.

This last sensor deposited by air brushing showed an excellent

selectivity for NO2 when carbon monoxide and benzene vapors

were considered as potential interfering gases. Finally, the

effect of humidity was studied. It was found that a more humid
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environment resulted in an increased and faster response of the

sensor to NO2. This effect was observed for both pristine and

decorated sensors.
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Abstract
Here we describe the development of chemoresistive sensors employing oxygen-plasma-treated, Au-decorated multiwall carbon

nanotubes (MWCNTs) functionalized with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of thiols. For the first time, the effects of the length

of the carbon chain and its hydrophilicity on the gas sensing properties of SAMs formed on carbon nanotubes are studied, and addi-

tionally, the gas sensing mechanisms are discussed. Four thiols differing in the length of the carbon chain and in the hydrophobic or

hydrophilic nature of the head functional group are studied. Transmission electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy are used to analyze the resulting gas-sensitive hybrid films. Among the different nanomaterials tested,

short-chain thiols having a hydrophilic head group, self-assembled onto Au-decorated carbon nanotubes were most responsive to

nitrogen dioxide and ethanol vapors, even in the presence of ambient humidity. In particular, this nanomaterial was about eight

times more sensitive to nitrogen dioxide than bare Au-decorated carbon nanotubes when operated at room temperature. This

response enhancement is attributed to the interaction, via strong hydrogen bonding, of the polar molecules tested to the polar sur-

face of hydrophilic thiols. The approach discussed here could be extended further by combining hydrophilic and hydrophobic thiol

SAMs in Au-MWCNT sensor arrays as a helpful strategy for tuning sensor response and selectivity. This would make the detection

of polar and nonpolar gas species employing low-power gas sensors easier, even under fluctuating ambient moisture conditions.
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Introduction
Carbon nanotubes were first observed by Sumio Iijima in 1991

[1] and since then, this nanostructure has been widely used in

chemoresistive gas sensors [2-5] due to the possibility to engi-

neer its sensitivity towards chemicals present in a local environ-

ment. One of the reasons for this is their high surface-to-volume

ratio and hollow structure in which almost every single carbon

atom is on the surface, making them suitable for the adsorption

of gas molecules [6]. This capability to detect toxic air pollu-

tants has made them ideal candidates for integration into differ-

ent types of transducers such as chemoresistors, resonant gravi-

metric or field effect devices, only to cite a few applications.

Bare carbon nanotubes have been employed to detect gases

such as nitrogen dioxide [7], ammonia [8], oxygen [9] or

ethanol [10]. However, pristine carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

present some limitations for gas sensing. For example, carbon

nanotube gas sensors often suffer from slow recovery, espe-

cially when operated at room temperature, which eventually

results in baseline and response drift. For that reason, it is

usually necessary to heat up the gas sensitive nanomaterial to

higher temperatures [3] or to irradiate the sensor employing ul-

traviolet (UV) light, in order to promote surface cleaning.

Despite these efforts, sometimes CNTs present irreversible

resistance changes due to the chemisorption of gas molecules.

In addition, other problems such as lack of selectivity, environ-

mental variations (e.g., changes in humidity level) affecting

sensor response, or the difficulty to detect gases characterized

by low adsorption energies are often encountered [11].

In order to enhance their selectivity and/or their sensitivity,

CNTs have been functionalized by introducing reactive groups

onto their sidewalls, such as carboxylic acid [12,13], hydroxy

[14] or carbonyl [15] groups, by decorating them with metal

or metal oxide nanoparticles [10,16-19], or by creating

CNT–polymer [20] or CNT–chalcogenide [21] hybrids. Em-

ploying these approaches, different carbon nanotube sensors

have been reported for detecting toxic pollutants emitted from

vehicle exhaust [22,23], hazardous volatile organic compounds

(VOCs) [24] or chemical warfare agents (CWAs) [25,26].

Usually, these modified carbon nanotubes improve the selec-

tivity, because the chemical specificity of bonding for target

molecules is enhanced. Also sensitivity is improved via a

stronger interaction between functionalized carbon nanotubes

and target species.

However, apart from improved sensitivity and selectivity, the

effective detection of gaseous species in the environment

requires gas sensors with other specific properties, such as

stability, simplicity, low-cost and fast response [6]. For that

reason, the last years have seen the development of approaches

in which complex molecules are grafted onto the surface of car-

bon nanotubes via covalent or non-covalent interactions. In

such an approach, carbon nanotubes act as support and charge

transport transducing elements while the recognition function is

performed by grafted molecules. Two examples of this have

consisted of obtaining thiol-functionalized carbon nanotube

buckypapers [27] or self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of

thiol molecules onto Au-decorated CNTs [28], in order to en-

hance the properties required to detect toxic gases. Additionally,

the electronic properties of single-wall CNTs heavily depend on

chirality, and the conduction properties of single-wall CNT

films on top of interdigitated electrodes change dramatically

depending on whether metallic nanotubes are above or below

the percolation threshold [29,30]. In contrast, multiwall CNT

mats always present a mild p-type semiconductor behavior

which improves device to device reproducibility without the

added burden of sorting nanotubes according to their metallic or

semiconducting character before being integrated in gas sensing

devices.

In view of developing sensitive, fast-responding, low power

consumption and more selective sensors towards nitrogen

dioxide or ethanol, in this paper, we combine oxygen plasma

treated, Au-decorated MWCNTs with different thiols (see

Figure S1, Supporting Information File 1). While thiol mole-

cules behave as a chemoselective material responsible for the

recognition of gas species, carbon nanotubes act as efficient

charge transport networks, enabling the implementation of a

chemoresistive transduction. Different thiols were attached to

the gold nanoparticles creating SAMs (see Figure S2, Support-

ing Information File 1), which differed in their terminal func-

tional groups and in the length of their carbon chain. This

enables studying the effects of hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity

of terminal functional groups and carbon chain length on the

gas sensing properties of SAMs supported on CNTs. The

response towards two gases, nitrogen dioxide and ethanol, was

investigated. On the one hand, the detection of nitrogen dioxide

has attracted great interest because of its adverse consequences

for the environment and health risks associated to exposure

for humans [18]. In environmental monitoring applications,

nitrogen dioxide should be detected in the 20 to 200 ppb range.

Some authors have reported the detection of NO2 at such low

concentrations using sensors employing carbon nanotubes

[31,32]. In addition, sensors can be employed as well to deter-

mine nitrogen oxide emission from combustion engines. In this

case, the concentrations to be measured range in the tens to

hundreds of ppm [33,34]. On the other hand, ethanol sensors

can be used in the automotive sector to check the concentration

of ethanol in fuel blends, especially in biofuels. Ethanol is

added to fuels since it can act as a radical scavenger, improving

air quality by diminishing the concentration of pollutants
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Figure 1: TEM images of MWCNTs decorated with gold nanoparticles.

emitted from combustion engines. However, an excessive

amount of ethanol in the blend can damage automotive fuel

lines [35]. Additionally, by testing oxidizing (nitrogen dioxide)

and reducing (ethanol) species, it is possible to obtain more

information about the gas sensing behavior of functionalized

carbon nanotube mats. Moreover, the effect of ambient mois-

ture on the chemical response was studied, determining how

moisture interference depended on the characteristics of the dif-

ferent thiols considered. Finally, the mechanisms for the inter-

action between gas molecules and the hybrid nanomaterials,

which explain the experimental results obtained with the differ-

ent sensors tested, are introduced and discussed.

Results and Discussion
Material characterization
MWCNTs decorated with Au nanoparticles were analyzed by

TEM in order to observe the distribution of metal nanoparticles

on the carbon nanotubes. Figure 1 shows that the CNT side-

walls are densely and quite homogeneously decorated with Au

nanoparticles (Table S1 in Supporting Information File 1 shows

quantitative XPS results indicating that the Au content was

5.7 wt % in these samples). A monomodal distribution of Au

nanoparticles is obtained with average diameter of about 4 nm.

The gold nanoparticles appear very close one to another (typi-

cally 10 nm apart), which will affect the gas sensing mecha-

nism, as will be discussed in detail below.

The crystallinity of oxygen-plasma-treated MWCNTs deco-

rated with gold nanoparticles was characterized by Raman spec-

troscopy. Taking the intensity ratio of the D/G bands into

consideration, the material presents a low level of crystallinity

with defects caused by the oxygen plasma treatment. However,

the presence of such defects in CNTs is essential, since it has

been shown that they play the role of nucleation centers and

help to anchor the Au nanoparticles during the sputtering

process [36]. In other words, the defects help to achieve a dense

and homogenous decoration of CNT sidewalls with Au nano-

particles, preventing their mobility and coalescence.

The different thiols employed in this work were characterized

by Raman spectroscopy (see Figure 2). A Peltier cell was used

in order to keep samples at 4 °C and stabilize them, because

unbound thiols present high volatility, even at room tempera-

ture. The Raman analysis of the thiols shows the presence

of characteristic peaks in all samples related to the mode of

vibration of aliphatic carbon chains at wavenumbers between

250–400 cm−1 and 630–790 cm−1. Other important bands can

be found at the following wavenumbers: 735 cm−1, 2580 cm−1

and 2900 cm−1, which correspond to C–S, S–H and C–H

elongations, respectively. In addition, hydrophilic thiols (i.e.,

C3H6O2S and C16H32O2S) present a characteristic peak at

1680 cm−1 attributed to C=O elongation. In contrast, hydro-

phobic thiols (C3H8S and C16H34S) show a characteristic peak

at 1440 cm−1 related to CH2 and CH3 radicals. Note that O–H

elongations do not appear in the Raman spectra, probably due to

the weak intensity of the O–H peak in Raman spectroscopy.

Once these thiols had been attached to Au-MWCNTs via the

SAM technique, it was not possible to detect many of their most

characteristic peaks in the resulting hybrid nanomaterials,

because the high intensity peaks from MWCNTs had a masking

effect in the survey spectra. For this reason, specific regions of

the Raman spectrum in which no peaks from MWCNTs appear

were acquired in order to confirm the presence of the thiols.

Figure 3a shows the region between 550 and 850 cm−1 provid-

ing information about the C–S and C–C elongations. The first

peak appears at 638 and 670 cm−1 for Au-MWCNT bound and

free C3H6O2S, respectively. Two main aspects may be respon-
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Figure 2: Raman spectra for the different thiols studied. A) C3H8S; B) C3H6O2S; C) C16H34S; D) C16H32O2S.

Figure 3: a) Comparison between unbound (i.e., free) thiol and hybrid SAM-MWCNTs for C–S and C–C elongations, b) comparison between
unbound thiol and hybrid SAM-MWCNTs for S–H elongations. Black line: thiol (C2H6O2S); red line: thiol-Au-MWCNTs.

sible for this shift. First, the temperature during the acquisition

of the spectra was different. While free C3H6O2S was kept at

4 °C to avoid the fast volatilization that would have happened at

room temperature, cooling was not necessary when thiols were

attached to Au-MWCNTs and, in this case, the acquisition was

conducted at room temperature. Second, the environment of

these molecules was absolutely different. In other words,

despite the fact that what is detected in both cases is the C–S

elongation, the sulfur in free C3H6O2S was bonded in addition

to a hydrogen atom, while in thiol attached to Au-MWCNT

samples, the sulfur was bonded to a gold atom. Moreover, a

second peak can be observed at 770 cm−1 indicating the pres-

ence of aliphatic carbon chains. This peak is a proof of pres-

ence of thiols on the surface of gold decorated CNTs because
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Figure 4: (a) X-ray photoelectron survey spectra recorded on Au-CNTs (blue), short-chain thiol-Au-CNTs (red) and long-chain thiol-Au-CNTs (green)
samples. (b) S 2p spectrum acquired on a thiol-Au-MWCNT sample. The results for a short-chain thiol (C3H8S) are shown here, as a typical example
of the SAMs obtained.

this C–C elongation is also registered for unattached thiols. In

addition, this peak cannot be attributed to MWCNTs because

the vibrations of the aromatic ring carbon chain appear in the

region near 1500 cm−1.

Figure 3a confirms the presence of thiols in thiol-Au-MWCNT

samples, however, Figure 3b shows that some of these thiols

remain unattached to Au. The 2550–2600 cm−1 region was

analyzed in order to find the strong peak corresponding to S–H

elongations, which is indicative of the presence of unbound

thiols. The intensity of this peak in thiol-Au-MWCNT samples

is significantly lower than that found in free thiol samples (both

spectra in Figure 3b were measured under identical experimen-

tal conditions). The fact that a small peak remains in thiol-Au-

MWCNT samples is indicative that basically a SAM is formed,

but some thiol molecules remain unattached to gold nanoparti-

cles, despite the cleaning step implemented after the formation

of the SAM.

In Figure 3, a clear localized surface plasma resonance (LSPR)

effect (e.g., enhancement in signal intensity) cannot be ob-

served. The reason could be due to the extremely low power of

the laser used to record the Raman spectra, in order to prevent

damaging the SAMs. As a consequence, a possible explanation

is that the applied energy was not enough to create an impor-

tant electromagnetic field around the Au–nanoparticle–dielec-

tric interface. The Raman shift observed can be caused, in part,

by LSPR. Further details can be found in Supporting Informa-

tion File 1 (Figure S3).

Since oxygen-plasma-treated CNTs were employed, a study on

the nature of oxygenated species present (acting as nucleation

centers for the anchoring the Au NPs) was conducted using

XPS. The chemical modification caused by the plasma treat-

ment results in the presence of hydroxy, carbonyl and carboxyl

groups [36]. Furthermore, Au nucleation centers occur mainly

in the proximity of oxygenated defects created during the

plasma treatment [37]. These results are summarized in Sup-

porting Information File 1, Figure S4 and Table S1. The pres-

ence of thiols attached to Au NPs was further confirmed by

XPS analysis. Figure 4a shows the comparison of the XPS

survey spectra recorded on the samples and a reference (gold on

CNTs). In the reference sample, the presence of only gold and

carbon related peaks is clear; after the reaction with thiols, we

can observe the presence of peaks generated by photoelectrons

emitted from sulfur atoms for both samples and oxygen atoms

for the short-chain thiol. In order to investigate the nature of the

bonding of the thiols we investigated the chemical shift of the S

2p core level. The S 2p spectra acquired on the samples show a

doublet structure that can be ascribed to the S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2

peaks. All spectra were fitted using a 2:1 peak area ratio and a

1.2 eV splitting, as shown for a short-chain thiol sample in

Figure 4b. The S 2p3/2 peak centered at 161.9 eV is reported to

be generated by photoelectrons emitted from sulfur atoms

bound to gold atoms at the gold nanoparticle surface as thiolate

species [38]. The nonexistence of peaks in the binding energy

region above 164 eV suggests the absence (or a non-detectable

amount) of unbound thiol molecules (S 2p1/2 BE ≈ 165 eV),

which confirms the correct formation of SAMs. The small

amount of unbound thiol molecules detected by Raman spec-

troscopy were possibly removed under the ultrahigh vacuum

needed to perform XPS, which would explain that only thiols

attached to Au were detected employing this technique. Table

S1 in Supporting Information File 1 reports quantitative XPS

results performed before and after the formation of the SAM.

These results indicate the almost complete coverage of Au
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Figure 5: a) Sensor response to nitrogen dioxide exposure and recovery cycles in air, and b) calibration curves for the different nitrogen dioxide con-
centrations tested.

nanoparticles with thiols, since Au (which accounted for

5.7 wt % in bare samples) is almost no longer “visible” by XPS

after the formation of the SAM.

The hydrophilicity of the different coatings was studied via con-

tact angle measurements. It was found that bare Au-MWCNTs

showed a hydrophilic character due to the presence of carboxyl

groups grafted to their sidewalls. Samples functionalized with

SAMS having –COOH head groups showed an increased

hydrophilic character and samples functionalized with SAMs

having –CH3 head groups possessed a clear hydrophobic char-

acter. These results are summarized in Supporting Information

File 1 (see Figure S5).

Gas sensing results
Four different thiols were immobilized, via the SAM technique,

on Au-decorated MWCNT mats to obtain gas sensors. The

differences between the thiols chosen were in the length of their

carbon chain and in their terminal functional group. Two thiols

with short-length carbon chains (3 carbons) and two with long-

length carbon chains (16 carbons) were used. Moreover, for

each one of these two lengths, either a hydrophilic functional

group (–COOH) or a more hydrophobic one (–CH3) was

selected. Therefore, the following thiols were finally employed

to form self-assembled monolayers: 3-mercaptopropanoic acid

(C3H6O2S) and 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid (C16H32O2S) as

hydrophilic molecules, and 1-propanethiol (C3H8S) and 1-hexa-

decanethiol (C16H34S) as more hydrophobic molecules. Addi-

tionally, control sensors were produced, which integrated bare

Au-decorated MWCNTs, in order to better assess the effect of

the thiol SAMs on the gas sensing properties of nanomaterials.

Gas measurements were performed under dry air. It is well

known that the triple bond in molecular nitrogen makes it chem-

ically inert, however, oxygen presents high electronegativity

(3.44 in Pauling scale) making it quite reactive with the sensor

surface. Oxygen acts as an electron acceptor due to its lone

pairs of valence electrons and can be adsorbed on the sensor

surface, p-doping CNTs [39]. To correctly identify the response

towards target species (i.e., nitrogen dioxide and ethanol), the

oxygen concentration was kept constant at 21% throughout the

measurement process. The adsorption of oxygen may result in a

slight oxidation of the thiols on the long term.

The sensors were exposed to different concentrations of

nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ethanol (C2H5OH). The exposure

time to gases or vapors was set to 5 minutes in order to obtain a

clear enough response for sensors operated at room tempera-

ture, which reduces power consumption and increases the

sensor lifespan. The sensors were allowed to regain their base-

line resistance by flowing dry air through the sensor chamber.

Measurements (exposures) were repeated at 4 h intervals. Both

during their exposure to the target species (response) and to dry

air (recovery), the sensors were operated at room temperature.

No heating or UV irradiation was applied to speed up detection

and recovery processes. The sensor response (%) is defined as

((RG − R0)/R0) × 100.

Nitrogen dioxide is a strong oxidizing agent that acts as an elec-

tron acceptor and presents electrophilic properties, which allow

these molecules to be adsorbed onto the sensor surface. A

control Au-MWCNT sensor and hybrid sensors (SAMs at-

tached on Au-MWCNTs) were measured at four different

nitrogen dioxide concentrations. The dynamic response and

recovery curves are shown in Figure 5a. The control

Au-MWCNT sensor showed the lowest responsiveness to

nitrogen dioxide among the different sensors tested. This is in

agreement with previous results in which oxygen-plasma-
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Figure 6: Electrostatic interactions pathways between –COOH func-
tional groups and nitrogen dioxide (a, b), water (c, d) and ethanol (e, f).

treated CNTs were more responsive to nitrogen dioxide than

Au, Pt or Pd-decorated CNTs when operated at room tempera-

ture [10,18,40]. This was attributed to a stronger interaction and

charge transfer between nitrogen dioxide and oxygenated

defects in CNTs than with metal clusters. Possibly the surface

of metal clusters requires higher operating temperatures to act

as reactive sites for the adsorption of nitrogen dioxide mole-

cules. Therefore, the response obtained for Au-MWCNTs

cannot be explained by the catalytic activity of gold clusters at

the nanometer range, and instead the resistance changes ob-

served are probably based on the interaction between the

carboxylic acid functional groups in MWCNTs and nitrogen

dioxide. In contrast, the response to nitrogen dioxide is clearly

enhanced (up to an 8-fold increase) when hybrid materials

formed by thiol SAMs on Au-MWCNTs are used. Since it was

found that Au nanoparticles were completely covered by the

SAM of thiols, we assume that thiol–gas interactions dominate

the response observed. In other words, the Au nanoparticles for

thiol SAMs in Au-MWCNT sensors do not play a significant

role in gas detection.

The results show that short length thiols having a hydrophilic

head group present higher response and sensitivity to nitrogen

dioxide than any other SAM tested (see Figure 5b). A hypoth-

esis to explain this result is based on two main effects. The first

one is due to the hydrophilic properties of the surface, given the

presence of carboxylic acid in the head group of hydrophilic

SAMs. This favors the occurrence of an electrostatic interac-

tion between the nitrogen dioxide molecule and the SAM

following two possible pathways. Namely, hydrogen bonding

between COOH and nitrogen dioxide molecules (see Figure 6a)

and covalent interaction (see Figure 6b). The second effect is

related to the length of the carbon chain and, in consequence, to

the concentration of carboxyl groups that are accessible to

nitrogen dioxide molecules. When short length carbon chain

thiols are used (see Figure S2a, Supporting Information File 1)

a vertically aligned SAM can be easily formed. Under this con-

figuration, high sensitivity to nitrogen dioxide is obtained

because the molecule can interact not only with the COOH

groups in the heads of the SAM, but also nitrogen dioxide can

diffuse into the SAM and eventually react with the carboxyl

groups present on the surface of MWCNTs. In contrast, for

SAMs employing long carbon chains (i.e., 16 carbon atoms),

such molecules probably collapse and overlap on the surface of

CNTs (see Figure S2b, Supporting Information File 1), making

it more difficult for gas molecules to access the COOH groups

on carbon nanotubes via a steric hindrance effect. This would

explain why hydrophilic SAMs with long carbon chains present

lower response towards nitrogen dioxide in comparison to

hydrophilic, short carbon chain SAMs. In addition, overlapped

SAMs can result in the formation of carboxylic acid dimers

[41], further decreasing sensitivity.

On the other hand, hydrophobic SAMs present limited respon-

siveness towards nitrogen dioxide. The fact that the resistive

response is far lower than that of hydrophilic SAMs is indica-

tive of the weak chemical affinity between the polar nitrogen

dioxide molecule and the methyl functional groups of hydro-

phobic SAMs. The nature of these interactions is still the

subject of debate. While weak intermolecular attractive forces

could be responsible for these interactions, some authors main-

tain that the formation of hydrogen bonds between the methyl

groups present in the thiol molecules and the gas species cannot

be ruled out [42]. While hydrophilic functional groups (e.g.,

COOH) present high surface energy due to their high affinity

towards polar molecules, such as nitrogen dioxide, hydro-

phobic functional groups (e.g., CH3) present low surface energy

due to their low affinity to polar molecules [43]. The low

affinity of hydrophobic thiols towards polar gases explains the

lower response observed. Similarly, short-chain thiols present a

slightly higher response to nitrogen dioxide than long-chain

thiols. This can be attributed, once more, to the molecule being

able to diffuse into the SAM of short-chain thiols and reach

carboxyl groups present on the surface of CNTs.

With respect to sensor recovery in dry air after a nitrogen

dioxide detection event, it was observed that it was more diffi-

cult for hydrophilic thiols, especially short carbon chain thiols

to regain their baseline resistance than for hydrophobic ones.

Probably the cause of this effect is due to the stronger electro-

static interactions between nitrogen dioxide and hydrophilic

thiols, leading to the formation of stronger hydrogen bonds.

The effect of ambient moisture on the sensor response was

studied. In order to do so, the gas flow was humidified to 50%

relative humidity (at 20 °C) and the same nitrogen dioxide con-
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Figure 8: a) Sensor response to ethanol exposure and recovery cycles in air. b) Calibration curves for the different ethanol concentrations tested.

centrations that had been studied previously under dry condi-

tions were measured again. These results are shown in Figure 7.

As it could be expected, the presence of ambient moisture in-

creases the sensitivity to a polar gas like nitrogen dioxide for

sensors employing hydrophilic thiols [44]. In contrast, the

response to nitrogen dioxide remains basically unchanged for

sensors employing hydrophobic thiols. Ambient moisture can

interact with the sensor surface via hydrogen bonds (see

Figure 6c,d). However, the COOH groups (in hydrophilic

thiols) present higher affinity to H2O than the CH3 groups (in

hydrophobic thiols). The response of carbon nanotubes functio-

nalized with short-chain, hydrophilic thiols towards NO2 in-

creases in humid conditions. While at the lower concentrations

tested (i.e., 25 to 75 ppm) the response is almost unaffected by

changes in the background humidity; at 100 ppm, nearly a two-

fold increase is observed. In hydrophilic thiols, once the satura-

tion of free COOH groups present on the surface of the sensor is

reached (because both water and nitrogen dioxide molecules get

adsorbed), a water-mediated adsorption of nitrogen dioxide

takes place [45], which would explain the highly nonlinear

increase in response observed for the highest measured concen-

tration of nitrogen dioxide [46]. Since the presence of ambient

moisture only mildly affects the response of short-chain hydro-

philic thiols towards the lower concentrations of nitrogen

dioxide, in a real application these effects could be compen-

sated for via the use of a humidity sensor and an appropriate

calibration.

The presence of an adsorbed water layer on hydrophilic thiol

sensors and the reported water-mediated adsorption of nitrogen

dioxide could explain the improved response to humid nitrogen

dioxide observed for such sensors. The absence of this adsorbed

water layer on hydrophobic thiol sensors could explain the fact

that, for such sensors, their response to nitrogen dioxide

remains basically the same under dry or humid conditions.

Figure 7: Calibration curves for different concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide under humid conditions (50% R.H.).

Similarly to the case in which nitrogen dioxide was detected

under dry conditions, short-chain hydrophilic thiols present a

higher response than long-chain thiols under humid conditions.

This behavior can be attributed to the same reasons already dis-

cussed for the dry detection of nitrogen dioxide.

A similar experimental approach was employed to study the

response towards ethanol vapors. These results are summarized

in Figure 8, where it can be observed that the highest sensi-

tivity towards ethanol (i.e., slope of the calibration curves

shown in Figure 8b) is obtained for the hydrophilic SAM

having a short length carbon chain. The gas sensing mechanism

for detecting ethanol is, once more, related to hydrogen bond-

ing (see Figure 6e,f). It is well-known that hydrophilic groups

present more affinity to polar compounds (e.g., ethanol) than

hydrophobic radicals. This concept can explain why the short

hydrophilic chain thiol presents higher response to ethanol
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Table 1: Response ((ΔR/R0) × 100) to nitrogen dioxide and ethanol with differently functionalized MWCNTs. N/T: Not tested.

Sample NO2/RTa Ref. Ethanol/RTa Ref.

SAM/Au/MWCNT 11.4 (100 ppm)/5 min
this work

6.4 (20 ppm)/5 min
this work

Au/MWCNT 1.5 (100 ppm)/5 min 3.5 (20 ppm)/5 min
SAM/Au/MWCNT N/T – 22 (20 ppm)/30 min [28]
MWCNT 10.8 (100 ppm)/5 min [21] 0.4 (100 ppm)/5 min [48]
coated Au MWCNT N/T – 1.2 (50 ppm)/5 min [48]
Au/MWCNT 12.0 (6.5 ppm)/20 min [49] 0.4 (50 ppm)/15 min [36]

aRT = reaction time, is defined as the exposure time to a target gas.

vapors, while the other SAMs show similar responses with very

little differences. The absence of carboxyl groups in hydro-

phobic thiols and the combined effects of steric hindrance and

formation of carboxylic acid dimers in long-chain, hydrophilic

thiols, as already discussed for nitrogen dioxide, could explain

the lower ethanol response and sensitivity observed. Finally, the

reference sample (i.e., Au-MWCNTs) presents low response

and sensitivity to ethanol, showing similar values to those of

hydrophobic or long-chain thiols. This is indicative that the

mechanism of interaction with ethanol would mainly involve

carboxyl groups present on the surface of CNTs. On the other

hand, gold nanoparticles probably present a residual contribu-

tion to ethanol response, due to these nanoparticles having low

affinity to ethanol molecules and remaining catalytically inac-

tive at room temperature.

The extent of energy exchange between gas molecules and the

surface of the sensors depends on surface rigidity and mass and

also on the forces between the impinging gas molecules and the

surface functional groups. Morris and co-workers employed ab

initio calculations to estimate the interaction energies between

both polar and nonpolar gases with polar (OH-terminated) and

nonpolar (CH3-terminated) SAMs [47]. They concluded that

interaction forces spanned over a wide range from strong hydro-

gen bonding between polar gases and polar SAMs to weak

dispersion forces for nonpolar gases and nonpolar SAMs. In

particular, they found that the magnitude of the interaction

energy between methane (nonpolar) and polar or nonpolar

terminated SAMs was low and not significantly different. In

contrast, the interaction energies between water (polar) and

nonpolar or polar-terminated SAMs exhibited a more than one

order of magnitude difference in favor of polar SAMs.

Taking into account these theoretical results, strong hydrogen

bonding interactions can be assumed between the carboxyl

terminals of hydrophilic thiols and the polar species studied

here (i.e., ethanol vapors or nitrogen dioxide). This results in

high sensor response at room temperature and difficulties for

sensors to regain their baseline values. This interaction is

weaker with the methyl terminals of hydrophobic thiols, which

translates into lower sensor response. In that sense, the combi-

nation of hydrophilic and hydrophobic short-chain SAMs in a

sensor array should be helpful for detecting polar and nonpolar

species and to fight ambient moisture interference.

Finally, some examples of functionalized and pristine

MWCNTs employed in gas sensors operating at room tempera-

ture are summarized in Table 1, showing a comparison of sensi-

tivities obtained in similar approaches.

Conclusion
This paper describes the development of chemoresistive sensors

employing oxygen-plasma-treated, Au-decorated MWCNTs

functionalized with self-assembled monolayers of thiols. The

four different thiols studied differ in the length of their carbon

chain (either 3 or 16 carbons) and in the head group (either

carboxylic acid or methyl). This has enabled the study of the

effects of hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity of terminal func-

tional groups and carbon chain length on the gas sensing prop-

erties of SAMs supported on CNTs. Under this approach, thiols

should, in principle, behave as a chemoselective material re-

sponsible for the recognition of gas species. In contrast, carbon

nanotubes should not play a major role as receptors for target

gas molecules, but instead act as efficient charge transport

networks, enabling the efficient implementation of chemoresis-

tive sensors.

It was found that short-chain thiols having a hydrophilic head

group (carboxylic acid) were the most responsive to the

oxidizing (nitrogen dioxide) and reducing (ethanol vapors)

tested. This was attributed to the interaction, via strong hydro-

gen bonding, of the polar molecules tested to the polar surface

of hydrophilic thiols. The contribution to the sensor response of

oxygenated defects present on the surface of carbon nanotubes

could not be ruled out for CNTs functionalized with short-chain

thiols. However, this contribution should be moderate, since

Au-MWCNTs functionalized with hydrophilic short-chain

thiols showed an 8-fold increase in response to nitrogen dioxide
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in comparison to bare Au-MWCNTs. Long-chain thiols having

a hydrophilic head group were significantly less responsive to

the species tested than their short-chain counterparts. Given the

distance between neighboring Au nanoparticles, long-chain

thiols collapse and overlap, generating a steric hindrance effect

and favoring the formation of carboxylic acid dimers, which

would explain the decreased sensitivity observed.

In a second step, the effect of ambient moisture on the response

towards nitrogen dioxide was studied. It was observed that the

presence of moisture adsorbed on the surface of the sensors in-

creased the response of short-chain, hydrophilic thiol and car-

bon nanotube hybrids. This enhancement in the nitrogen

dioxide response under humid conditions can be attributed to a

water-mediated adsorption of nitrogen dioxide, already re-

ported for semiconductor chemoresistors.

From an applications perspective, the range of nitrogen dioxide

concentrations tested here (tens of ppm) is still too high for

monitoring this species in ambient conditions (tens of ppb).

However, there is room for improving these results, for exam-

ple, by using single-walled carbon nanotubes instead of

MWCNTs and by further optimizing the chain length, head

functional groups and the amount of the carbon nanotube side-

wall functionalization. Also, the time needed for recovering the

baseline should be improved as well. A few well-known options

to diminish the recovery time include heating or UV irradiating

the gas-sensitive film during the recovery phase to ease desorp-

tion of molecules from the surface, increasing the flow rate

during both detection and recovery phases or further optimiz-

ing the sensor parameters such as electrode design or CNT den-

sity.

According to the experimental results discussed here and in pre-

viously reported theoretical studies, the combination of hydro-

philic and hydrophobic short-chain SAMs in Au-CNT sensor

arrays should be helpful for detecting polar and nonpolar gases,

even under fluctuating ambient moisture conditions.

Experimental
Functionalization of carbon nanotubes
Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) functionalized with

carboxylic acid (COOH) were purchased from Nanocyl S.A.

(Belgium). These nanotubes were produced by a catalytic

chemical vapor deposition (c-CVD method) and purified to

greater than 95%. The average length of these carbon nano-

tubes is 1.5 µm and the average diameter is 9.5 nm. The sur-

face of the carbon nanotubes was modified with –COOH

groups, with a value of mass greater than 8%. This surface

modification was performed by Nanocyl S.A. via an oxygen-

plasma treatment.

An attempt to decorate pristine CNTs with Au nanoparticles

would lead to poor results [36]. Au is mobile on the surface of

pristine CNTs, resulting in coalescence effects (uncontrolled

size of particles and bad homogeneity in the decoration).

Previous works have reported the benefits of employing

oxygen-plasma-treated CNTs, which need to be subsequently

decorated with Au nanoparticles. Oxygenated defects act as

anchoring and nucleation sites. Therefore, high control in the

decoration homogeneity and the size of Au nanoparticles

(avoiding coalescence effects) have been reported in oxygen-

plasma-treated CNTs [37]. Since oxygenated defects are homo-

geneously distributed in the CNTs used, we expect Au NPs to

be homogeneously distributed on the whole surface, that is, not

in direct contact to the substrate.

A suspension of these functionalized MWCNTs was prepared

using N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) purchased from Alfa

Aesar (99.8% purity). Then, the suspension was placed in an

ultrasonic bath during 30 min at room temperature. Thereafter,

the suspension was deposited onto screen-printed alumina sub-

strates by employing an airbrushing technique. Finally, the

MWCNTs were decorated with gold nanoparticles by a sput-

tering method. An ATC Orion 8-HV sputtering machine (AJA

International, Inc., USA) was used for this purpose. In this

process, an RF inductively coupled plasma was used at a fre-

quency of 13.56 MHz. The sputtering parameters were adjusted

to 30 W under argon plasma during 10 s at a pressure of

0.1 Torr [50].

Au-decorated MWCNTs were further functionalized by em-

ploying SAMs of different thiols. Four thiols were used,

namely, 1-propanethiol (C3H8S), 3-mercaptopropanoic acid

(C3H6O2S), 1-hexadecanethiol (C16H34S) and 16-mercapto-

hexadecanoic acid (C16H32O2S), all purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. These thiols were chosen based on two main differ-

ences, the length of the carbon chain and the terminal func-

tional group. Thiols with short (3 carbons) and long

(16 carbons) length carbon chains were used. In addition, for

each length of carbon chain, a hydrophilic functional group

(–COOH) and other more hydrophobic (–CH3) groups were

studied.

The affinity between sulfur and gold, which results in a strong

bond [51], has been extensively reported. Therefore, sensors

based on MWCNTs decorated with gold nanoparticles were

immersed in a thiol solution. The different thiols employed

were dissolved in ethanol to produce 0.1 mM solutions. Then,

sensors consisting of mats of Au-decorated MWCNTs

on alumina substrates were immersed in these solutions and

kept at 4 °C during 24 h in order to ensure the correct forma-

tion of SAMs. Finally, the sensors were rinsed three times
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with ethanol and dried under a N2 flow to remove unbound

thiols [28].

Material characterization
The hydrophilicity of the gas-sensitive coatings was evaluated

using an optical tensiometer from Biolin Scientific. Their chem-

ical composition was characterized by Raman spectroscopy and

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Raman spectrometry

was performed employing an instrument from Renishaw, Inc.,

(U.K.), which was coupled to a confocal Leica DM2500

microscope. The laser wavelength applied to the samples was

785 nm. The samples under inspection were held on a Peltier

cell and kept at low temperature (4 °C) in order to ensure the

stability of SAMs under laser irradiation. The chemical compo-

sition and, particularly, the presence of the Au–S bond were

evaluated using a Versaprobe Phi 5000 instrument from Physi-

cal Electronics equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray

source. The binding energy (BE) scales were referenced by

setting the Au 4f7/2 to 84.0 eV. The XPS spectra were collected

at a take-off angle of 45° with respect to the electron energy

analyzer. The X-ray beam diameter was 200 µm. The energy

resolution was 0.5 eV. For the compensation of built-up charge

on the sample surface during the measurements, a dual-beam

charge neutralization composed of an electron gun (1 eV) and

an Ar ion gun (≤10 eV) was used.

The structural characterization of Au-decorated MWCNTs was

performed using a JEM-1011 transmission electron microscope

(TEM) from JEOL Ltd. (Japan). A copper grid was used onto

which a suspension of Au-MWCNTs was dropped. The images

were taken at 80 kV.

Fabrication of the sensor substrate
A 10 × 10 mm2 alumina substrate was employed. Interdigitated

electrodes and a heating resistor were screen-printed on either

side of the substrate employing a platinum ink (see Supporting

Information File 1, Figure S6). The electrode area was coated

with a mat of CNTs via airbrushing through a shadow mask.

Once the sensors were sputtered with gold and functionalized

with thiols, two-wire contacts were made on the samples using

a conductive epoxy (Ag component metallization, Heraeus) and

platinum wires. The samples were bonded to a 20 × 30 mm2

printed circuit board (PCB), which was then plugged inside a

test chamber (see Supporting Information File 1, Figure S7).

Gas sensing measurements
A 35 mL airtight test chamber in Teflon was connected to

an automated gas mixture delivery system controlled by

Bronkhorst mass-flow controllers and calibrated gas cylinders.

The experimental conditions were set to deliver different con-

centrations of ethanol vapors and nitrogen dioxide gas at room

temperature (20 °C) under a constant flow of 100 mL/min.

Unless otherwise specified, the measurements were performed

under dry conditions. For studying the effect of ambient mois-

ture on the sensor response, the gas flow was humidified to a

relative humidity of about 50%. The evolution of the sensor

resistance was measured with an Agilent HP 34972A multi-

meter.

Supporting Information
The chemical structure of the different thiols tested.

Representation of self-assembled monolayers. Raman

spectroscopy of carbon nanotubes. Deconvolution of the

C 1s core level peak for Au-MWCNTs using XPS. Table

with the relative abundance (%) analyzed by XPS

technique. Contact angle measurements. Sensor fabrication

process detailed. Alumina heater description and sensor

wire-bonded to a PCB.

Supporting Information File 1
Figures related to thiol-Au-carbon nanotubes and

experimental data obtained during the material

characterization.

[https://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjnano/content/

supplementary/2190-4286-10-58-S1.pdf]
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Abstract 

Aromatic VOCs sensors are attracting a growing interest in the research community 

as a response to a pressing market need of sensitive, fast response, low power 

consumption and stable sensors. Benzene and Toluene detection is subject to 

several potential applications such as air monitoring in chemical industries or even 

biosensing of human breath. In this work, we report the fabrication of a room 

temperature toluene and benzene sensor based on multiwall carbon nanotubes 
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(MWCNTs) decorated with gold nanoparticles and functionalized with a long chain 

thiol self-assembled monolayer, 1-hexadecanethiol (HDT). High Resolution 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) and Fourier Transform Infra-Red 

spectroscopy (FTIR) were performed to characterize the gold nanoparticles 

decoration and to check the thiol monolayer bonding to the MWCNTs. The detection 

of aromatic vapours with electric measurements on Au-MWCNTs and HDT/Au-

MWCNTs in ppm range shows that the presence of the self-assembled layer 

increases sensitivity (up to 17 times), selectivity and improves response dynamics of 

the sensors. 

 

Keywords 

SAMs; Vapour sensor; Gold decorated MWCNTs; Sensitivity; Selectivity. 

 

Introduction 

Aromatic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as Benzene and Toluene, are 

hazardous vapours causing considerable damage to human health upon extended 

exposure. Benzene, for example, is known to have a carcinogenic effect on exposed 

humans. Since 2008, Toluene and Benzene monitoring is mandatory by the 

European Air Quality Directive, where the upper and lower assessment thresholds for 

Benzene are respectively limited to 0.6 ppb and 1.05 ppb. The monitoring method to 

be used according to the European directive is complex, expensive and time-

consuming. It is carried out through active/online sampling, using desorption and gas 

chromatography, which are hardly portable or practical methods to be extended for 

indoor mass production monitoring [1]. All these facts boosted the scientific 
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community to work intensively on the development of cost effective, sensitive and 

reliable sensors for environmental pollution monitoring.  

Moreover, besides the prevention of indoor exposure to harmful aromatic VOCs, a 

new application has arisen recently for the development of such gas sensors. In fact, 

recent scientific evidence proved a correlation between the presence of some VOCs 

in exhaled human breath and the presence of a disease. For instance, the presence 

of trace concentration of toluene in exhaled breath is associated with lung cancer and 

can therefore be considered as a biomarker to this pathology [2-4]. 

A gas sensor is generally composed of an active sensing film or material deposited 

on an electrode. Its sensing performances are strongly correlated to that active 

sensing film/material used. Various nanomaterials-based gas sensors have been 

investigated to monitor the presence of aromatic VOCs. The ones mainly studied are 

based on metal oxides, carbon nanotubes, graphene and hybrid materials [5, 6].  

Carbon nanotube based gas sensors (single wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT), 

Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), graphene, graphene oxide (GO), etc.) 

present a sensitive active layer exhibiting an electrical resistance change while in 

contact with the target gas due to interactions at the molecular level [7, 8]. These 

interactions, depending whether they are strong covalent ones (chemisorption) or 

weak (physisorption) highly impact the sensor performance: sensitivity, response and 

recovery times, detection range. Unlike metal oxide-based gas sensors, CNTs based 

ones operate at room temperature (low activation energy) and can therefore lead to 

the development of commercially affordable sensors [9,10]. However, they suffer 

from some limitations such as their poor selectivity, partial recovery and long 

response recovery times [11]. To overcome these issues, several strategies were 

reported including, but not limited to, metal decoration or chemical functionalization 

[12]. 
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In the present work, we investigated the effect of gold nanoparticle decorated 

multiwall carbon nanotubes functionalized with 1-hexadecanethiol on the sensor 

selectivity and sensitivity towards Benzene and Toluene vapours. 

 

Experimental 

Materials  

Multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were purchased from Nanocyl S.A. (Belgium) 

with a minimum purity of 95 wt.%. They have an average length of 50 m and 

average inner / outer diameters of 3 and 15 nm, respectively. 1-Hexadecanethiol 

(HDT) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 

Sensors fabrication 

MWCNTs Gold nanoparticles decoration  

Prior to their deposition on the interdigitated electrode surface, MWCNTs were 

treated by oxygen plasma to create oxygen vacancies on the walls of CNTs in order 

to enhance their surface reactivity [13, 14]. The detailed description of the 

experimental steps undertaken is presented in the Supporting Information File 1 [15-

17]. The MWCNTs were then dispersed in dimethylformamide (DMF) (0.1 mg 

MWCNTs in 1 mL of DMF) using an ultrasonic bath for 20 minutes at room 

temperature. Then, they were deposited on platinum interdigitated electrodes of an 

alumina substrate by air-brushing. They were then decorated with gold nanoparticles 

via the "sputtering" technique with "Sputtering ATC Orion 8-HV-AJA International 

machine" [18]. This technique consists of bombarding the surface of a gold disc by a 

plasma beam, enabling the nanoparticles to cling to the walls of MWCNTs under the 

effect of nucleation. The power and time required for the plasma beam aperture 

within the cell were optimized and fixed to 30 W and 10 seconds respectively. 
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Functionalization with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) 

The Au decorated MWCNTs substrate was further functionalized with an alkanethiol 

self-assembled monolayer of 1-Hexadecanethiol (HDT). The sensor functionalization 

was undertaken through its immersion for 4 hours at room temperature in a solution 

of 5 mM of HDT diluted in ethanol. The sensor is then rinsed with ethanol to wash out 

the unbound thiol molecules and dried under a nitrogen stream [19]. Figure 1 shows 

the synoptic structure of the sensor before and after the HDT deposition.  

 

Figure 1: Synoptic structure of the sensor before and after the HDT deposition. 

 

HRTEM and FTIR characterizations 

The analysis of the quantity and distribution of the gold nanoparticles attached to the 

MWCNTs was undertaken with a high-resolution transmission electron microscope 

(JEOL 1011), operating at 100 kV. An Alpha FTIR spectrometer (Bruker, France) 

equipped with an ATR Platinum crystal diamond module was used, in absorbance 

mode, to obtain the infrared spectra of the gold decorated MWCNTs before and after 

the deposition of the SAMs monolayer. This technique provides useful information on 

the various chemical bonds present on the sensor structure. 

Vapour sensing experimental setup 
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The sensors developed, based on Au-MWCNTs and HDT/Au-MWCNTs, were tested 

for the detection of aromatic VOCs (Toluene and Benzene). The vapours were 

generated by a dilution bench consisting of a chemical vaporization cell for solvents 

and two flowmeters to generate reproducible concentrations of the different vapours 

tested. These were coupled to a sensor cell (35 cm3 volume) which can support up to 

6 sensors at a time. Sensor resistance was measured using an Agilent HP 34972A 

Multimeter at a fixed operating frequency of 1kHz. Once a stable electrical resistance 

was achieved in the presence of the carrier gas (pure dry air, bought from Air 

Liquide), we injected the adequate concentration of the target VOC. The flow rate 

was set to 200 standard cubic centimeters per minute. All measurements were 

carried out at room temperature and the response of the sensors was defined as the 

normalized resistance variation, presented in equation 1 [20, 21]. 

∆𝑅

𝑅0
(%) =  [

𝑅𝑔−𝑅0

𝑅0
] ∗ 100 (1) 

Where R0 and Rg are respectively the resistance under the carrier gas and the 

aromatic VOC. 

 

Results and Discussion  

Morphological and compositional characterization 

Transmission electron microscopy characterization 

In order to carry out high-resolution transmission electron microscope 

characterization, the MWCNTs were diluted in ethanol and then deposited on a grid 

and decorated by the same method and at the same time as the substrates. Figure 2 

displays HRTEM images at 20 nm scale. The image clearly shows a successful and 

homogenous grafting of the Au nanoparticles onto the sidewalls of the MWCNTs. The 

HRTEM analysis indicates an average gold nanoparticle size of 2 nm. 
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Figure 2: HRTEM image of MWCNTs decorated with Au nanoparticles at 20 nm 

scale. 

FTIR characterization 

In order to ensure that the HDT monolayers are formed and well immobilized on the 

Au-MWCNTs layers, we used the FTIR characterization. Figure 3 shows the infrared 

spectra, in absorbance mode, of both Au-MWCNTs and HDT/Au-MWCNTs layers.  

When analyzing and comparing the infrared spectra of Au-MWCNTs and SAMs/Au-

MWCNTs layers, we found common bands and peaks associated with the carbonyl, 

carboxyl and hydroxyl groups attached to the MWCNTs side walls during the oxygen 

plasma treatment. We found also common bands and peaks associated with the C-H 

bonds present in both layers. The corresponding bands are found at 2960, 1730, 

1470, 1290 and 1076 cm−1, that can be assigned respectively to C–H stretching, 

C=O stretching, C-H bending, C– O stretching and C–H anti-stretching vibration 

mode. The existence of the Au–S bond associated weak intensity peak positioned at 

2360 cm-1 which proves the attachment of 1-Hexadecanethiol on the Au-MWCNTs 

sensor layer [22-25]. Moreover, other techniques were used for thiol monolayer 
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characterization.  In previous work [26, 27], different thiol chains were characterized 

by Raman spectroscopy, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) and contact angle 

measurement. In summary, the obtained FTIR results confirm the covalent 

functionalization of Au-decorated MWCNTs with HDT. 

 

Figure 3: Infrared spectra of Au-MWCNTs and SAMs/Au-MWCNTs layers. 

 

Sensing results 

Au-MWCNTs sensing of aromatic VOCs 

Figure 4 shows the response of the Au-MWCNTs sensor to the benzene and toluene 

for various vapours concentrations injected at room temperature. 
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Figure 4: Au-MWCNT sensor responses for different concentrations of the injected 

vapours of (a) Toluene and (b) Benzene; 

The results show an increasing resistance alongside with the increasing 

concentrations of the injected vapours. The adsorption of these vapours on the Au-

MWCNTs films leads to a reduction of global sensor electrical conductivity. The 

lowest concentrations measured were 2 ppm for Benzene and 0.5 ppm for Toluene. 

A physisorption is observed for Toluene at concentrations below 7 ppm (below 5ppm 
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for Benzene), indicating weak interaction forces between the vapour molecules and 

the Au-MWCNTs active sensor layer and the signal return to the baseline. For higher 

concentration, a drift was observed in the baseline due to the higher interaction with 

toluene (respectively Benzene). This stronger interaction suggests slower baseline 

overlaps, which can be accelerated with short heating for few seconds at 70 °C 

(Figure 5). 

HDT/Au-MWCNTs sensing of aromatic VOCs 

Figure 5 shows the response of the HDT/Au-MWCNTs sensor to the Benzene and 

Toluene vapours concentrations injected at room temperature. 

The detection results of the various injected vapours show a considerable decrease 

in the electrical conductivity of the HDT/Au-MWCNT sensor compared with the non-

functionalized sensor. The same kinetics were also observed, where a physisorption 

is visible for Toluene below 7 ppm concentration (below 5 ppm for Benzene). A short 

heating at 70°C for few seconds is sufficient for un-saturating the sensor (desorbing 

the vapour molecules) and its return to the baseline. The figure’s insets represent 

sensors response after heating and after a storage for several months (8 months). It 

clearly shows that our sensors respond after heating and after several months. 

This weak interaction with both type of sensors surface can be explained by the 

hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction between the functional groups of the monolayer 

(CH3 groups) and the CH3 group of the Toluene molecule. The considerable 

decrease in the conductivity is due to the oxidizing nature of the injected vapours. As 

the tested oxygen-treated and gold decorated MWCNTs are "p" type semiconductors, 

the adsorption of the oxidant vapour molecules leads to a transfer of the majority 

carriers of "p" type semiconductors towards the adsorbed vapours molecules. This 

transfer results in a decrease of the majority carriers in the valence band of the 
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decorated carbon nanotubes, and thus the decrease of the measured conductivity 

[28].  

 
 

Figure 5: HDT/Au-MWCNTs sensor responses for different concentrations of the 

injected vapours of (a) Toluene and (b) Benzene. 
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Sensor performance 

The calibration curves, expressing the normalized sensors resistance versus the 

vapour concentration for Toluene and Benzene are presented respectively in Figure 

6 (a) and (b) for both tested sensors.  

 

Figure 6: Calibration curves for Au-MWCNTs and HDT/Au-MWCNTs sensors for (a) 

Toluene and (b) Benzene Aromatic VOCs detection. 
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The associated sensitivities are displayed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Au-MWCNTs and HDT/Au-MWCNTs sensors sensitivity for aromatic and 

non-aromatic vapours. 

Sensitivity (10-2x ppm-1) Toluene Benzene Methanol Acetone 

Au-MWCNT 35.8 4.8 3.15 0.84 

HDT/Au-MWCNT 642.17 147 78.91 20.48 

 

A dramatic increase in the HDT functionalized sensor sensitivity is observed for both 

vapours. The increase goes from 4.79 10-2 %. ppm-1 to 147 10-2 %. ppm-1 for 

Benzene and from 35.82 10-2 %. ppm-1 to 642.17 10-2 %. ppm-1 for Toluene. It is 

noteworthy to point out that CH3 group in the HDT molecule seems to have a high 

affinity towards aromatic vapour, in contrast with the results presented in a previous 

work, where a 16-Mercaptohexadecanoic acid (MHDA) showed no response to 

aromatic vapours [21]. As presented in Table 1, the vapours tested are non-polar in 

nature and have therefore a high affinity with the hydrophobic CH3 group of the HDT. 

On the contrary, MHDA are carboxylic acid terminated thiol, which are hydrophilic, 

and have little possible interactions with the non-polar vapours. In order to prove the 

improved selectivity of the developed sensor toward benzene and Toluene vapours, 

we tested the sensors response to methanol and acetone vapours, which are polar 

solvents. The sensor responses to these nonaromatic VOCs vapours are 

summarized in the Supporting Information File 1 (See figures S1 and S2). The 

associated calibration curves and compared sensitivities are respectively presented 

in Figure 7 and Table 1. The sensitivity for aromatic solvent for the HDT sensors is 

bigger in comparison with methanol and acetone. This can be explained by the fact 

that the assembled CH3 group acts as a Lewis acid and the latter one (Benzene and 

Toluene) as a Lewis base [29]. The sensitivity for Toluene is bigger than to Benzene 

due to the difference in their dipole moment (Toluene: 0.375; Benzene: 0). 
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Figure 7: Calibration curves of HDT/Au-MWCNTs sensor for Methanol and Acetone 

nonaromatic VOCs detection. 

The effect of ambient moisture on the sensor response was studied in previous work 

[27]. The response to vapours remains basically unchanged for sensors employing 

hydrophobic thiols due to their hydrophobicity [26]. Such long-chain alkanethiols 

functionalized decorated multiwall carbon nanotubes showed a high contact angle 

with water which remains stable after a one month stay in aqueous media [26].  

Figure 8 presents the response and recovery times of Au-MWCNTs and HDT/Au-

MWCNTs sensors toward aromatic and non-aromatic vapours. The results show a 

faster response and recovery times for the HDT functionalized Au-MWCNTs sensor 

with Benzene and Toluene vapours. 
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Figure 8: (a) Response and (b) Recovery times of Au-MWCNTs and HDT/Au-

MWCNTs sensors towards tested vapours. 

 

Conclusion 

In this work, we studied the detection of aromatic vapours in ppm range with a sensor 

composed of HDT functionalized gold decorated multiwall carbon nanotubes. The 

studied self-assembled monolayer, with its CH3 functional group increased the 

sensor’s sensitivity (up to 17 times) and selectivity. It also improves the sensor 

response dynamics. These results combined with previous results [21, 27] could be 

interesting for the development of functionalized multisensors arrays combined with 

artificial intelligence algorithm for selectivity enhancement.  

Supporting Information  

Details on HDT/Au-MWCNTs sensor fabrication process and its response to 

methanol and acetone vapours. 

Supporting Information File 1: Details on HDT/Au-MWCNTs sensor fabrication 

process and its response to methanol and acetone vapours. 

File Name: Supporting information File 1 

File Format: Text 
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Title: Details on HDT/Au-MWCNTs sensor fabrication process and its response to 

methanol and acetone vapours. 
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A R T I C L E I N F O

Keywords:
Fluorinated carbon nanotubes
Sensing response to NO2 and NH3

Room temperature gas sensors
Increased response reproducibility under
humid conditions

A B S T R A C T

Modification of the surface electronic properties of vertically aligned and randomly distributed carbon nano-
tubes and the hydrophobic character after exposure to Ar:F2 and CF4 plasma are exploited to optimize the
sensing characteristics of these materials. The sensing properties of fluorinated carbon nanotubes are disclosed
by probing their stability and responsiveness towards the detection of two selected pollutants such as nitrogen
dioxide and ammonia (NO2 and NH3). The effects of both humidity level and geometry of the sensing layer are
assessed. It is demonstrated that fluorination, by increasing the surface hydrophobicity, results in increased
response reproducibility and enhanced sensor response towards NH3 when using vertically aligned carbon na-
notubes.

1. Introduction

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ammonia (NH3) are critical air pollu-
tants, the former resulting from combustion or automotive emissions
while the second is a dangerous analyte that has both natural and in-
dustrial derivation. In the perspective of real-time analysis, miniatur-
ization and cost effectiveness, semiconducting metal oxide films, ca-
pacitive polymers and silicon devices have represented the most
common active layers for detection of hazardous gases [1,2]. More
recently, the implementation of carbon allotropes in gas sensor tech-
nology has been suggested to meet the demand of improved criteria as
sensitivity, selectivity, long-term stability and reduced fabrication cost
[3–7]. Among the peculiar characteristics of carbon nanomaterials,
their high aspect ratio is a key aspect promoting them as potentially
excellent sensing platforms as the whole surface is involved in the
process leading to a maximization of the sensing performance upon
exposure to adsorbates. The introduction of active sites on the pristine
carbon structure has been explored largely to boost the reactivity to
gases while improving both the selectivity and the sensitivity during the

detection of hazardous molecules [8,9]. Devices based on doped gra-
phene have already shown competitive efficiency in detecting glucose
[10], thus enlarging its applicability in bio-sensing technology as well.
The deposition of metal [6,11,12] and metal oxide nanoparticles on
carbon allotropes [13] has been proposed to improve their sensing
performances. In a recent study, quinoxaline-walled thioether-legged
deep cavitand functionalized multiwall carbon nanotubes have shown
unprecedented sensitivity towards traces of benzene vapours [14].
However, the sensor response toward aromatic volatile organic com-
pounds diminished as the relative humidity in the gas flow was in-
creased due to the oxygenated defective sites at the nanotubes surface.

For optimal environmental monitoring, the humidity effects must be
assessed in order to extend the use of a performant sensing device to
humid working environments as well. In this respect, fluorination of
carbon nanomaterials could represent a valuable solution to hinder the
moisture interference as the polarity of the covalent C–F bond favours
an enhanced hydrophobic character [15]. Besides the hydrophobicity,
the tuning of the density of states in fluorinated carbon nanomaterials
and the thermal stability of the F–C bond play a key role in several
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application fields [16], including gas sensing experiments. The im-
proved ambient and thermal stabilities of fluorine functionalities
grafted at the carbon nanostructures surface promote such materials as
potential room temperature sensing devices substituting graphene
oxide or oxidized carbon nanotubes, whose performances as selective
gas sensor can be compromised by the high response to variable relative
humidity level and by the reduced electrical conductivity [17–19].
Recent measurements on fluorinated graphite have reported a good
sensing response to several hundreds of ppm concentration of ammonia
and nitrogen dioxide [20,21]. However, the sensing measurements of
fluorinated carbon nanomaterials were only performed under con-
trolled dry air, Ar or N2 atmosphere, or in vacuum and these conditions
do not reproduce the realistic working condition requested for a com-
mercialized gas sensor.

In the present work, two fluorine-based gas precursors are used for
the plasma fluorination of carbon nanotubes, namely Ar:F2 and CF4,
since multiple fluorinated carbon groups, as CF3, are also grafted at the
carbon nanotubes surface when using the latter precursor [22,23]. After
the fluorination, the carbon nanotubes are integrated in home-made
chemical gas sensors platforms to address three main factors. Firstly,
the possible role played by the different patterning of the fluorinated
carbon sites obtained with the two plasma treatments is unravelled.
Secondly, the influence of fluorine functionalities over the pristine
sensor response is probed. Thirdly, the interference of humidity in the
environment is addressed, as it represents the main drawback hindering
the functionalized carbon-based sensing properties. The increased hy-
drophobicity of the carbon surfaces after fluorination is exploited,
leading to an increased response reproducibility under variable hu-
midity level. The sensing mechanism and the geometry of the sensing
layer are also investigated showing an enhanced response when verti-
cally aligned carbon nanotube forests are used as sensing layer com-
pared to the randomly distributed, spaghetti-like nanotube mats due to
the remarkable role played by the exposed tips in the vertical config-
uration of the forest.

2. Materials and methods

Vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (vCNT) are synthesized by
catalytic chemical vapour deposition (CCVD) at atmospheric pressure
using Fe nanoparticles as catalyst. More details on the synthesis can be
found in previous reports [24,25]. The as-synthesized close-packed
vCNT are well-aligned multiwalled carbon nanotubes of 150–200 μm
length, a dozen walls are found on average. To fabricate spaghetti-like
carbon nanotube mats with random distribution, the CNT powder
(Nanocyl®, purity level 95%) is sonicated in isopropanol for 30 min and
the CNT mat is obtained by drop casting the suspension on silicon
wafers kept at T = 100 °C to facilitate solvent evaporation.

Fluorination of the CNT surface is achieved in a post-discharge of a
microwave (MW) plasma reactor where the discharge is sustained in a
quartz tube by a surface wave (surfaguide type) launcher. A SAIREM
6 kW pulsed microwave generator working at 2.45 GHz has been used
[26]. The gas flow rate is set to 100 sccm for both CF4 and for the Ar:F2

mixture (95:5) giving a post-discharge pressure of about 1 mbar. The
power is maintained to 0.55 kW and the frequency to 1 kHz with a duty
ratio fixed to 80%. The samples are placed on a supporting stage at a
distance of 30 cm from the end of the discharge tube. To obtain dif-
ferent fluorination yields, the exposure time is changed ranging from
2.5 to 20 min. No changes are observed in the weight and in the
structure of the carbon nanotubes.

The contact angle measurements are conducted using the static
sessile drop method based on a direct optical measurement. The ex-
perimental set-up consists of a movable horizontal stage where the
sample is placed, an automatized micrometre pipette system to gen-
erate the few microliter liquid drop of Milli-Q water, and an integrated
camera for acquisition of real time images. Several points over each
sample surface are analysed for accuracy and reproducibility during the

drop profile analysis.
The photoemission studies are carried out at the Soft X-ray beamline

of the Australian Synchrotron in Melbourne. The valence band spectra
are collected using a photon energy of 110 eV, while a photon energy of
800 eV is used for the acquisition of the F1 s core levels to enhance the
surface sensitivity. Spectroscopy data are acquired in normal emission
geometry. The carbon (C) and fluorine (F) K-edge NEXAFS spectra are
obtained in the partial electron yield mode. The NEXAFS measurements
are performed by positioning the samples at the magic angle, that is the
angle at which the measured intensity distribution is independent from
the molecular orientation.

The chemical composition of the fluorinated samples after the
sensing measurements is probed by using a VERSAPROBE PHI 5000
from Physical Electronics, equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray
source. The experimental geometry of the data collection allows the
analysis of carbon nanotube surface with an energy resolution better
than 0.5 eV. For the compensation of built-up charge on the sample
surface during the measurements, a dual beam charge neutralization
composed of an electron gun (≈1 eV) and an Ar ion gun (≤10 eV) is
used.

For the sensing measurements, a customization of the device is used
to prepare the sensors. A commercial Ag paste (Heraeus AD 1688-06) is
employed to glue a screen-printed Pt resistor, working as a heater, on
the backside of the sample. Pt wires connect the heater resistor to a PCB
board that can be plugged into the sensor test chamber through sol-
dered connections. Parallel silver electrodes are realized on top of the
sample surface and connected to the PCB board through Pt wires. At
each step, the contacts are cured at 100 °C for 30 min in the oven.

The measurement rig comprises a set of computer-controlled mass
flow meters and electro-valve systems to ensure reproducible con-
centrations of the gases that are delivered to the miniaturized Teflon
chamber (35 mL). The DC resistance of the sensors is continuously
measured with an Agilent 34,972 A multimeter. In a typical measure-
ment cycle, pure dry air (Air Products) is flowed through the chamber
until the sample resistance is stabilized, corresponding to a constant
baseline R0. Successively, given concentrations of NO2 or NH3 vapours
are fed into the test chamber and kept flowing during the chosen ex-
posure time, that is usually fixed to 10 min unless otherwise specified.
The total flow is fixed to 100 sccm during the detection and recovery
phases. During the detection time, the samples are kept at room tem-
perature. After the detection measurements, the gas flow is switched
again to pure dry air and the samples are allowed to re-stabilize to the
room temperature baseline resistance. The relative humidity (RH) is
constantly monitored using a thermo-hygrometer ICT-7 M from
Ecological Sensors and Systems (ES&S). This sensor is located at the
output of the test chamber recording both temperature and ambient
moisture. It is considered dry condition when a residual amount of
about RH = 4 ± 1% is measured. Under humid conditions, a specific
amount of water in mg/h is introduced in the test chamber using a
dedicated liquid mass flow system (Environics series 4000), which al-
lowed generating humidified gas mixtures at different moisture levels.

The operational principle of resistive sensing devices consists of the
variation of the electrical resistivity as a result of the adsorption of gas
molecules on the sensor surface. The measurement of the resistance is
continuously running, thus allowing a real-time acquisition of its var-
iation from the initial value, which is the sensor baseline resistance R0,
during a complete exposure cycle. The sensor response, expressed as a
percentage, is defined (unless otherwise specified) as the normalized
resistance variation, |(Rf -R0)/R0|×100, where Rf is the resistance value
measured when the gas flow is switched to pure air. The sign of the
resistance variation depends on the type of semiconducting layer (n- or
p- type depending on the electron or hole doping) and on the donor/
acceptor behaviour of the detected molecule. Since holes are the major
charge carriers in fluorinated carbon nanotubes, the fluorinated surface
behaves as a p-type semiconductor.
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3. Results and discussion

The wettability of pristine and fluorinated vCNT is probed by
measuring the contact angle at the interface with a liquid Milli-Q water
drop, as shown on the left side of Fig. 1 (upper row). The initial contact
angle value of pristine vCNT (θC = 96°) gradually rises with increasing
fluorine content up to a value of θC = 141° for 10 at.% of F, thus re-
flecting the increased hydrophobic character introduced through the
functionalization. The wettability is strongly dictated by the oriented
dipole-dipole interactions in partially fluorinated vCNT (first row, left
side of Fig. 1). The successive rows in Fig. 1 (left) correspond to the
time evolution of the water droplet, each picture is collected after 30 s
from the corresponding previous image. The variation of the contact
angle decay rate of the pristine and functionalized samples indicates a
different impedance of water diffusion into the nanotube forests. The
water droplet deposited on the pristine surface is not stable and pene-
trates the forest, this process is further facilitated by the presence of

voids on a submicron scale within the vCNT. On the contrary, the
fluorinated carbon nanotubes show only a moderate reduction of the
contact angle values exhibiting a higher stability with time for in-
creasing fluorine yield at the surface. Additional data showing the
contact angle trends with time for other pristine and fluorinated sam-
ples are shown on the right side of Fig. 1.

In correspondence to the remarkable changes in the surface energy
induced by the fluorination, the nature of the pristine electronic
properties is also largely modified. The valence band spectra are out-
lined for each sample in Fig. 2a. The grafting of fluorine atoms on the
vCNT surface provokes a strong quenching of the C-C π states at 3 eV in
concomitance with the suppression of the density of states near the
Fermi level and the appearance of an intense contribution at about
10 eV, associated to the F2p-like states, which dominates the spectrum
[25]. The F1 s core level spectra are shown in Fig. 2b. Interestingly, the
F1 s core level acquired on the CF4 plasma fluorinated sample shift
towards higher binding energy values with respect to the Ar:F2 plasma

Fig. 1. (Left) Contact angle measurements on vertically aligned carbon nanotubes are shown for increasing fluorine content. The pictures along each column
illustrate the time evolution of the water droplet. (Right) Contact angle values are acquired at increasing time to trace the water droplet evolution on two pristine
samples (black curves) and on different plasma fluorinated samples, Ar:F2 and CF4, with various fluorine content (red and green curves) (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 2. Synchrotron-based measurements are
performed on pristine (black dotted line) and
on functionalized vCNT using different gas
precursors. The fluorine contents are 7 and 10
at.% for the green dotted and red curves, re-
spectively. Photoemission data are collected on
the valence band (a) and the F1 s core level (b).
Absorption spectra are shown for the F–K edge
(c) and C–K edge (d). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this
article).
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fluorinated vCNT, in line with the shift observed in the F2p-like states
in the respective valence band spectrum. This shift is associated to the
diverse chemical environment introduced at the surface by the multiple
fluorinated carbon functionalities grafted on the vCNT [22].

The absorption spectra at the F–K and C–K edges are reported in
Fig. 2c and d, respectively. The F–K edge signatures display broad
structures composed of resonances at about 688 and 690 eV that are
accompanied by weaker contributions at their sides, indicating dis-
similar coordination for the fluorine atoms after both plasma treatments
[23]. The large features at photon energy higher than 688 eV corre-
spond to excitation from the F1 s to σ* states due to the covalent in-
teraction between fluorine and carbon atoms [27]. On the contrary, the
resonances of π* character are located at lower photon energies and
they are associated to the interaction of fluorine with carbon atoms in
the local vicinity of C–F groups (686 eV) [28].

The signals in the C–K edge can be divided into π and σ resonances.
The absorption intensity associated to the transition from the C1 s level
to the unoccupied π* states (285 eV) decreases after the functionaliza-
tion. The covalent C–F bond formation is confirmed by the peak at
288 eV increasing in intensity with higher fluorine content. The states
corresponding to the transition from C1 s to σ* suggest a limited extent
of C–F bond formation with σ symmetry, thus supporting the evidence
that the carbon nanotube structure is not destroyed by the plasma but it
preserves the sp2 character.

Pristine and fluorinated vCNT are then used as sensing layers for
NO2 and NH3 detection at the ppm concentration range to test whether
the fluorine functionalities affect the pristine sensor response for vari-
able humidity level. The use of Ar:F2 and CF4 gas precursor for the
plasma fluorination allows understanding the eventual role played by
the multiple fluorinated carbon groups, as CF3, during sensing me-
chanism as these species are mainly produced on the carbon nanotubes
surface when using the CF4 plasma [22,23].

The sensing experiments presented hereafter are performed at room
temperature due to the observed desorption process of the functional-
ities, which is already activated when annealing at T = 250 °C in UHV
condition, as shown in Fig. S1 in Supporting information where spec-
troscopic and absorption data are acquired as a function of the an-
nealing temperature.

Due to the vertical geometry of the sensors the electrodes are placed
on top of the densely packed nanotubes, therefore the sensing proper-
ties are only due to the intrinsic properties of the carbon nanotubes, i.e.
the substrate is not playing any role.

The typical sensor response curves are illustrated in Fig. 3 where the
normalized response (left axis) is plotted as a function of exposure time
(bottom axis) to various analyte concentrations (right axis) at dry
condition, corresponding to RH = 5% humidity level. The black dotted
curves in Fig. 3 correspond to the pristine vCNT sensor (no trace of

oxygen detectable on the surface), the red curves are obtained from the
fluorinated vCNT using Ar:F2 plasma, while the sensing responses of the
CF4 plasma functionalized sample are depicted as green dotted curves.
The fluorine concentrations on these two samples are evaluated by XPS
immediately after the fluorination process: 15 at.% of fluorine and
about 2.5 at.% of oxygen contents are detected on the surface of the
Ar:F2 fluorinated sample (10 min of plasma treatment), while a fluorine
concentration of 16 at.% and 1.5 at.% of oxygen is found after CF4

plasma (10 min of plasma treatment).
All samples behave as p-type materials due to the increased con-

ductivity (reduced resistance) when exposed to NO2, and vice versa a
decrease in the conductivity is measured when NH3 flows in the
chamber. The pristine vCNT sensor shows a fast reaction to the presence
of nitrogen dioxide, but the response is characterized by a low recovery
time once the gas flow is switched to pure air. On the contrary, the
pristine sample is not sensitive to the ammonia molecule, neither at
higher concentration (100 ppm), in agreement with previous results
where the pristine nanotubes showed sensitivity to ammonia only after
an intensive oxygen plasma treatment [29]. The fluorinated vCNT using
Ar:F2 plasma exhibits a good response to both gases with an improved
recovery time for the release of NO2 molecule once the gas flow is
switched to pure air. The instantaneous response of all vCNT sensors
can be attributed to both the full exposure of the nanotube surface area
to the two chemical environments and to the mobility of the charge
carriers leading to a fast transmission of the signal. Additionally, a
better recovery (about 50%) of the fluorinated sensors is observed after
NO2 detection with respect to NH3 experiments. The slow recovery
process after ammonia exposure suggests a slower molecular desorption
of NH3 from the nanotube due to a stronger chemical interaction oc-
curring mainly between the fluorinated sites on the carbon surface and
the ammonia molecules. Further, diffusion process may occur into the
three-dimensional porous architecture of the vCNT forest and addi-
tional external energy would be consequently required, for example in
the form of heating treatment, to favour the release of this pollutant.
However, a heating treatment would promote the desorption process of
fluorine atoms from the surface in the present case (see Fig. S1 in
Supporting information).

Compared to the absence of ammonia detection for the pristine
sample, the fluorinated carbon nanotubes exhibit stronger adsorption
capacities and better sensing properties. The improvement in the sen-
sing performance of fluorinated vCNT is associated to both the strong
polarity and the reactivity of F atoms in interacting with the hydrogen
atoms of the analyte resulting in hydrogen bonding interactions. On the
other side, also the interaction with NO2 is not negligible considering
the incomplete resistance baseline recovery at room temperature,
analogous to previous results where a rather strong interaction was
found [29]. This observation implies that complete NO2 desorption is

Fig. 3. The typical response and recovery
curves of pristine and fluorinated vCNT sensors
are shown for low (10 or 20 ppm) and high
(100 ppm) concentration of the two analytes
shown as grey bar (right axis). The measured
resistance curves are normalized to the relative
baseline value R0 of each sensor (left axis). The
experimental data are collected with a relative
humidity level of RH = 5%.
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not achievable at room temperature and that stronger interaction than
Van der Waals interaction with the carbon nanotubes, as chemisorp-
tion, cannot be ruled out for this analyte. At the same time, the diffusion
of NO2 down the nanotube forest may also hinder the complete release
of the analyte during recovery phase.

The increased hydrophobicity of the carbon surfaces after fluor-
ination is exploited to probe the gas sensing reproducibility under
variable humidity level and the relative sensor responses are shown in
Fig. 4. The response values are calculated over 10 min of exposure and
expressed as a percentage.

In Fig. 4a, the moisture effect is analysed for the pristine and for the
differently plasma fluorinated vCNT (Ar:F2 and CF4 plasma) thus al-
lowing the investigation of a possible dependence of the sensor re-
sponse on the functionalization used. In this experiment, the humidity
level is switched from RH = 3% to RH = 30% while measuring the
responses to low and high concentrations of NO2 and NH3. All sensor
responses to traces of nitrogen dioxide are near to three times higher
than the detection capability towards similar concentrations of am-
monia. The response of pristine nanotubes towards NH3 is rather de-
pendent on the humidity content, increasing with increasing con-
centration of water molecules in the environment. When humidity is
diminished from 30% to 3%, the response to ammonia remains almost
identical to the one for 30% in the pristine sample. Most probably, the
adsorbed moisture penetrated deeper in the forest (as observed during
contact angle measurements) and the water contamination of the
pristine surface could lead to a charge redistribution affecting the
current through the layer. On the other hand, when the surface of the
forest is fluorinated, the hydrophobic character is significantly higher
than that of the pristine vCNT surface resulting in a reproducible re-
sponse of the fluorinated films under variable humidity levels.

Variations in the amount of fluorine functionalities grafted on the
sample surface does not impact the sensor response to NO2. The re-
sponse of fluorinated vCNT sensors towards nitrogen dioxide is, in es-
sence, the same as that measured with the pristine samples in line with
the fluorination content affecting less than a third of the sample sur-
faces in all cases. This result suggests that reducing the interaction of
carbon nanotubes with water via fluorination does not alter their in-
teraction with NO2, thus promoting the plasma fluorination as a valu-
able substitution to O2 plasma treatment and pioneering the anchoring
of recognition elements to improve selectivity and sensitivity, similarly
to previous works [14,30].

In addition, the particular gas precursor used during fluorination
does not have a strong effect on the sensor performance, therefore the
relative response can be measured within a wider humidity range, from
dry air (RH = 3%) up to RH = 60%, testing one pristine and two Ar:F2

plasma fluorinated samples, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. The strong influ-
ence of the moisture concentration on the pristine sample response
(black bars) is further confirmed: the resistance variation continuously
raises upon successive nitrogen dioxide exposures and an emerging
response to NH3 is detected under humid condition, though the pristine
sample did not show sensitivity to ammonia during the first measure-
ments in dry condition. No recovery of the starting pristine performance
is observed in the successive measurements under dry air, suggesting
that the humidity can be considered as the primary interfering analyte
responsible for the performance deterioration with time in this sensor.
Once exposed to water, the active material changes dramatically the
response intensity to the pollutants and there is a strong memory effect
when exposed again to a flow of dry air, i.e. the response remains al-
tered as if humidity was still present due to the penetration of water
molecules deeply in the carbon nanotubes forest. This memory effect
prevents the use of such a sensor in a scenario in which ambient hu-
midity may change, given the impossibility of calibrating the sensor.

In contrast to the pristine vCNT sensor, when the concentration of
water molecules is increased to 30%, the fluorinated vCNT response is
enhanced, implying that the presence of water does not block the in-
teraction between adsorbed molecules and the vCNT. Although the
response is affected by humidity being different under dry or humid
conditions due to the presence of water molecules on top of the forest,
fluorinated vCNT do not experience the memory effect. The response
nearly returns to the original value as soon as the dry condition is re-
established and it remains unvaried during the successive measure-
ments at RH = 2–3%, suggesting that the adsorbed water molecules are
easily evacuated without heating the sensors or without the necessity of
using an inert gas flow. As a result, sensor response becomes re-
producible and a humidity-calibrated response could be possible, e.g.
including a humidity sensor.

Reproducible results are obtained after repeated sensing measure-
ments over time indicating good sensor performance when working in
ambient condition. Nevertheless, the relative response measured with
fluorinated vCNT should be further improved to reach the high level of
detection measured in metal decorated carbon nanotubes, especially
when detecting ammonia [6,11,12]. However, the response of the

Fig. 4. a) The relative sensor responses to low
and high concentrations of NO2 and NH3 are
shown for pristine and fluorinated vCNT with
different fluorination yields, as indicated in the
legend, and for switching humidity levels
(RH = 3/30%). b) The relative sensor response
to 100 ppm of NO2 and NH3 at variable hu-
midity levels (RH) is shown for pristine and
Ar:F2 plasma fluorinated vCNT with different
fluorination yields, as indicated in the legend.
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fluorinated vertically aligned carbon nanotubes to NH3 is higher com-
pared with recent results from fluorinated graphene layers [20], where
a maximal response of 11% on detection of 10,000 ppm of NH3 in argon
atmosphere was achieved after more than 10 min of exposure and with
a recovery time longer than 30 min. In the same experiment, the re-
sponse decreased to 2% when a concentration of 600 ppm of ammonia
was detected.

The sensor response, the selectivity to ammonia and the response
reproducibility in humid environments have been demonstrated so far,
showing a satisfactory performance of the plasma fluorinated sensors.
To probe the effect of the sensing measurement on the chemical com-
position of the surface and determine the nature of the interaction with
the target gases, the nitrogen content has been monitored by XPS. The
N1 s core level signal is only detected after the sensing measurements
and exclusively on fluorinated vCNT surface. In Fig. 5, the N1 s core
level spectra are illustrated for the (a) Ar:F2 sample (F concentration of
15 at.%) and for the (b) CF4 plasma functionalized vCNT (F con-
centration of 16 at.%). The nitrogen concentration evaluated by XPS is
2.5 at.% in both samples. The N1 s spectra are composed of two main
components: N1 located around 400 eV and N2 near 406 eV binding
energy. The former is commonly associated to amines [31] indicating
the presence of NH3 still adsorbed on the sample surface due to the
higher interaction. The second component N2 is instead assigned to
nitrogen dioxide molecules adsorbed on the nanotubes [32] likely as a
pyridinic-N-oxide configuration [33] consistent with the presence of
NO2 on the vCNT surface. This observation is supported by the evidence
of an increased uptake of oxygen on the surface after the sensor tests, in
fact the oxygen concentrations increased from 2.5 (a) and 1 at.% (b) to
4 at.% in both cases.

The relative intensity of the two nitrogen components confirms that
a higher amount of ammonia is adsorbed on the surface due to the
stronger interaction with the fluorinated surface, in agreement also

with the hindered recovery of the baseline during NH3 sensing mea-
surements.

According to theoretical calculations, the estimated adsorption en-
ergy of ammonia on pristine graphene is lower than the adsorption
energy of nitrogen dioxide molecule [21,34,35], while the adsorption
energy of NH3 on fluorinated graphene is one order of magnitude
higher than on the pristine surface [20,36]. Experimentally, we have
measured a remarkably higher response to NO2 with respect to the
ammonia detection regardless of the fluorination as a consequence of
the large charge transfer from the sensing layer to the analyte. This
mechanism is sustained by the appearance of the LUMO state of ni-
trogen dioxide below the Dirac point [37] with a favoured orientation
of the NO2 molecule exhibiting the N atom pointing towards the F atom
[38]. Reversely, the fluorination introduces a moderate sensing re-
sponse towards ammonia in agreement with the predicted decrease in
the distance between the analyte and the fluorinated carbon surface
[39] that promotes a stronger interaction via the formation of hydrogen
bonding as a result of a dipolar electrostatic interaction providing an
enhanced charge transfer with the fluorinated carbon layer [20].

To further investigate the possible role played by the geometry of
the sensing layer, randomly dispersed CNTs are tested. The carbon
nanotubes are first drop-casted on a silicon wafer adopting a spaghetti-
like distribution, the SEM images are shown in Fig. 6. Subsequently, the
samples are inserted in the μ-wave plasma chamber and they are sub-
jected to the plasma fluorination treatments. Finally, the contacts are
realized on the surface following the experimental method used for the
vCNT sensors and the sensing performance of the samples are tested in
the same experimental chamber as used for the vCNT.

Under this arrangement, the sparse carbon nanotube mesh is not
regular and it does not cover homogeneously the silicon surface
therefore the response can be influenced by the substrate (extrinsic gas
response). The response curves to variable NO2 and NH3 concentration

Fig. 5. The N1 s core level signals are measured after implementing the functionalized samples in a gas sensing device (after test gas exposure). The N1 s signal is only
detected after the sensing measurements and exclusively on fluorinated vCNT.

Fig. 6. The SEM images show the random distribution of the pristine multi-walled nanotubes drop-casted on a silicon wafer.
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and different humidity levels are shown in Figs. S2 and S3 of the
Supporting Information for pristine and plasma fluorinated samples.

The relative sensor responses are illustrated in Fig. 7a for pristine
nanotubes (with an oxygen content of 4 at.%) and fluorinated samples
containing a F concentration equal to 13 at.% (Ar:F2 plasma) and 9 at.%
(CF4 plasma). Before the sensing measurements, the oxygen con-
centration on the two fluorinated sensors was 4.2 at.% and 1.5 at.%,
respectively.

The response to NO2 is notably lower than that of vCNT forest,
confirming the remarkable role played by the tips that are directly
exposed to the target gas in the vertical geometry. Furthermore, the
change in the humidity concentration in the environment has a larger
impact on the sensor performance for the sparse carbon nanotube mesh.
The fluorination, especially using CF4 plasma, seems to increase the
influence of humidity level on the response towards NO2 and NH3 si-
milarly to graphene oxide performance under wet condition [19]. The
observed higher response of the CF4 functionalized sample when
RH = 30% is associated to an improved ammonia adsorption on the
surface due to the presence of water molecules confined by the hy-
drophobic and highly dense fluorinated areas. Therefore, the in-
homogeneous hydrophobic path could be a competitive counterpart
leading to the production of an ionic current that facilitates local space
charge creation. On the other side, the pristine random CNT samples
are responsive to ammonia already under dry condition due to the
presence of native oxygen on the surface.

The surface of the random CNT-based sensors is analysed by XPS
after running the gas sensing measurements, the N1 s core level spectra
are reported in Fig. 7b for the two fluorinated carbon nanotubes sam-
ples. The nitrogen signal is not detected on the pristine sensors, while
the N1 s spectra are dominated by the N1 component in the plasma
fluorinated nanotubes used for the sensing measurements. The N2 peak
is visible in the Ar:F2 plasma fluorinated sample (left panel): this ob-
servation combined with the slower recovery of the baseline during
NO2 measurements for this sensor (see Fig. S2 in Supporting informa-
tion) confirms the assignment of the component to nitrogen dioxide
molecule adsorbed on the surface. In analogy, the N2 component is not
found on the CF4 plasma fluorinated sensor (right panel) as the analyte
desorbs faster from it (see Fig. S3 in Supporting information). The ni-
trogen uptake corresponds to a final concentration of 1.8 at.% for the

Ar:F2 plasma fluorinated sample and 2.4 at.% for the CF4 plasma
fluorinated sample, respectively.

4. Conclusion

The room temperature efficiency, the reliability and the high sen-
sitivity towards detection of different gases have triggered great interest
in the use of both pristine and functionalized carbon nanotubes as
sensing layers. In the present work, a controlled plasma fluorination of
carbon nanotubes is obtained using different fluorine-based gas pre-
cursors, namely Ar:F2 and CF4. The hydrophobicity of the pristine
carbon nanotube forest is strongly increased and the water diffusion
process inside the forest, observed for pristine vCNT, is largely impeded
even at a fluorine content of only 7 at.%. The sensing response of the
fluorinated carbon nanotube samples is investigated upon exposure to
nitrogen dioxide and ammonia being representative for the opposite
acceptor/donor behaviour. If from one side the fluorination does not
alter the high response to NO2 molecules, the improved sensing per-
formance in detecting ammonia is associated to an increased interac-
tion between NH3 and the fluorinated carbon nanotubes surface, as
confirmed by XPS measurements. A hydrogen bonding interaction fa-
vours the charge transfer to the fluorinated carbon-based sensor. The
vertically aligned carbon nanotube forests show an enhanced sensor
response compared to the planar distribution of spaghetti-like nano-
tubes. The vertical geometry is thus a preferable layer for the sensing
platform due to the remarkable role played by the tips in the vCNT.
Contrary to the pristine samples, improved response reproducibility in a
variable ambient moisture levels is observed when testing fluorinated
vCNT. This property makes fluorinated vCNT as potential material to be
employed in practical commercial applications after sensor calibration:
once the response changes versus variations in relative humidity are
known, it will be possible to compensate this effect and implement
them as room temperature gas detectors.
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Abstract: Vertically aligned multiwalled carbon nanotubes (v-CNTs) were functionalized with 17 
oxygen groups using low kinetic energy oxygen ion irradiation. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 18 
(XPS) analysis indicates that oxygen ion irradiation produces three different types of oxygen 19 
functional groups at the CNTs surface: epoxide, carbonyl and carboxyl groups. The relative 20 
concentration of these groups depends on the parameters used for oxygen ion irradiation. Scanning 21 
electron microscopy (SEM) shows that the macroscopic structure and alignment of v-CNTS are not 22 
affected by the ion irradiation and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) proves tip 23 
functionalization of v-CNTs. We observed that in comparison to oxygen plasma treatment, oxygen 24 
ion irradiation shows higher functionalization efficiency and versatility. Ion irradiation leads to 25 
higher amount of oxygen grafting at the v-CNTs surface, besides different functional groups and 26 
their relative concentration can be tuned varying the irradiation parameters.  27 

Keywords: ion irradiation; functionalization; carbon nanotubes.  28 
 29 

1. Introduction 30 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are nanostructured material with high technological importance 31 
owing to their unique chemical and electronic properties. They have been reported as good 32 
candidates to replace silicon in different electronic devices due to their higher carrier velocity, 33 
nanoscale structure and relative low-cost large scale production [1]. Nevertheless, their inert surface 34 
limits their use in several applications, such as biological and gas sensor devices [2-4]. To tackle this 35 
issue, the CNTs surface properties can be altered through changes of their surface chemistry by 36 
functionalization. It has been shown that CNTs functionalization with oxygen groups can enhance 37 
their surface chemical reactivity [5,6] and change their hydrophobicity improving their dispersion in 38 
aqueous media [7,8], property that is of vital importance for their integration in biological systems. 39 
Moreover, oxygen groups can act as active sites for further functionalization increasing their potential 40 
applications in a vast variety of fields, such as drug delivery, bio imaging, water purification, 41 
catalysis, among others [9]. Vuković et al. reported in 2010 [10] that amino functionalization of CNTs 42 
can be easily implemented by chemical modification of carboxyl groups in oxidized CNTs, 43 
engineering CNTs capable of removing Cd2+ from water solutions. Regarding electronic properties, 44 
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oxygen groups grafted at the CNTs surface can convert metallic CNTs into semiconducting [11]. 45 
Barinov et al. [11], showed that even a very small oxygen amount can alter the electronic structure of 46 
CNTs without alter their morphology. 47 

Functionalization of CNTs has been achieved via different techniques such as wet chemistry, 48 
surface plasma treatment, simultaneous functionalization during synthesis or ion irradiation [12-15]. 49 
In order to obtain an optimal tailoring of the CNTs chemical and electronic properties, the 50 
functionalization technique used must be fully controlled. In this context, low kinetic ion irradiation 51 
consists in irradiate a target with ions of low kinetic energy, these ions interact with the sample in 52 
two different ways, they can bond directly to the atoms in the target, mainly in the intrinsic defects, 53 
or crosswise the sample creating new defects that can be used by other ions to create new functional 54 
groups.  55 

Ion irradiation can alter the structure and the chemical, electronic and magnetic properties of 56 
carbon materials [16]. Additionally, junctions among carbon nanotubes can be created which may 57 
have application in the reinforcement of materials for construction among others [17]. The ion kinetic 58 
energy during ion irradiation is an important parameter for optimal functionalization. It is considered 59 
low kinetic energy ion irradiation if the ions have an energy range from 100 eV to a few keV, and 60 
high kinetic energy ion irradiation if the range is of several keV to MeV [18, 17]. The degree of 61 
interaction of the ions with the sample also depends on the displacement threshold energy Td of the 62 
sample, that is, the minimum energy required by an atom through the impact of an energetic particle 63 
to be ejected from its original position [16]. Only if the kinetic energy imparted by the ions is higher 64 
than the Td of the irradiated material the atoms will be moved and defects created. 65 

Unlike others functionalization techniques, low energy ion irradiation is a clean, efficient and 66 
site-selective post-growth technique that does not generate liquid waste and allows functionalizing 67 
with a precise ion dose control, adjusting the quantity and energy of ions arriving to the sample 68 
surface [19]. In addition, this technique offers the possibility of scaling up to produce large quantities 69 
of functionalized CNTs for commercial use. Furthermore, different parameters for ion irradiation can 70 
be varied reducing the creation of defects on the structure of nanomaterials. Depending on the kinetic 71 
energy and the ion mass, the ions can traverse the nanomaterial without interaction with the target, 72 
contrary to bulk materials where all ions will interact with the sample [20]. Besides, ion irradiation of 73 
graphitic networks is of high interest in nano-engineering due to their ability of structural 74 
reorganization after irradiation, like no other material; during the reorganization new bonds around 75 
the defects are created restructuring the lattice [21]. 76 

Low kinetic energy ion irradiation of CNTs has been described mainly in theoretical works [22-77 
24] and the limited experimental works reported are mostly in boron and nitrogen ion irradiation [25, 78 
26, 19]. In this work, vertically aligned multi-walled carbon nanotubes (v-CNTs) are functionalized 79 
with oxygen groups using low kinetic energy ion irradiation, we evaluate the influence of the ion 80 
kinetic energy and irradiation time in the resulting oxygen functionalization. Vertically aligned 81 
nanotubes with their unidirectional electron transport facilitate the transducer operation in sensors 82 
[27]. Besides, their vertical geometry avoids the use of wet chemistry preventing contamination of 83 
the CNTs walls during integration of the active layer in the transducer. The v-CNTs were synthetized 84 
by thermal catalytic chemical vapor deposition technique. The structure and alignment of v-CNTs 85 
was observed before and after ion irradiation using scanning electron microscopy and transmission 86 
electron microscopy. The chemical functionalization of v-CNTs was characterized using X-ray 87 
photoelectron spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy. 88 

2. Materials and Methods  89 

Vertically aligned multi-walled carbon nanotubes (v-CNTs) were synthesized by thermal 90 
catalytic chemical vapor deposition technique using C2H4 as carbon source [27]. A multilayer system 91 
composed of Si/Al/Fe was the catalyst. Si wafers are used as substrates. An Al thin film (30nm) is 92 
deposited on Si wafers and then, after its oxidation, a 1.5 nm Fe layer is deposited and heated to 300ºC 93 
for three hours to form nanoparticles which are responsible for the CNTs growth. The Al and Fe 94 
layers are prepared by magnetron sputtering using a Quorum device. For the v-CNTs growth, the 95 
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reactor is heated to 750 °C in atmospheric pressure under He flow (500 sccm). The catalyst is placed 96 
inside the reactor and H2 flow (200 sccm) is introduced into the reactor for 20 min. After that, C2H4 97 
flow (60 sccm) is introduced into the reactor for 24 min. After the growth, H2 and C2H4 flows are 98 
switched off and a flow of He is used to clean the reactor (500 sccm). 99 

The low energy oxygen ion irradiation in v-CNTs was performed in a vacuum chamber system 100 
(PREVAC-541) using as ion source a Tectra plasma source TPIS, where microwave energy is used to 101 
create a gas plasma at the plasma cup from which ions are extracted. Microwaves with a frequency 102 
of 2.45 GHz are generated by a magnetron coupled to a coaxial feedthrough structure which guides 103 
the microwaves into the plasma cup containing low pressure O2 gas. The electrons generated in the 104 
plasma undergo cyclotron resonance motion increasing their perpendicular kinetic energy due to a 105 
magnetic quadrupole arranged around the discharge chamber. Subsequently, when the energized 106 
free electrons collide with the gas in the volume, they cause ionization of the gas if their kinetic energy 107 
is larger than the ionization energy of the atoms or molecules. The ion extraction optics is composed 108 
of two grids located at the open end of the plasma cup, a positive voltage is applied to the first grid 109 
to accelerate ions extracting them from the plasma out to the sample, the other grid has a negative 110 
voltage and assist in the ion extraction and the beam current. 111 

Oxygen ion irradiation was performed varying separately the irradiation time and the ion 112 
kinetic energy. For the samples functionalized with different irradiation time the ion kinetic energy 113 
was fixed at 1 keV and the time was varied from 1, 2.5, 5 and 10 minutes. The samples functionalized 114 
varying the ion kinetic energy had irradiation time fixed to 5 minutes, the different ion kinetic 115 
energies were 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 keV. For all samples the current induced by the ion irradiation 116 
energy was 10A, certifying that the number of ions reaching the samples were the same (Table 1). 117 

 118 
Table 1. Summary of irradiation parameters used for oxygen functionalization of v-CNTs, oxygen (at. 119 
%) and carbon (at. %) relative concentration obtained by XPS.  120 

Irradiation 

time (min) 

Ion 

kinetic 

energy 

(keV) 

Oxygen 

content 

(at. %) 

Carbon 

content 

(at. %) 

0 - 1.7 98.3 

1 1 6.7 93.3 

2.5 1 10.0 90.0 

5 1 14.2 85.8 

10 1 20.0 80.0 

5 0 8.0 92.0 

5 0.1 8.4 91.6 

5 0.25 9.8 90.2 

5 0.5 15.4 84.6 

5 1.5 14.5 85.5 

5 2 16.0 84.0 

 121 
 122 

 123 
The vertical alignment and the morphology of v-CNTs were characterized before and after 124 

oxygen ion irradiation by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL-JSM-7500F-Field 125 
Emission Scanning Electron Microscope operated at 15 kV and transmission electron microscopy 126 
(TEM) using a JEM-1011 Jeol Ltd.   127 

The chemical composition of the v-CNTs was studied with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 128 
(XPS) using a VERSAPROBE PHI 5000 from Physical Electronics, equipped with a monochromatic 129 
Al Kα X-ray source. The XPS analysis chamber is connected to the ion irradiation vacuum chamber 130 
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system to avoid contaminations. C1s and O1s core level spectra were recorded for each sample with 131 
an energy resolution of 0.6 eV. 132 

Raman spectroscopy was collected using a Micro-Raman system (Senterra Bruker Optik GmbH) 133 
with a resolution of 3cm-1 using as excitation source a laser with a wavelength of 532 nm and 20mW 134 
of power. 135 
 136 

3. Results and discussion 137 

The macroscopic morphology and alignment of v-CNTs were evaluated with SEM microscopy 138 
before and after the oxygen ion irradiation in order to estimate if disorder was induced by ions 139 
impacting onto the sample surface. We observe that neither the density or the alignment of CNTs are 140 
affected by the ion irradiation treatment (Figure 1). 141 

 142 

 143 

Figure. 1. Cross section SEM images of v-CNTs before (a) and after 5 minutes of irradiation with 144 
oxygen ions with 1 keV of kinetic energy (b). 145 

The understanding of the dependency of the oxygen bonding configurations in v-CNTs on the 146 
different parameters used during ion irradiation is a key step for optimal controlling 147 
functionalization and, consequently tailoring CNTs properties for applications such as in sensing. X-148 
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface technique that, besides providing information on 149 
the relative atomic concentration of the elements present on a sample, is also suitable to characterize 150 
changes in the bonding configuration of the atoms via the chemical shift, i.e. via the analysis of the 151 
shift in the binding energy of the core electrons of the different atoms composing a sample.  152 

We first record XPS survey spectra to evaluate if the oxygen ion irradiation had grafted 153 
undesired elements other than oxygen at the CNT surface. Figure 2 shows typical survey spectra 154 
recorded on v-CNTs before and after 5 minutes of irradiation with oxygen ions with 1 keV of kinetic 155 
energy. We can observe in the spectrum recorded before the ion irradiation a high intensity peak 156 
centered at 284.4 eV, generated by photoelectrons emitted from the C1s electronic level, and a very 157 
low intensity peak at 532.6 eV associated to oxygen contamination during the v-CNTs synthesis, 158 
evaluated to be 1.7 at. %. After ion irradiation the relative intensity of the peak generated by C1s 159 
photoelectrons decreases and the intensity of the peak at 532.6 eV corresponding to O1s 160 
photoelectrons increases remarkably. No other elements were found in the samples. 161 
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 162 

Figure 2. XPS survey spectra comparison between v-CNTs before (black line) and after 5 minutes of 163 
irradiation with oxygen ions with 1 keV of kinetic energy (blue line).  164 

Figure 3 summarizes the change in the relative oxygen concentration when v-CNTs are 165 
irradiated with oxygen ions with different kinetic energies and irradiation times. Increasing the 166 
irradiation time (1, 2.5, 5 and 10 min) the relative concentration of oxygen increases from 1.7 at. % to 167 
20.0 at. % (Figure 3a). For a fixed irradiation time (5 minutes) we can divide the resulting amount of 168 
oxygen ion grafting in two regimes (Figure 3b): from 0.5 to 2 keV, the relative oxygen concentration 169 
remains almost constant (~ 15.0 at.%) independent of the ion energy. As the number of oxygen ions 170 
arriving at the sample surface was fixed throughout the experiment, we can conclude that the ion 171 
kinetic energy in this range does not affect the rate of ions grafted at the CNT surface. The amount of 172 
oxygen ions implanted thus depends only on the treatment time. The second regime is observed for 173 
oxygen ion irradiation from 0 keV up to 0.5 keV (Figure 3b), it is clear that when CNTs are irradiated 174 
with ions with 0 keV kinetic energy, i.e. the grid supply at the extractor is set to 0 keV, the amount of 175 
oxygen grafted is lower. Under these conditions no specific ion kinetic energy is selected, and all 176 
types of species generated inside the plasma chamber are able to reach the sample surface, including 177 
neutrals species. It is important to mention that the distance between the exit of the plasma cup in the 178 
Tectra ion source and the surface of the sample is about 12 cm, thus it is a remote plasma treatment 179 
in which the species with short-life time recombine before reaching the sample surface [28]. Under 180 
these conditions instead of ion irradiation, functionalization occurs via a plasma treatment. The 181 
quantity of oxygen grafted during this remote oxygen plasma treatment was 8.0 at. % about half that 182 
produced by ion energy irradiation, with ion kinetic energies from 0.5 to 2 keV (Figure 3b). The 183 
increase in the grafting of oxygen for increasing ion kinetic energy can be associated to an increase in 184 
the probability of defect creation as discussed by Lehtinen et al. in 2010 [29]. These authors, using 185 
atomistic computer simulations based on analytical potential and density-functional theory models, 186 
showed that for carbon nanostructures the probability of defect creation during low-mass ion 187 
irradiation, has a sharp increase up to 0.5 keV kinetic energy followed by a gradual decrease. This 188 
shows that the functionalization efficiency using low kinetic energy ion irradiation is higher than in 189 
the remote plasma treatment, since the impacting oxygen species are more energetic increasing the 190 
probability of creating defect sites into the CNT lattice [30]. Additionally, the oxygen species shorter 191 
lifetimes increase the possibility for recombination into stable gas-phase species unlikely to react with 192 
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the tubes.193 

 194 

Figure 3. Carbon and oxygen content in v-CNTs before and after oxygen functionalization in function 195 
of ion irradiation time (a) and ion kinetic energy (for a fixed time: 5 minutes) (b). When the ion 196 
irradiation time is zero it corresponds to v-CNTs pristine. For ion energy equal to 0 keV the oxidation 197 
occurs through a remote plasma treatment rather than to an ion-implantation process. 198 

A detailed analysis of the C1s XPS spectrum gives information on the chemical configuration of 199 
the oxygen grafted in the graphitic network. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the C1s spectra 200 
recorded on the pristine v-CNTs and after 10 minutes of oxygen ion irradiation at 1 keV of ion kinetic 201 
energy and the result of the curve fitting reproducing each spectrum.  202 

The pristine C1s spectrum is asymmetric, due to a re-adjustment of the Fermi level caused by 203 
electron-hole interaction after the electron scattering. In order to reproduce this asymmetry, the 204 
fitting of C1s peak was made with the Doniach-Sunjic function [31]. The peak has a binding energy 205 
of 284.4 eV and is reported to be generated by photoelectrons emitted from sp2 carbon atoms [11]. We 206 
also observe a low intensity broad peak centered at 290.9 eV, corresponding to photoelectrons that 207 
lose kinetic energy to -plasmon excitations. To reproduce this peak a Gaussian-Lorentzian was used 208 
(Figure 4a).  209 

The C1s XPS spectra recorded after v-CNTs irradiation with oxygen ions show a drastic change, 210 
widening in the range 285 to 290 eV, due to the bonding of oxygen to carbon atoms (Figure 4b, 211 
supplementary). To reproduce the spectrum for the sample irradiated 10 minutes it was necessary to 212 
use six components, the two used in the fitting of pristine v-CNTs and four other symmetric peaks 213 
(Gaussian-Lorentzian). These components are centered at binding energies of 285.0 eV, 286.6 eV, 214 
287.5 eV and 288.8 eV.  215 

The component at 285.0 eV is assigned to sp3 carbon bonding occurring at defects introduced in 216 
the carbon lattice by ion irradiation. This can include interlayer and intertube cross-linking defects, 217 
amorphization, and carbon bonding to COx species. Induced in a controllable way, these defects can 218 
cause beneficial changes in chemical and electronic properties of the CNTs, promoting their 219 
application in different fields [16]. The components at 286.6 eV, 287.5 eV and 288.8 eV are associated 220 
to carbon bonded to oxygen. The electronegative oxygen atoms induce a positive charge in the carbon 221 
atoms thus changing the electron screening of their nucleus. This increases consequently the binding 222 
energy of the electrons, explaining the shift to higher binding energies for the components in the C1s 223 
spectra. Using spin polarized density functional calculations within the local density approximation 224 
(LDA) for the interpretation of the C1s XPS peak of oxygen functionalized carbon nanotubes, 225 
Bittencourt et al [12], assigned the component at 286.6 eV to epoxide groups (C-O-C), the component 226 
287.5 eV to carbonyl groups (C=O) and 288.8 eV to carboxyl groups (-COOH). 227 
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 228 

Figure 4. XPS analysis of v-CNTs pristine (a) and v-CNTs after 10 min of irradiation with oxygen ions 229 
with ion kinetic energy of 1 keV (b). C1 is assigned to sp2-C (284.4 eV), C2 to -plasmon excitations 230 
(290.9 eV), C3 to sp3-C (285.0 eV), C4 to epoxide groups C-O-C (286.6 eV), C5 to carbonyl groups C=O 231 
(287.5 eV) and C6 to carboxyl groups -COOH (288.8 eV). Components peaks result from a least-232 
squares fitting procedure. 233 

In order to understand the effect of varying the ion irradiation parameters in the chemistry of 234 
the v-CNTs, we analyzed the C1s XPS spectrum of each sample (Table 2, Figures S1-S7). To 235 
corroborate our results, the analysis of O1s XPS spectra was also performed (Figures S8-S17). The 236 
same number of C-O components were obtained in C1s and O1s analysis.  237 
 238 
Table 2. Relative area (%A) of the components used the reproduce the C1s peak. The binding energy 239 
assignments was reported by Bittencourt et al. 2011. 240 

Irradiation 

time (min) 

Ion 

kinetic 

energy 

(keV) 

sp2-C  

(%A) 

C1 

284.4 eV 

sp3-C 

 (%A) 

   C3 

285.0 eV 

C-O-C 

(%A) 

C4 

286.6 eV 

C=O 

(%A) 

C5 

287.5 eV 

-COOH 

(%A) 

C6 

288.8 eV 

Plasmon  

(%A) 

C2 

290.9 eV 

0 - 96.3 0 0 0 0 3.7 

1 1 86.2 9.0 0.7 1.9 0 2.2 

2.5 1 83.0 11.5 1.7 2.4 0 1.4 

5 1 71.7 16.8 3.1 4.7 2.9 0.8 

10 1 62.7 20.0 4.5 3.8 7.2 1.9 

5 0 85.2 8.8 5.5 0 0 0.5 

5 0.1 92.9 5.5 1.3 0 0.3 0 

5 0.25 84.2 9.8 2.6 0 1.9 1.5 

5 0.5 71.2 15.7 3.3 2 5.7 2.1 

5 1.5 69.7 19.0 4.2 2.4 3.7 1.1 

5 2 72.0 15.5 3.9 4.2 2.7 1.7 
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 241 
Figure 5 shows the variation in the relative area of each component used to reproduce the C1s 242 

peak as a function of the treatment time and the ion kinetic energy. The relative contribution of 243 
component C1 (graphitic carbon (sp2-C)) decreases from the 96.3 % in pristine v-CNTs to 62.7 % when 244 
the treatment time reaches 10 minutes, indicating that the oxygen functionalization occurs through 245 
breakdown of  bonding in the sp2-C bond. The relative area of component C2 (sp3-C) increases to 246 
20% after 10 minutes of treatment (Figure 5a).  247 

When the treatment time was fixed to 5 minutes and the ion kinetic energy was the variant 248 
parameter, we observed that the ion energy does not significantly affect the relative area of the 249 
graphitic carbon component (C1), remaining in a range from 69.7 to 72.0 % (for the range of energies 250 
form 0.5 to 2 keV). Similarly, the area of the component C2 (sp3-C) remains in a range from 15.7 to 251 
19.0 %. 252 

These results suggest that for the samples irradiated with ion kinetic energy varying from 0.5 to 253 
2 keV, approximately the same number of ions interact with the carbon nanotubes. At 0 keV kinetic 254 
energy (a remote plasma treatment [32]), only 8.8 % of the sp2 carbon (C1) is transformed into sp3 (C3) 255 
and 5.5% into oxygen-bound carbon species (C4), confirming that the remote plasma treatment 256 
generates less defects at the CNT surface than ion irradiation (Figure 5b), with much lower oxygen 257 
grafting at the CNT surface (Figure 3b). 258 

It is interesting to compare the grafting of oxygen atoms for 0 keV (remote plasma 259 
functionalization) with the ion irradiation results (Figure 6 and 7b). In the case of remote plasma 260 
functionalization, the only C-O bonding observed comes from epoxide groups. These consist of single 261 
oxygen atoms bonded covalently to a sp2-C surface, forming covalent bonds with two carbon 262 
neighbors with the oxygen atom sitting above the C-C bond centre. This is the least disruptive oxygen 263 
functional group (indeed epoxide groups can be added to graphene simple trough ozone exposure 264 
with UV light [33]), since they do not require carbon dangling bonds, and hence associated hole or 265 
edge formation. This therefore confirms that the remote plasma is only adding very low energy 266 
isolated oxygen atoms to the nanotube surface (probably primarily neutrals) with minimal damage 267 
and disruption of the carbon layers. Epoxide oxygen can also be removed through relatively gentle 268 
reducing processes. 269 

In contrast, the ion-implantation results show high concentrations of carbonyl and carboxyl 270 
groups, demonstrating that the lattice is being disrupted and carbon dangling bonds created which 271 
are being oxygenated. This is consistent with a picture where incoming charged oxygen ions are 272 
arriving with kinetic energies far above the knock-on threshold energies of the lattice carbon, 273 
resulting in carbon displacements and increased local damage. This is also visible in the production 274 
of sp3-C carbon atoms as collateral damage. Thus the two processes are complementary, allowing 275 
choice of oxygen chemical functional group addition depending on end-application requirements.  276 

 277 

Figure 5. Variation in relative area of the components of carbon sp2-C (C1) and carbon sp3-C (C3) used 278 
to reproduce the C1s XPS spectrum of v-CNTs as a function of the treatment time (ion kinetic energy 279 
1keV) (a) and the ion kinetic energy (fixed treatment time: 5 minutes) (b). 280 
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 282 

Figure 6. XPS analysis of v-CNTs functionalized by plasma treatment (0 keV of ion kinetic energy) (a) 283 
and by ion irradiation with 2 keV of ion kinetic energy (b). The treatment time was 5 min for the two 284 
samples. C1 is assigned to sp2-C (284.4 eV), C2 to -plasmon excitations (290.9 eV), C3 to sp3-C (285.0 285 
eV), C4 to epoxide groups C-O-C (286.6 eV), C5 to carbonyl groups C=O (287.5 eV) and C6 to carboxyl 286 
groups -COOH (288.8 eV). Components peaks result from a least-squares fitting procedure. 287 

We can further understand the oxidation processes occurring during ion irradiation by 288 
exploring the change in relative concentration of different C-O species over time (Figure 7a). Just as 289 
for the plasma treatment, epoxide species start forming on the basal plane from the beginning of the 290 
treatment, and gradually increase in concentration over the time. In parallel there is an extremely 291 
initial rapid formation of carbonyl groups. This presumably involves functionalization of tube tips 292 
which are much more chemically reactive than the tube sidewalls and represent preferential addition 293 
sites [34]. During this period there is a gradual increase in sp3-C indicating the ion irradiation process 294 
is beginning to damage the nanotube carbon network (Figure 5a). After 5 minutes the network is 295 
sufficiently damaged that holes and internal edges are formed. These are C=O and -COOH edge-296 
terminated, giving rise to a corresponding increase in the C=O and -COOH C1s peaks in the XPS.  297 

The carbonyl groups are intermediate states and can oxygen saturate, transforming to carboxyl 298 
groups, helping to explain the relative stability in carbonyl concentration and large increase in -299 
COOH in the C1s peak from 5 to 10 minutes. This process will be kinetically dependent on the rate 300 
of damage site and hole formation (i.e. new dangling bond creation rate), and is also reflected in the 301 
ion energy study (Figure 7b). As the ion kinetic energy increases there is a steady decrease in epoxide 302 
concentration, primarily because at higher energies there is an increased chance of damaging the 303 
lattice and so inserting oxygen as other (carbonyl or carboxyl) forms. The slight decrease in the sp3-C 304 
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component observed when the sample was irradiated with 0.1 keV ions can be associated to a 305 
preferential removal of physically adsorbed species (amorphous carbon and oxygen species 306 
including water) occurring during the synthesis and due to the exposure to ambient air. 307 

Raman spectroscopy data shows variations in the relative intensity of the primary G- and D-308 
peaks consistent with the interpretation we present here based on the XPS data (see Supplementary 309 
Figure S18 and associated supplementary discussion). 310 

Figure 8 shows the typical TEM images recorded on carbon nanotubes pristine (Figure 8a) and 311 
carbon nanotubes irradiated for 5 minutes with oxygen ions with kinetic energy of 2 keV (Figure 8b) 312 
samples. Carbon nanotubes pristine exhibit closed tips, as was expected, contrary to carbon 313 
nanotubes irradiated with oxygen ions where open tips were observed, the presence of open tips on 314 
carbon nanotubes is an evidence of oxygen functionalization of the tips. No significant damage was 315 
found on the nanotube walls. 316 

 317 
 318 

 319 

Figure 7. Variation in relative area of the components of carbon bonded to oxygen (C4 (C-O-C), C5 320 
(C=O), C6 (-COOH)) used to reproduce the C1s XPS spectrum of v-CNTs as a function of the treatment 321 
time (ion energy 1 keV) (a) and the ion kinetic energy (treatment time 5 minutes) (b). 322 

 323 

Figure 8. TEM microscopy of carbon nanotubes pristine (a) and carbon nanotubes irradiated for 5 324 
minutes with oxygen ions with kinetic energy of 2 keV (b). 325 

4. Conclusions 326 

Different oxygen functional groups can be created at the surface of vertically aligned carbon 327 
nanotubes by low kinetic energy oxygen ion irradiation. We show that defect creation, the chemical 328 
nature, and concentration of functional groups depend on the irradiation time and the ion kinetic 329 
energy, indicating that low kinetic energy ion irradiation is an optimal functionalization method that 330 
can be used to fine tune the type and concentration of functional groups grafted at the carbon 331 
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nanotube surface. The versatility of the method is a very clear advantage in comparison to other 332 
functionalization techniques, because using low kinetic ion irradiation we can tailor the surface 333 
reactivity of carbon nanotubes specifically for different applications, in a clean way and employing 334 
very short treatment times. 335 

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1. XPS analysis 336 
of v-CNTs after 1 minute of ion implantation with 1 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S2. XPS analysis of v-CNTs 337 
after 2.5 minutes of ion implantation with 1 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S3. XPS analysis of v-CNTs after 5 338 
minutes of ion implantation with 1 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S4. XPS analysis of v-CNTs after 5 minutes 339 
of ion implantation with 0.1 keV of ion kinetic energy Figure S5. XPS analysis of v-CNTs after 5 minutes of ion 340 
implantation with 0.25 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S6. XPS analysis of v-CNTs after 5 minutes of ion 341 
implantation with 0.5 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S7. XPS analysis of v-CNTs after 5 minutes of ion 342 
implantation with 1.5 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S8. XPS analysis of O1s spectrum of v-CNTs after 1 343 
minute of ion implantation with 1 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S9. XPS analysis of O1s spectrum of v-CNTs 344 
after 2.5 minutes of ion implantation with 1 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S10. XPS analysis of O1s spectrum 345 
of v-CNTs after 5 minutes of ion implantation with 1 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S11. XPS analysis of O1s 346 
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with 0.5 keV of ion kinetic energy, Figure S16. XPS analysis of O1s spectrum of v-CNTs after 5 minutes of ion 352 
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functionalized with low kinetic energy oxygen ion irradiation with different treatment time (a) and ion kinetic 355 
energy (b). 356 
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1. Introduction

Unlike the zero band-gap graphene, 
semiconductor materials[1–4] with reactive 
sites for redox reactions are particularly 
interesting for gas sensors. Among the 
various other possible active materials in 
gas-sensing devices, carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) are good candidates. For more 
than a decade, quite detailed studies have 
been devoted to use CNTs for gas-sensing 
applications.[2] Using CNTs as an NO2 gas 
sensor was first proposed by Kong et al.[5] 
The functionalization of CNTs by organic 
polymers or catalytic metal nanoparticles 
was found to be a good strategy to enhance 
the sensitivity and the selectivity of the 
CNT-based sensors.[2] Metal functional-
ized sensors can operate at higher tem-
peratures and in harsh environments, as 
they are both mechanically and chemically 

Hexagonal-shaped nanoplates (HNPs) of MoS2 on vertically aligned carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs) over a patterned area (a circular area of 1 cm2 diameter) 
are produced by chemical vapor deposition technique. With an optimized 
initial Mo film thickness, a uniform coverage of MoS2 HNPs with a thickness 
around 20 nm is achieved. The results confirm that the CNT template plays an 
important role in the MoS2 HNPs growth. Each MoS2 HNP consists of abun-
dant exposed edges, interesting for sensing and catalysis applications. High 
crystallinity and quality of the as-produced material are revealed by X-ray pho-
toelectron and Raman spectroscopies. Furthermore, NO2 gas-sensing studies 
show better sensitivity and recovery for MoS2/CNT samples as compared to 
pristine CNTs. The detection of NO2 gas in a few tens of parts per million to 
a few hundreds of parts per billion range, at room temperature, is achieved. 
Density-functional theory calculation indicates that the exposed edges of MoS2 
play a significant role in the NO2 sensing as compared to horizontally aligned 
MoS2 layers. The present report can promote the research toward the fabrica-
tion of efficient and reliable MoS2-based hybrid materials for toxic gas-sensing 
applications for air quality monitoring in various environments.
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robust and stable, as compared to polymer-based functionalized 
sensors. It has been shown that the sensitivity of the CNT gas 
sensor functionalized using metal-nanostructures, depends on 
nanocluster size and shape.[6] Indeed, the size of the metal clus-
ters is necessary to maximize the effect of the gas adsorption at 
the corners and edges and so to affect the electron transport in 
the CNTs by the charge transfer.[6]

In the past few years, it has been emphasized experimen-
tally[7,8] and theoretically[4,9,10] that semiconductive MoS2 is a 
potential candidate material for gas-sensing applications. It 
has been reported that MoS2 structural defects, including point 
defects,[11] grain boundaries,[12] and edges[3,13] play significant 
roles in sensing applications. However, large-scale fabrication 
of sensors, their selectivity tuning, and noise reduction are still 
a challenge. Therefore, there is significant scope remained to 
explore new materials with advanced properties. New materials 
often generate entirely new possibilities, pushing the limits of 
the accepted boundaries of material properties within which 
engineers operate.[14] With the increasing demand of highly 
sensitive, fast, and stable sensors, a series of sensing applica-
tions of nanoscale MoS2-based composites and hybrids have 
been of growing interest.[15] Out of various methods for MoS2-
based hybrid nanomaterials growth, chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) is a promising approach to achieve high-quality MoS2 
nanosheets (NSs) with good control on shape, size and number 
of horizontally or vertically stacked MoS2 layers.[16,17]

Here, we present our work on the functionalization of verti-
cally aligned CNTs (va-CNTs) by a growth of MoS2 hexagonal-
shaped nanoplate (HNP) and their use for gas sensing. The 
hybrid material produced using CVD technique was character-
ized by employing various microscopy and spectroscopy char-
acterization tools. The obtained MoS2 HNPs consist of highly 

crystalline structures and have abundant exposed edges, which 
can be very useful in applications such as sensing,[3] catalysis,[18] 
Li-ion battery,[19] etc. We have explored the gas (NO2 and NH3) 
sensing performance for the MoS2/CNT hybrid system. The 
hybrid samples containing MoS2 HNPs with exposed edges 
exhibit relatively rapid detection of NO2 as compared to the pris-
tine va-CNT and monolayer MoS2 making it a potential candidate 
for sensor device application. The obtained results are discussed 
based on density-functional theory (DFT) calculation results.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Material Characterization

In the present work, patterned growth of MoS2/CNT hybrid 
material was achieved. The Mo film with defined thickness 
(10 to 50 nm) deposited on the va-CNT sample and sulfurized 
for 60 min at 850 °C resulted in MoS2 growth on CNTs (refer to 
the Experimental Section). The morphology of the synthesized 
material was examined by scanning electron microscope (SEM), 
and the images are shown in Figure 1. The inset of Figure 1a 
shows a typical patterned (circular area with 1 cm2 diameter) 
CNT growth on Si substrate. In Figure 1a,b, cross-section SEM 
images of the sample are shown where the MoS2 material can 
be clearly seen, especially on the top of the CNTs. Furthermore, 
the plan-view SEM images (Figure 1c,d) show that the synthe-
sized material consists of well-defined HNPs with uniform size. 
The thickness of the nanoplates is about 20 nm, estimated from 
standing HNPs. The average length of the HNP along the diag-
onal of the hexagon is about 200–300 nm, as it can be meas-
ured from SEM images, and further confirmed by transmission 
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Figure 1. SEM images of MoS2/CNT sample synthesized by a 50 nm Mo film sulfurized at 850 °C with 420 mg of S powder for 60 min. a,b) Low and 
high resolution cross-section view SEM images with a typical patterned CNT/Si sample photo in the inset of panel (a). c,d) Surface view SEM images. 
The typical standing and flat lying HNPs are marked with magenta and orange arrows, respectively.
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electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 3a). Two morph ologies of 
MoS2 were observed when Mo film was deposited on the full 
sample (CNT and Si surface without CNT). On CNT free Si 
substrate, vertically aligned MoS2 nanosheet growth was seen 
as reported previously.[20] By contrast, on the va-CNTs growth 
of MoS2 HNPs was noticed. An equilibrium morphology of 
2H-MoS2 has a triangular shape. However, other morpho logies 
such as nanowires,[21] nanotubes,[22] nanoplates,[23] etc., by 
changing the growth parameter had been reported previously. 
In our studies, the CNT template seems to play an important 
role in the nucleation and growth of MoS2 HNPs similar in the 
case of epitaxially grown MoS2 on graphene substrates where 
hexagonal MoS2 flakes have been reported.[24] Selective growth 
of MoS2 HNP can be achieved by depositing Mo film on the 
patterned CNT by putting a mask to cover the bare-Si substrate 
sample. In further studies, the Si substrate with a mask on 
CNT free area (during Mo film deposition) was used for MoS2 
growth.

The Raman measurements revealed the growth of 2H-MoS2 
on va-CNTs (Figure 2).[25] In micro-Raman spectroscopy, a 
sample volume with an illuminated area of 0.6 µm can be 
investigated, which provides clear information on the overall 
composition of the material in the given volume (for 2–3 µm 
depth). In the low-energy region, the Raman spectrum of the 
MoS2/CNT heterostructure exhibits the two most intense 
peaks at 376.8 and 402.4 cm−1 corresponds to the E2g

1  and A1g 
modes of 2H-MoS2 (Figure 2). The presence of the sharp peaks 
indicates a high crystalline nature of the formed MoS2 deposit. 
The intensity ratios for E2g

1  and A1g peaks are ≈0.63 and ≈0.45 
for the MoS2 HNP and bulk MoS2, respectively. The frequency 
difference between E2g

1  and A1g modes can be used as a robust 
and convenient diagnostic of the number of MoS2 layers.[26,27] 
The observed difference of 25.6 cm−1 indicates that the MoS2 
HNPs consist of five or more MoS2 layers. Additionally, the 
presence of Raman modes of first order at 1350 cm−1 (D band) 
and 1580 cm−1 (G band) and second order at 2780 cm−1 (2D 

band) corresponding to crystalline multiwalled CNTs was 
observed.[19]

SEM results for samples of different Mo film thicknesses 
were treated while keeping the other growth parameters con-
stant is presented in Figure S1 (Supporting Information). We 
found that the Mo film thickness significantly influences the 
size and density of HNPs. In the case of a 50 nm sulfurized-
Mo-film HNP growth with higher density and higher substrate 
surface (va-CNT top-surface) coverage was observed as com-
pared to that for 25 nm sulfurized-Mo film and 10 nm sulfur-
ized-Mo-film samples. For 10 nm sulfurized-Mo-film sample, a 
growth of a few large (250 nm) size HNPs was observed. Addi-
tionally, the presence of a few tens of nm (10–30 nm) HNPs was 
observed for the same sample by low-resolution TEM imaging 
(Figure S2a, Supporting Information). It can be noted that the 
as-grown HNPs were produced only in a 1 h, as compared to 
the previously reported lengthy (≥27 h) and two-step method for 
growth of MoS2 HNPs by calcination of MoS2 nanosheets.[23]

Typical TEM observations of as-grown material are pre-
sented in Figure 3. The nanoplates with hexagonal shape 
(schematic in the inset of Figure 3a) in agreement with the 
SEM results (Figure 1c) can be observed from Figure 3a (also, 
Figure S2a, Supporting Information). The presence of multi-
walled CNTs of 5–10 nm outer diameter can be easily noticed 
from Figure 3a and Figure S2. The relatively dark and thin 
objects in Figure 3a are standing HNPs. In Figure 3b, the 
high resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(HR-STEM) image is taken on standing HNP, where the MoS2 
layers with exposed edges are separated by 0.63 nm. (In the 
inset the view-plane is highlighted by blue on the schematic 
of HNP.) The interlayer spacing is slightly higher than the 
d-spacing of the (002) planes of a hexagonal MoS2 bulk lat-
tice (0.62 nm). Figure 3c shows an HR-TEM image of the flat 
lying HNP. The HR-TEM image (Figure 3d) over the orange 
squared area in Figure 3c, indicates that the typical hexagonal 
pattern of MoS2 is maintained without any defects in the 
grain. Moreover, the presence of bright hexagonal spots as it 
can be seen from the fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern dis-
played in Figure 3e for the same area indicating good crystal-
line quality of the NSs. From the TEM imaging analysis, it can 
be seen that each MoS2 HNP bearing eight surfaces consists 
of abundant exposed edges. Such a material with the huge 
active surface is particularly highly interesting for catalysis and 
sensing applications.

We have investigated the pristine CNTs and MoS2/CNT 
samples using angular-resolved near-edge X-ray absorption 
fine structure (NEXAFS). Figure 4 shows the C K-edge spectra 
of the 10 nm Mo film on CNT sulfurized sample. The angle 
between the incident photon beam and the sample surface 
plane was changed between 20° and 90°. The analysis of the 
angular-dependent C K-edge NEXAFS spectra reveals a reason-
able degree of order with an orientation parameter close to that 
of the pristine CNTs (refer to Figure S3, Supporting Informa-
tion). The data indicate that the vertical alignment of the CNT 
is preserved even after the MoS2 formation on top of them.

Additionally, the MoS2/CNT hybrid samples chemical 
composition was analyzed by using X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS). Figure 5a shows the C 1s spectra taken for 
the pristine CNT sample and for the MoS2/CNT sample with 
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Figure 2. Raman spectra with zoom in over 350–420 cm−1 in the inset for 
MoS2/CNT sample synthesized by a 50 nm Mo film sulfurized at 850 °C 
with 420 mg of S powder for 60 min.
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25 nm initial Mo film thickness. Both spectra are characterized 
by a single peak structure, implying that chemical environment 
of carbon atoms was not dramatically changed upon CNT func-
tionalization. However, lower binding energy shift of 0.1 eV of 
the hybrid sample spectrum as compared to the pristine CNT 
implies p-doping of CNTs by MoS2. In Figure 5b,c, the core 
level spectra of Mo 3d and S 2s and S 2p are presented for sam-
ples with of 10, 25, and 50 nm initial Mo thickness (see Figure 
S4 of the Supporting Information for data fitting analysis). 
Since we have not observed Mo oxide and polysulfide (Sn

2− and 
S4+) species in the case of MoS2/CNT with 50 nm initial Mo 
film, these samples were used for the gas-sensing studies.

2.2. Gas-Sensing Results

Successive detection and recovery cycles to increasing con-
centrations of NO2 and to NH3 for an MoS2/CNT sample are 
shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively. While detection is performed 
at room temperature, the two-step recovery process (see the 
Experimental Section), including heating at 100 °C, is needed 
for fully restoring the baseline resistance during the cleaning 
phase (Figure S5a, Supporting Information). This is clearly 
visible for NO2 in Figure 6a. The heating step was not applied 
during NH3 detection (Figure 6b), which resulted in a lack of 
baseline recovery after the detection cycles. In agreement with 
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Figure 3. MoS2/CNT sample synthesized by a 50 nm Mo film sulfurized at 850 °C with 420 mg of S powder for 60 min. a) Low-resolution TEM image 
of HNPs and CNTs on Cu grid with a schematic of HNP shape in the inset. The standing and flat HNPs are marked with magenta and orange arrows, 
respectively. b) HR-STEM image of MoS2 HNP along the edge (view-plane highlighted by blue, on the schematic of HNP in the inset). The typical 
thickness of 11.3 with (18 MoS2 layers) nm of the HNPs marked by a magenta arrow. c) HR-TEM images of flat HNP corner (view-plane highlighted 
by blue on the schematic of HNP in the inset) and its border marked by a yellow line. d) HR-TEM image for the area marked with an orange square in 
panel (c). e) FFT patterns for the orange squared area marked in panel (c).
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previous experimental findings,[7] MoS2–CNT hybrids are also 
more sensitive to NO2 than to NH3 (Figure 6c), which may be 
attri buted to the different binding energies and charge trans-
fers of the molecules to MoS2.[9,10] The sensitivity to NO2 (slope 
of the calibration curve shown in Figure 6d) is 0.192% × ppm−1 
in the range from 25 to 100 ppm. The response of the hybrid 
nanomaterial to lower NO2 concentrations was also investi-
gated. Figure 7 shows the responses to 25 and 100 ppb. In this 
range, the sensitivity is 0.023% × ppb−1. Considering the noise 
levels, present in the signals (about 1 mΩ) shown in Figure 7 
and assuming a signal-to-noise ratio of 3 as required to be prop-
erly distinguished a response from the noise, the limit of detec-
tion for NO2 can be estimated to be near 2 ppb.

The MoS2/CNT system performance for NO2 sensing was 
also tested in humidity conditions (Figure S6, Supporting 

Information). In the presence of humidity, the response toward 
50 ppm of NO2 significantly increases. It raises from 12.6% 
under dry conditions to 21% at 30% relative humidity (RH) at 
20 °C (Figure S6, Supporting Information). The response fur-
ther increases to 22.2% when the moisture level reaches 50% 
RH (20 °C). The change from dry conditions to a moderate 
humidity level (i.e., 30%) results in a very significant increase 
in response (1.7-fold). A further increase in humidity level (e.g., 
from 30% to 50%) yields a smaller additional increase of the 
response to NO2 (1.05-fold). Because water vapor is an electron 
acceptor like NO2, the further increase of the response for NO2 
at higher RH values can be qualitatively understood.

A comparison between the responses toward 100 ppm of 
NO2 for MoS2/CNT hybrids and pristine va-CNTs operated at 
room temperature is shown in Figure S6d (Supporting Infor-
mation). MoS2/CNTs show higher response and better baseline 
recovery properties than pristine va-CNTs. It is in agreement 
with previously reported results of better performance of 
MoS2 over carbon-based materials when used as a chemical 
sensor.[28,29] Additionally, the performance of MoS2/CNTs is 
superior to that of pristine va-CNTs in humidity conditions 
(Figure S6e, Supporting Information), where the response 
slightly decreases in the presence of humidity (Figure S6e, 
Supporting Information). It can be derived that the MoS2/CNT 
system is more suitable for detecting NO2 under real condi-
tions in which ambient humidity is present. It should be noted 
that the conductive measurements were performed with top 
contacts (Ag) where the MoS2 HNPs are situated (Figure S5b,c, 
Supporting Information). This top contact geometry (Figure 9) 
implies that a significant part of the current measured between 
the contacts actually flows through the MoS2 HNP layer. How-
ever, the response to NO2 can be attributed to the hybrid MoS2 
HNPs-CNT film because; (1) the CNTs act as a support to 
MoS2 HNPs and, (2) increases the accessibility of NO2 mole-
cules to reach the exposed edges of MoS2 HNPs where they 
adsorb. To the best of our knowledge, a successful detection of 
25 ppb of NO2 employing MoS2 has never been reported previ-
ously. The MoS2/CNT hybrid material exhibits a much larger 
detection range as compared to the previously reported sensor 
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Figure 4. C K-edge NEXAFS spectrum of the MoS2/CNT hybrid (for 10 
nm Mo film on CNT and sulfurized) taken at different angles of incidence. 
Experimental geometry is shown in the inset.

Figure 5. XPS spectra: Binding energy (eV) versus photoemission intensity (arbitrary unit) plots for the MoS2/CNT samples. a) The C1s core level 
spectra for pristine CNT sample and for 25 nm Mo film on CNT sulfurized sample. b,c) The core level spectra for Mo 3d, S 2p from three samples with 
initial Mo film thickness 10, 50, and 300 nm on CNT sulfurized.
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results for MoS2 or carbon-based semiconducting materials 
(monolayer,[7] multilayer,[30] or vertically aligned[3] MoS2 (0.3 
to 0.8 ppm and 0.1 to 100 ppm, respectively), pristine and/or 
functionalized va-CNT (0.5 ppm),[31] and MoS2 and graphene 
hybrid (50 ppb).[32] The most common gas-sensing principle 
relies on the adsorption and desorption of gas molecules on 
sensing materials. Therefore, it is quite understandable that 
by increasing the contact interfaces between the analysts and 
sensing materials, the sensitivity can be significantly enhanced. 
The extremely high surface-to-volume ratio and hollow struc-
ture of nanomaterials like our MoS2/CNT hybrid system are 
ideal for the adsorption of gas molecules.

To reveal the NO2 gas-sensing properties of our device 
DFT calculations were performed (see the Experimental Sec-
tion). Since the pristine va-CNT system has lower sensitivity[31] 
(Figure S6, Supporting Information) compared to our MoS2/
CNT system and considering the gas-sensing measurement 

geometry (Figure 9) we focus on the effect of the MoS2 HNPs 
with exposed edges (Figure 3b), which might play a domi-
nant role in the sensing mechanism. For modeling the MoS2 
HNPs edge sites, we applied a MoS2 multilayer ribbon geom-
etry having an infinite length in the x and z directions by using 
periodic boundary conditions and finite width of six Mo atoms 
in the y direction (Figure 8). Since the MoS2 HNPs are much 
larger (200–300 nm) in the y direction, we performed conver-
gence test with respect to the ribbon width. We found that six 
Mo atoms width in the y direction is sufficiently large to obtain 
converged values of the NO2 adsorption energy. The experimen-
tally observed 2H stacking of the MoS2 causes that the edge type 
of the multilayer ribbon alternate in the z-direction between the 
so-called Mo edge and S edge on each side (Figure 8). In our 
calculations Mo edges are saturated with S dimers according 
to experimental and theoretical findings.[33,34] As a first step, 
we investigated the electronic properties of the system without 
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Figure 7. Responses at room temperature of NO2 of MoS2/CNT sensor. a) 100 ppb and b) 25 ppb.

Figure 6. a) The MoS2/CNT sensor response as a function of three nitrogen dioxide concentrations (25, 50, and 100 ppm) when operated at room 
temperature. Mild heating at 100 °C is applied at the beginning of the recovery phase to accelerate this process. b) Resistance change of MoS2/CNT 
sensor when exposed to NH3 vapors at 100 and 50 ppm. c) Comparison of the responsiveness toward NO2 and NH3 at 25, 50, and 100 ppm. d) Cali-
bration curve for the response toward NO2 the inset shows an enlargement of the low concentration area of the curve.
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gas molecules. Figure 8a,b shows the charge density distri-
bution near the Fermi level where charge localization can be 
seen along the edges. These unusual metallic edge states were 
predicted earlier in MoS2

[33] and also measured both in single-
layer[33] and multilayer[35] MoS2 samples by using scanning tun-
neling microscopy. Because the states in the inner part of the 
multilayer ribbon are essentially bulk-like with a finite band 
gap, we assume that the current mainly flows around the edges 
in the x,y- and z-directions for our MoS2 HNPs.[33] We have 
experimentally observed relatively low sensor resistance (a few 
Ohms for MoS2/CNT while a few hundreds of Ohms for pris-
tine CNT samples), for a semiconductor MoS2 material sup-
ports these arguments. Next, we computed the adsorption 
energies of the NO2 molecule at the different edges (Mo edge 
and S edge). The relaxed geometries with one Mo edge and 
two S edge configurations are shown in Figure 8b–d. In the 
S edge case, we investigated two geometries where the NO2 is 

situated in the xy (Figure 8c) and the yz (Figure 8d) plane. In 
the latter case, the interaction between the underlying MoS2 
layers is more significant. The adsorption energies of the dif-
ferent positions of the NO2 gas molecule were evaluated using 

a (MoS NO ) (MoS ) (NO )2 2 2 2E E E E= − + − , where (MoS NO )2 2E −  is the total 
energy of the optimized structure of NO2 adsorbed on MoS2, 

(MoS )2E  is the total energy of the pristine MoS2, and (NO )2E  is 
the energy of the isolated gas molecule. In the Mo edge and 
two S edge configurations, the adsorption energies are −0.19, 
−0.41, and −0.51 eV, respectively. For comparison, we also cal-
culated the adsorption energy when NO2 is adsorbed onto the 
surface (basal plane) of a multilayer MoS2 sample, which was 
found −0.13 eV similar to the case of the monolayer MoS2.[10] 
We note that this tendency of the adsorption energies of NO2 
where the molecule adsorbed more likely at the edges, espe-
cially the S edge, was previously reported for monolayer MoS2 
edge calculations.[3] The moderate values of the adsorption 
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Figure 9. Pathways for gas-sensing mechanism. NO2 adsorb on the edges of MoS2 HNPs and the outer wall of CNTs increasing the p-doping of the 
hybrid film and lowering its resistance.

Figure 8. a–b) Charge density plots around the Fermi-level of the modeled MoS2 HNP unit cell. The isovalue is set to be 10−3e Å−3 in both the zy and 
the xy planes. The metallic edge states localized at the Mo edges and S edges is clearly seen. c–e) Side views (zy) of the most favorable adsorption 
configurations for NO2 at the edges. The low adsorption energy at the Mo edge (c) compared to the S edge configurations (d) and (e) is originated 
from the S dimer passivation of the Mo edge. Purple, red, orange, and white spheres represent molybdenum, oxygen, sulfur, and nitrogen, respectively.
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energies can be considered as physisorption rather than chem-
isorption, especially in the case of the saturated Mo edge.[4] Our 
experimental findings where the complete baseline recovery 
was achieved after just 100 °C annealing (Figure 6a) are in 
qualitative agreement with the DFT results. Finally, Bader anal-
ysis[36] is performed to predict the charge transfer between the 
MoS2 and NO2. It is found that in all geometries NO2 behaves 
as an electron acceptor and the values of the charge transfer 
are 0.18e, 0.59e, and 0.48e for the different attachments. These 
values are larger compared to the case when NO2 adsorbed on 
the basal plane (0.1e)[7,9] highlighting the increased p-doping 
when NO2 adsorbed on the edges. Therefore, our DFT calcula-
tions revealed that the NO2 molecules are not only likely to be 
adsorbed onto the edges of MoS2 HNPs, but also increase the 
p-doping compared to the case of the MoS2 basal plane adsorp-
tion. Because in our measurements, the gas sensing is based 
on the resistivity of the sample, the increased p-doping at the 
edges of the MoS2 HNPs, where the current flows, explains the 
enhanced sensitivity of our MoS2/CNT hybrid material.

2.3. Gas-Sensing Mechanism

It is well-known that NO2 acts as an electron acceptor while 
NH3 acts as an electron donor in the case of MoS2 and CNT.[37] 
Our results show a clearly enhanced response of the MoS2/
CNT system to both NO2 and NH3 in which the resistance of 
the device decreases with NO2 adsorption and increases with 
the adsorption of NH3. Single-layer MoS2 samples behave 
usually as n-type semiconductors.[38,39] However, the n-type 
or p-type character of MoS2 depends on its morphology, the 
nanostructure alignment on the substrate.[3] It has been also 
reported,[40] that n-type and p-type regions can coexist on the 
same substrate. Furthermore, vertically aligned MoS2 layers 
with exposed edges (a similar morphology as the one reported 
here) have been found to behave as p-type.[3] Also, MoS2 thin 
films grown on graphene show p-type behavior.[15] Based on 
this, we consider our MoS2/CNT hybrid structure as a p-type 
semiconductor material similar as previously reported for 
MoS2/graphene hybrid systems[15,32] and in agreement with our 
experimental findings.

The mechanism of gas sensing in MoS2/CNT is twofold 
(Figure 9). NO2 molecules can adsorb on the edges and on the 
surface of MoS2 HNPs where electronic charge transfer occurs 
from the MoS2 HNP toward the molecule. This mechanism 
creates an accumulation region of holes and a consequent 
resistance decrease in the hybrid film. In Figure 6a slow and 
fast response (recovery) can be seen, which might correspond 
to the adsorption on the edge sites and on the surface, respec-
tively.[28] According to the response signal, we suppose that 
the edges play a major role, however surface adsorption also 
helps to achieve the outstanding sensitivity. Additionally, NO2 
molecules can also interact and adsorb onto the CNT outer 
wall resulting in further increasing the p-doping of the hybrid 
film.[37,41] This translates again in the MoS2/CNT hybrid film 
lowering its resistance. Nevertheless, future study to under-
stand the detailed adsorption mechanism(s) is necessary.

A way often employed for ameliorating CNT gas sensors 
performance consists of functionalizing CNTs with metal 

clusters.[6,31,42] It is well known that CNTs decorated with gold 
nanoparticles improve their response toward NO2.[31] The CNTs 
decoration with Au nanoparticles results in the p-doping of 
CNT films showing a response of 2% to 500 ppb of NO2.[41] 
As discussed above, similarly to the Au functionalization yet 
achieving a significantly higher response, the MoS2 layer on top 
of va-CNTs has also a strong p-doping effect on the hybrid CNT 
film (e.g., the response is 1.4% to a much lower NO2 concentra-
tion of 25 ppb).

According to the theoretical and experimental findings, both 
the MoS2 HNPs with exposed edges and the va-CNT layer play 
an important role in the observed sensitivity. Since the MoS2 
HNPs are on top of the va-CNT forest, the accessibility for 
the gas molecules to the exposed HNP edges is significantly 
increased (Figure 9). In our MoS2/CNT hybrid material, NO2 
molecules can attach to the MoS2 edges from all directions 
compared to the case where the sensing material (MoS2) is 
grown on a flat substrate. In addition, the va-CNTs not only 
act as a support for the MoS2 HNPs, but they are also sensitive 
to adsorption of gas molecules. Therefore, the enhanced NO2 
sensitivity of our device over pristine CNTs is assigned to the 
MoS2/CNT hybrid system.

3. Conclusions

Abundant MoS2 HNPs were grown on the va-CNT template 
layer by using a simple CVD technique. The CNT template layer 
plays an important role in the growth of hexagonal MoS2. The 
high quality and crystallinity MoS2 of HNPs were confirmed by 
using Raman, XPS, NEXAFS, and TEM characterization tech-
niques. The HNPs with a thickness about 20 nm and a length 
of several hundreds of nanometers with highly exposed edges 
were produced by controlling the initial Mo film thickness. The 
MoS2/CNT shows an enhanced room temperature gas-sensing 
performance as compared to monolayer MoS2 or pristine CNTs. 
It also shows gas-sensing properties to both low and high 
(a few ppb to a few hundreds of ppm) concentrations of NO2. 
Mild heating is necessary for desorbing NO2 from the surface 
and completely recovering baseline resistance in a few minutes. 
The excellent NO2 sensing response of the MoS2/CNT hybrid 
system comes from the large affinity of NO2 for MoS2 HNPs 
edges and the more significant charge transfer at the edges, as 
revealed by DFT calculations. For gas-sensing application, it 
provides an enhanced surface area for the gas-adsorption and 
additional access-gate for the NO2 to reach the HNPs provided 
by the underneath CNT forest. The current result could be ben-
eficial for future gas-sensing studies to improve further the 
response and detection limit.

4. Experimental Section
Material Growth: A two-step strategy: (1) growth of va-CNTs and 

(2) sulfurization of Mo film deposited on it was used to produce MoS2 
HNPs on CNT (MoS2/CNT) hybrid material. The growth of va-CNTs 
(with a typical height of 350 µm) on an Si substrate (with 10 nm Fe 
catalyst layer on it) was carried out as explained in detail elsewhere.[31] 
The as-synthesized va-CNTs[31] were used as a template substrate 
for hexagonal MoS2 nanoplates growth. A sputter-coated Mo film 
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(10–50 nm) deposited using Quorum system on the CNT samples was 
used as a starting material. The S powder (99.5%), purchased from Alfa 
Aesar was used without any further purification. The Mo film samples 
were set downstream to the Ar (purity 99.9995%) flow at a distance 
of about 2 cm from the S source. The quartz tube was first flushed for 
1 h to remove oxygen using a 0.725 L min−1 Ar flow. Subsequently, the 
Mo/CNT samples were subjected to double sulfurization at 850 °C for 
30 min each, under constant Ar flow (0.725 L min−1) at atmospheric 
pressure. Afterward, the furnace was cooled down naturally to room 
temperature. The HNP growth parameters such as substrate temperature 
(850 °C), Ar gas flow (0.725 L min−1), S powder quantity (210 mg for 
each sulfurization), and synthesis duration (60 min) were adapted from 
the previously reported MoS2 nanosheet growth technique.[20]

Material Characterization Techniques: The sulfurized Mo films on 
va-CNTs samples morphology was characterized using a field-emission 
scanning electron microscope Hitachi 2000 and FEI Helios NanoLab 650 
were used. The structural characterization was performed by employing 
an aberration-corrected TEM (FEI Titan Low-Base), working at 200 kV 
equipped with a Cs probe corrector, a high angle annular dark field 
imaging detector for imaging and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) 
spectrometer. The specimens for TEM observations were prepared by 
spreading a few drops of a solution (some material removed from the 
sample and dissolved in isopropyl alcohol) on a lacey-carbon-coated 
copper grid. Raman spectroscopy was performed using a Horiba micro-
Raman confocal microscopic system (Lab-RAM) with 483 nm laser. 
NEXAFS and XPS measurements were performed using synchrotron 
radiation from Russian–German Beamline at BESSY II, Helmholtz-
Zentrum Berlin, Germany. The C K-edge spectra were obtained using the 
sample drain current mode. Photoemission spectra were acquired with a 
hemispherical Phoibos 150 electron energy analyzer (SPECS GmbH) for 
high-energy-resolution photoemission experiments. XPS measurements 
were carried out in the normal emission geometry. All the measurements 
were carried out at room temperature. Photoemission spectra obtained 
were fitted using Gaussian–Lorentzian convolution functions with a 
simultaneous background optimization.

Sensor Device Fabrication and Characterizations: To fabricate the sensor 
device, the MoS2/CNT hybrid samples were processed as follows. Two-
wire contacts were made on the surface (on MoS2 HNP) of samples 
by employing a silver paste (Ag component metallization, Heraeus) 
and Pt wires. Samples were glued with a thermally conductive epoxy 
to an alumina heating plate and wire-bonded to a printed circuit board 
(Figure S5b,c, Supporting Information), which can be connected inside a 
35 mL test chamber (Figure S5d, Supporting Information). This chamber 
was connected to a fully automated, continuous flow measurement 
set-up in which reproducible concentrations of dry or humidified gas 
mixtures could be delivered by mass-flow controllers.

The MoS2/CNT sensors were tested with different gases at room 
temperature (20 °C). In a typical measurement process, the total flow 
was adjusted to 100 mL min−1. Initially, samples were in a dry air flow 
for 1 h to stabilize their baseline resistance. Then, the samples were 
exposed to a given concentration of NO2 or NH3 diluted in the air for 
1 h (in Figure S5a of the Supporting Information, a table for typical 
sensing experimental conditions are provided), and the evolution of 
their room-temperature resistance was monitored employing an Agilent 
34972A multimeter. These measurements were spanned for over one 
month without noticeable changes in response and sensitivity. Some of 
the sensing measurements were also repeated after keeping the sample 
in air for one month and reproducible results were observed. Calibrated 
gas cylinders in which either nitrogen dioxide (at 1 or 100 ppm) or 
ammonia (at 100 ppm) balanced in the dry synthetic air. During the 
ppb range measurements, one of these cylinders was connected to 
an automated gas dilution system that comprised a cylinder of a dry 
synthetic air and two mass-flow controllers. Employing this system, 
the original concentration in the calibrated cylinders could be further 
reduced by a factor of up to 50. For example, by adjusting the dilution 
factor to 40, one could deliver 25 ppb of NO2 when the 1 ppm NO2 
bottle was used. Finally, the samples were cleaned in a dry air. In some 
cases, the process of cleaning comprised two steps. In the first step, the 

samples were heated to 100 °C for 2 h by using the heating plate. In the 
second step, the heating was switched off and samples were flown with 
dry air for 1 h at room temperature. After this cycle, the samples were 
ready for another measurement cycle.

For the effect of humidity measurements in gas sensing was 
investigated, the baseline resistance of the samples was stabilized at a 
given level of humidity (e.g., 30% RH at 20 °C). This humidity level was 
kept constant during the exposure to NO2 or NH3.

Computational Details: All calculations were performed in the 
framework of spin-polarized DFT theory by using the Vienna ab initio 
simulation package.[43] Exchange–correlation effects were taken into 
account in the framework of the generalized gradient approximation by 
the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional.[44] Projector augmented wave 
pseudopotentials[45] were used, and the kinetic energy cut-off for the 
plane wave expansion was 400 eV. The geometry of the atomic positions 
was relaxed using the conjugate-gradient method until the forces of the 
atoms were reduced to 0.02 eV Å−1, and the Brillouin-zone was sampled 
using a 6 × 1 × 4 Monkhorst–Pack mesh. Large vacuum distance in 
the y direction (i.e., more than 13 Å) was imposed in the model to 
avoid unwanted interactions between the edges. The dimensions of 
the rectangular supercell were 6.36, 30.2, and 12.4 Å in the x, y, and z 
direction, respectively.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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Abstract: This paper explores the gas sensing properties of graphene nanolayers decorated with
lead halide perovskite (CH3NH3PbBr3) nanocrystals to detect toxic gases such as ammonia (NH3)
and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). A chemical-sensitive semiconductor film based on graphene has
been achieved, being decorated with CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite (MAPbBr3) nanocrystals (NCs)
synthesized, and characterized by several techniques, such as field emission scanning electron
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Reversible
responses were obtained towards NO2 and NH3 at room temperature, demonstrating an enhanced
sensitivity when the graphene is decorated by MAPbBr3 NCs. Furthermore, the effect of ambient
moisture was extensively studied, showing that the use of perovskite NCs in gas sensors can become
a promising alternative to other gas sensitive materials, due to the protective character of graphene,
resulting from its high hydrophobicity. Besides, a gas sensing mechanism is proposed to understand
the effects of MAPbBr3 sensing properties.

Keywords: lead halide perovskite; graphene; gas sensing; NO2 detection; NH3 detection;
room temperature sensor

1. Introduction

Atmospheric contamination is one of the most important environmental issues in current societies.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), air pollution is linked to 7 million premature
deaths in 2012 [1]. The most common anthropogenic pollution sources are coming from industrial
processes, automotive and energy production [2]. The gases emitted can produce an important
greenhouse effect such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and ozone (O3), or can be dangerous
for human health above very low levels of exposure. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ammonia (NH3) are
two examples of these harmful species. For these reasons, the in-field monitoring of harmful gases is a
mandatory goal to control dangerous levels of contaminants. Above the threshold limits, when human
health is at risk, gas sensors can be the last wall to start actions like reducing the access of cars to city
centers, to mitigate the impact on the public health.

Among the different types of gas sensors, chemoresistive sensors have been attracting great
interest due to their high sensitivity, low cost, reproducibility and simplicity [3]. Other techniques,
like gas chromatography, electrochemical, and optical sensors, present some drawbacks, because they
are more expensive, require trained personnel and still present some problems to miniaturize and
export the measurement systems out of the laboratory [4,5]. However, chemoresistive sensors can be
easily adapted to in-field measurements with low power consumption, especially when these sensors
work at room temperature [6], reducing the complexity of the sensor driving circuitry. Nevertheless,
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selectivity is still an unsolved issue, especially regarding metal oxides [7]. Some approaches used
arrays of sensors to mitigate this problem, but usually this alternative is more expensive and increases
the complexity of sensor design and data treatment [8].

Many authors have developed chemoresistive gas sensors employing graphene semiconductors,
however the use of pristine graphene for developing gas sensors still presents many intrinsic problems,
including low gas sensitivity and complicated processability into devices [9]. On the one hand,
the pre-processing and exfoliation of pristine graphene is complicated, for that reason oxidizing
treatments (that ease the suspension of the nanomaterial in aqueous solutions)are employed [10],
which are sometimes followed by reducing treatments [11]. These have opened the possibility of
developing graphene oxide or reduced graphene oxide-based sensors, respectively. On the other hand,
the interaction of gas molecules with pristine graphene is characterized by low adsorption energies
and small charge transfer, especially when pristine graphene is operated at room temperature [12].
In consequence, different strategies have been developed, such as decorating graphene with metal or
metal oxide nanoparticles [13,14] creating hybrid nanomaterials employing graphene and polymers [15]
or via grafting organic molecules [16]. These modifications of graphene have been shown as good
options to improve some sensing properties of graphene such as gas sensitivity, selectivity or response
and recovery times.

Unlike metal oxides based sensors, which usually require high working temperatures to activate the
oxidation-reduction processes and achieve the required electron mobility involved in gas sensing [17],
graphene has been proved as a great option to develop room temperature based sensors [18], thanks to
its extraordinary high carrier density and mobility even in the absence of heating [19]. This characteristic
makes graphene an ideal candidate to be loaded with perovskite nanocrystals, another promising
nanomaterial with exceptional properties such as large absorption coefficient, long carrier lifetime and
high carrier mobility [20,21]. Perovskites require low operating temperatures to avoid degradation [22].
Some works reported the use of perovskite films as gas sensors [23,24], showing interesting results
in the detection of NH3 [25], acetone [26], oxygen [27], and NO2 [28]. However, there are still some
issues related to their fast degradation, high humidity, cross-sensitivity, and moderate gas sensitivity
obtained [25].

Recently, graphene was successfully implemented in perovskite solar cells, improving these
devices due to the high conductivity, enhanced charge carrier mobility and material stability conferred
by graphene in electronic devices [29]. The stability is the main drawback of organolead perovskites
due to their high sensitivity to atmospheric conditions. For instance, CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPbI3) usually
shows a fast degradation, in most cases attributed to their hygroscopic properties [30], which result in
the formation of their hydrates. This degradation is partially reversible upon removal of humidity [31].
However, the hydrophobic properties of graphene-based devices should mitigate one of the main
problems using perovskites, which is the degradation in humid atmospheres [32]. In this paper,
we evaluate, for the first time, the improvements in gas sensing performance achieved by decorating
graphene with perovskites, showing high potential of the resulting hybrid nanomaterial for enhancing
the sensitivity and selectivity to pollutant gases, and for blocking the perovskite degradation under the
presence of ambient moisture. Here we employ a bromide perovskite (MAPbBr3), which has been
proved to be more resilient to the presence of ambient moisture [33]. Then, this work tries to open a new
approach to employ perovskite gas sensorss in real applications by enhancing the MAPbBr3 stability and
increasing the sensor time-life, via limiting perovskite degradation. Moreover, the nanocomposite was
characterized by several techniques, such as X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM),
and Raman spectroscopy. In consequence, this paper shows the results with graphene decorated
by MAPbBr3 NCs, registering higher sensitivities and detecting lower concentrations than other gas
sensors based on perovskite thin films or similar approaches (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Comparison of the sensitivity for different chemoresistive sensors that employ perovskites.
NT = not tested. NO2 and NH3 sensitivities expressed as 10−3% ppb−1 and 10−3% ppm−1, respectively.
Relative humidity (R.H.) effect expressed as the variation of the sensitivity. Degradation information
about the stability of the perovskite during a few days or weeks. EDPIC = ethylenediamine lead
iodide chloride.

NO2 NH3 R.H. Effect Degradation Ref

Graphene- MAPbBr3 NCs 14.5 3.8 ↓ 5% No This work
MAPbI3 film- SCN− ions 0.53 3.9 ↓ 11% No [26]
MAPbBr3 film 0.13 NT NT Yes [28]
NCNT- MAPbBr3 0.88 NT NT NT [34]
MAPbI3 film 0.62 11 ↓ 16% NT [35]
EDPIC * NT 4.3 NT NT [36]

Threshold limit values (TLV) to 1-h exposure to NO2 are established at 200 ppb and 100 ppb,
by the European Union [37] and the Environmental Protection Agency of the US [38], respectively.
Furthermore, the average yearly limit mean for NO2 exposure is set at 40 ppb in the EU and at 53
ppb in the US. Maximum exposure values for NH3 are defined as the ST (short-term) and TWA
(Time-Weighted Average) by the European Agency for Safety and Health at Work (EU-OSHA) [39]
and by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the US [40]. These data
are summarized in Table 2. TWA means the average exposure of 8 h/day and ST is referred to short
exposures of 15 min. Both institutions define similar ST and TWA values for NH3 limits. Thus, the
development of sensor networks able to detect these trace concentration levels in a wide range of
locations would be highly advisable. In consequence, sensors should offer reversible interaction with
gas molecules for allowing the continuous monitoring of these species at an affordable cost.

Table 2. TLV for NO2 and NH3 exposure correlated with their averaging time. ST = short-time.
TWA = Time-Weighted Average).

Averaging Time European Union United States

NO2
1 h 200 ppb 100 ppb

1 year 40 ppb 53 ppb

NH3
ST 50 ppm 35 ppm

TWA 20 ppm 25 ppm

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Perovskite Synthesis and Graphene Preparation

To synthesize lead halide perovskite (MAPbBr3) nanocrystals, the method proposed by Schmidt,
et al. [41] was followed, in which a 2 mL solution of 1-octadecene (ODE) was prepared and 85 mg
of oleic acid (OLA) were added. Then, the solution was stirred and heated up to 80 ◦C in a hotplate
and 33.5 mg of octylammonium bromide (OABr) were added. Continuously, both, a solution of
methyl-ammonium bromide (MABr) in dimethylformamide (DMF) and another with lead (II) bromide
(PbBr2) were mixed in the same solvent. Subsequently, these two solutions were added to the main
solution and was cooled to 60 ◦C. Finally, 5 mL of acetone was added to the final solution to create
precipitates of perovskite nanocrystals, which were separated from the unreactive solution by using
a centrifugation technique at 6000 rpm during 10 min. Afterwards, the nanocrystals obtained were
suspended in toluene.

A graphene solution was prepared using 1 mg of graphene nanoplatelets from Strem Chemicals,
Inc. (USA) dispersed in 1 mL of toluene. Then, graphene nanoplatelets were sonicated employing
a Sonic Tip (FisherbrandTM Model 705) at 40% of 700W for 1 h and 30 min using a 1 s on −2 s off

pulsed sonication.
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2.2. Material Characterization

The exfoliated graphene and the lead halide perovskite were characterized by several techniques
such as XPS, HRTEM, FESEM and Raman spectroscopy.

The chemical composition of the nanomaterials obtained was studied via XPS, using a
SPECS spectrometer (Berlin, Germany) equipped with a Phoibos 150 MCD detector, using a
non-monochromatic X-ray source (Al) operating at 200 W. The intensity ratios of the different
components were calculated from the area peak after a correction by the transition function of
the spectrometer and a non-linear Shirley-type background subtraction. Additionally, graphene
crystallinity was evaluated employing a Raman spectrometer from Renishaw, plc. (Wotton-under-Edge,
UK), coupled to a confocal Leica DM2500 microscope. The laser used had a wavelength of 514 nm.

The morphology was studied employing a JEOL JEM 2100F (Tokio, Japan) HRTEM, at an operating
voltage of 200 kV. Nanomaterials were ultrasonically dispersed in toluene and a drop of dispersion
was deposited onto a carbon-coated copper grid, drying it at room temperature. Graphene porosity
and perovskites NCs distribution were analyzed by Carl Zeiss AG - ULTRA 55 (Oberkochen, Germany)
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope.

2.3. Sensor Fabrication

The materials obtained were deposited onto 1.5 cm2 quartz substrates previously cleaned in an
ultrasonic bath, using an anionic detergent (Alconox) and miliQ water. Afterwards, a 1M solution of
hydrochloric acid was employed in order to increase the surface hydrophilicity. Finally, the substrates
were cleaned and dried several times with ethanol. Then, a film of graphene nanoplatelets was
deposited onto quartz substrates by drop casting method, and subsequently, perovskite nanocrystals
(5% wt solution) were deposited by spin coating at 1000 rpm for 120 s.

Once the hybrid material film was deposited onto quartz substrate, its backside was glued with
a thermally conducting epoxy from Heraeus, Inc. (Hanau, Germany) to an alumina hotplate that
comprised a screen-printed platinum heater. Then, the samples were placed on a 20 × 30 mm printed
circuit board (PCB) to be connected to an airtight test chamber. Finally, two-wire contacts were made
on the sensor surface employing a conductive silver paste and platinum wires (a picture of a typical
sensor is shown in the supporting information, see Figure S1).

2.4. Gas sensing Measurements

The resistance changes under different gases and experimental conditions were monitored using
an Agilent HP 34972A multimeter connected to the gas sensing chamber. Additionally, calibrated gas
cylinders were employed to apply synthetic air (Air Premier Purity: 99,995%) and different dilutions of
gases tested to achieve the target concentration. In order to reproduce real atmospheric conditions,
NO2 and NH3 gases were balanced in synthetic air as well. The total flow was adjusted to 100 mL/min
using a set of Bronkhorst High-Tech B.V. (Ruurlo, The Netherlands) mass-flows controllers. The sensors
were stabilized under synthetic dry air for 60 min before the application of the desired gas concentration
during 30 min of exposure. Besides, a controller evaporator mixer (CEM) from Bronkhorst High-Tech
B.V. (Ruurlo, The Netherlands) was used to humidify the gas mixture and thus, analyze the effect of
ambient moisture on the sensing properties (see Figure S2). The relative humidity level was monitored
by using a SHT51 humidity sensor from Sensirion AG (Stäfa, Switzerland) placed in a 35 cm3 airtight
chamber. The ambient temperature inside the test chamber throughout the measurement process was
23 ◦C ± 1 ◦C.

3. Results

3.1. Material Characterization

A high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) analysis was conducted to
characterize graphene and perovskite nanocrystals independently. Figure 1a shows graphene layers
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with diameters near hundreds of nanometers. The interplanar distance obtained was 2.4 Angstrom
(Figure 1b), showing a suitable graphene crystallinity. The perovskite synthesis method produces
small nanocrystals, these lead halide perovskite nanocrystals to appear as dark spots (Figure 1c) with
an average size of 7.1 ± 2.2 nm (see Figure S3 in the Supplementary Materials). Figure 1d shows the
high crystallinity of the perovskites synthesized (Figure 2b), with a calculated interplanar distance of
2.8 Angstrom.
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Additionally, FESEM images were obtained for both, bare and graphene decorated with MAPbBr3

NCs. Figure 2a shows the graphene once it was deposited onto the quartz substrates to be employed
as a gas sensor, presenting a porous surface, which is interesting for gas sensing. Besides, in Figure 2b,
the graphene decorated with perovskites nanocrystals can be observed, corresponding to the bright
spots. To obtain this image, a Back-Scattered Electron detector (BSE) was used, revealing a quite
homogeneous distribution of the nanocrystals on the surface of graphene.

According to the XPS elemental quantification, the graphene used presents a 7.8% content of
oxygen and 92.2% of carbon. The results of the XPS fitting analysis are represented in Figure 3.
The C1s spectrum, centered at 284.35 eV, is deconvoluted in seven peaks (Figure 3a). The component
at 284.2 eV is characteristic of photoelectrons emitted from carbon atoms, associated with sp2 carbon
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systems in the “graphite-like” [42]. The peak reproduced at 290.5 eV is also characteristic of sp2 carbon
systems, but in this case due to the π-π* interactions and π plasmon, which is derived from the energy
loss due to the excitation of π electrons [43]. Components associated with carbon in amorphous or
sp3 configuration appear at 285.0 eV [44], and defects associated with carbon vacancies appear at
282.9eV [45]. Meanwhile, associated to carbon-oxygen bonds, three peaks can be observed at 286.5
eV, 288.1 eV and 289.0 eV, which correspond to C-O, C=O and carboxylic groups, respectively [46].
Peak quantification is summarized in Tables S1 and S2 (see the supporting information).
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Figure 3. Deconvolution of the C 1s (a) and O 1s (b) core level peak for graphene.

The O 1s spectrum is reproduced employing three components centered at different binding
energies, which are 531.3 eV, 532.6 eV and 533.9 eV (Figure 3b). The first one at 531.3 eV is attributed to
oxygen physically absorbed, meanwhile the two peaks centered at 532.3 eV is associated to C=O, O-C=O
and isolated OH, the peaks at 533.9 eV should correspond to C-O, C-O-OH and C-OH groups [47].
These oxygenated species will help to anchor and stabilize the perovskites in the graphene layers,
similarly to the typical decoration of carbon nanomaterials with nanoparticles of different nature.
Additional Raman Spectroscopy analysis was conducted to confirm the crystallinity reported before
and after loading graphene with the perovskite (see Figure S4 Supplementary Materials).
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3.2. Gas Sensing Results

Two different gases, nitrogen dioxide and ammonia, with high interest to be monitored due to
the danger to human health derived from their exposure at certain levels were measured. Several
dilutions were performed in order to apply different concentrations, especially under the threshold
limits. Due to the different baseline levels of the two films studied, normalized responses are show for
better comparison in Figure 4. Also, it can be expected that a slight baseline drift appears, given the
difficulty to completely clean the surface from adsorbed gas molecules due to the room temperature
working conditions. However, a temperature treatment was performed on a weekly basis, to counteract
drift, in which the sensors are heated up to 80 ◦C during 1 h to desorb the gas molecules at the surface
and regain the original baseline.
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Figure 4. Example of resistance response when detecting NO2 at room temperature in the range of
250–1000 ppb (a) and 25–100 ppb (b). In both figures, black and red line corresponds to bare graphene
and perovskite doped graphene, respectively. The concentration of NO2 applied is shown in right-Y,
represented by a blue dashed line.

Nitrogen dioxide detection was performed by applying repeated exposure and recovery cycles to
increasing concentrations of the analyte considered. Figure 4a shows the response to 250, 500, 750,
and 1000 ppb, in which graphene loaded with perovskite nanocrystals obtained higher responses
compared to bare graphene. Due to the high responses obtained in this range of concentrations,
especially for perovskite-loaded graphene, the concentrations measured were decreased in order to
analyze the sensitivity under a few ppb of NO2. Figure 4b shows the responses obtained at 25 and
100 ppb, under room temperature conditions.

Figure 4 shows that response dynamics are slow and the saturation of the response is not achieved
during the 30-min gas exposure. This drawback is often experienced with carbon nanomaterial
chemoresistors, especially for room-temperature operated sensors. Slow response dynamics can
be ameliorated by reducing the dead volume of the test chamber or by increasing the gas flow.
Sensor response was computed as R(%) = 100*(R−R0)/R0, Where R0 is the resistance value immediately
before gas exposure (i.e., under dry air), and R is the resistance immediately before the start of a new
cleaning step (in other words, the last resistance value acquired while under exposure to NO2 or NH3).
Figure 5 shows the calibration curves obtained for the whole range of NO2 concentrations measured.
Graphene doped with perovskite nanocrystals presents a higher response (up to 3-fold) than bare
graphene, even under a hundred ppb of NO2 exposure. Additionally, bare graphene presents a slight
saturation above 500 ppb, decreasing the slope obtained and, in consequence, reducing sensitivity.
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Figure 5. Calibration curves obtained for bare graphene (black) and perovskite doped graphene (red)
detecting NO2 at ppb range (a). Stability study of the sensor based on graphene loaded with perovskite
nanocrystals, 500 ppb of NO2 are measured over a 6-month period (b).

A stability study of graphene loaded with perovskite nanocrystals was conducted (Figure 5b),
revealing a slight decrease in the response towards 500 ppb of NO2 after six months of sensor operation.
This result confirms the high stability of MAPbBr3 under ambient moisture and reactive gases, probably
due to the nanocrystal structure of the perovskite. Zhu et al. [28] report the high stability of perovskites
in nanocrystal structure over other alternatives. Besides, in our work, the perovskites are probably
protected by the hydrophobic properties of graphene.

The process and experimental conditions followed for NO2 detection, were applied as well for
NH3 detection at ppm range (Figure 6a). Similarly, to the detection of nitrogen dioxide, ammonia
measurements reveal a higher sensitivity for graphene decorated with perovskite nanocrystals
(Figure 6b). Besides, meanwhile bare graphene presents a saturated response, decorated graphene
shows a high potential to enhance the response under longer exposures to the analytes. However, an
analysis of the steady-state reveals that several hours were not enough to get the saturation of the
perovskite decorated graphene (Figure S5) at room temperature.
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Additionally, the sensitivity under dry and humid conditions was evaluated to both, bare and
perovskite loaded graphene. Figure 7 shows an increase in the response for graphene to 500 ppb of NO2

(about 30%) when moisture is present. However, graphene decorated with perovskite nanocrystals
shows a very stable response with only a slight decrease (about 5%) when under humid conditions.
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4. Discussion

Graphene with oxygen-containing functional groups such as carbonyl, hydroxyl, epoxy, and ether
groups exhibited enhanced hole transport characteristics due to its suitable work function [48,49].
In addition, it is well known that molecules adsorbed on the surface of graphene can change the local
carrier concentration [50]. In this regard, exposure to an electron-withdrawing gas, like NO2 leads
to a lower sensor resistance. Conversely, an electron-donating gas, such as NH3, decreases the hole
concentration resulting in a higher sensor resistance. In films decorated with perovskite nanocrystals,
the p-type behavior of the sensor is defined as well by the graphene nanolayers (these are the dominant
carrier transport material), meanwhile the MAPbBr3 NCs are ambipolar charge transporters [23].
In other words, perovskites can act as a p- or n-type semiconductor depending on the interaction
between the sensor surface and the nature of the gas (electron-donating or electron-withdrawing).

Bare graphene samples offer a response to both, NO2 and NH3, due to the interaction of these gases
with the oxygenated defects and functional groups located on the graphene nanosheets. However,
all the measurements were done at room temperature, obtaining limited sensitivity derived from
the small transfer of electronic charge between graphene and adsorbed gas molecules. Nevertheless,
from the gas sensing tests, it was derived that the presence of MAPbBr3 NCs decorating the graphene
nanolayers was advantageous for detecting NO2 and NH3 at room temperature. In addition, surface
trap sites at the perovskite have been demonstrated to act as active sites for the gas sensing process. It is
reported that a net positive charge is formed at the surface of the perovskite due to the loss of bromine
and undercoordination of the Pb atom, favouring the perovskite to be sensitive to the environmental
gases [23]. Regarding the baseline level in dry air, bare graphene shows a lower resistance baseline
(3-fold) than the decorated one with MAPbBr3 NCs. Upon the formation of the hybrid perovskite the
overall resistance of hybrid films is higher than that of bare graphene due to the intrinsic electrical
properties of the perovskite nanocrystals.

This enhancement in the response when graphene is decorated with MAPbBr3 NCs is associated
to the creation of electron-hole pairs by the perovskites, once these are exposed to the gases (Figure 8).
On the one hand, nitrogen dioxide is getting adsorbed on the graphene due to the interaction between
the gas and the oxygen defects and functional groups of graphene. As a consequence, the hole
concentration is increasing, resulting in a decrease in the resistance. Additionally, the perovskite NCs
have a crucial role in the improvement of the sensitivity towards NO2, because the electron-hole pairs
are separated, creating an interface between the graphene and the MAPbBr3. As a result, the excess
of positive charges (holes) generated at perovskite NCs are transferred from the perovskite to the
graphene sheet [51]. Therefore, the graphene film will suffer a large increase in the number of holes
(and associated decrease in resistivity) when exposed to nitrogen dioxide, thanks to the presence of
perovskite NCs. Inversely, when perovskite NCs initiate the creation of electron-hole pairs by the
interaction with an electron-donating gas, in our case NH3, an excess of negative charges (electrons)
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are generated. As a consequence, perovskite NCs transfer electrons to graphene (and this is associated
to an increase in resistivity), enhancing the response of the film to NH3 due to the higher concentration
of electrons.
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Figure 8. Schematic illustration of perovskite decorated graphene sensor showing the mechanism
proposed after interaction with different gases. Two adsorption processes are proposed, one at the
graphene surface and another at the perovskite NCs. (A) During the exposure to an electron-donating
gas, an excess of positive charges is neutralized at the defective perovskite surface and the local hole
concentration of the p-type graphene is decreased, which results in an increase in film resistance. (B)
During the exposure to an electron-withdrawing gas, positive charges (holes) in the NCs are formed,
which are transferred to the graphene layers from the NCs, decreasing the overall resistance of the
hybrid film.

One of the main drawbacks of the sensors based on perovskites films is the fast degradation
derived from the exposure to ambient moisture. For that reason, a lead halide perovskite with
bromide was chosen, due to the well-known stability over other perovskites based in halides like
iodine [33]. Additionally, this paper reports perovskites in nanocrystal form, in front of the most usual
approximation, based on films. With NCs, more stable perovskites can be obtained [28], enhancing the
lifetime and durability of the sensor. Besides, the high hydrophobicity of the graphene can protect
the MAPbBr3 NCs and slow down their degradation, due to the limited interaction with ambient
moisture [30].

Considering the effect of ambient moisture in the sensing mechanism, higher sensitivity under
humid conditions can be observed for bare graphene. This is in agreement with other works that report
the use of graphene as humidity sensors [52]. Normally, water molecules act as electron-withdrawing,
interacting with the oxygen functional groups grafted in the graphene. Besides, the detection of NO2

in humid conditions can be favored by a water-mediated adsorption, as reported in chemoresistive
sensors [53].

Nevertheless, the detection of NO2 in the presence of ambient moisture for MAPbBr3 decorated
graphene shows interesting characteristics. Figure 7 shows that a very similar response to 500 ppb of
NO2 is achieved for hybrid sensors under dry and humid conditions. The response is only slightly
lower in the presence of ambient moisture. Probably water molecules partly passivate the charge
transport and the creation of electron-hole pairs of perovskite nanocrystals [54], slightly decreasing
the improvement in the response registered by the presence of MAPbBr3 under dry conditions.
The hydrophilic properties of perovskite decorated graphene were further studied by contact angle
measurements (see Figure S6 in the Supplementary Materials).
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The gas-sensitive layer developed shows its potential for detecting concentrations of nitrogen
dioxide and ammonia at trace levels, even below their threshold limit values. These results are
a promising beginning for the use of perovskite nanocrystal decorated graphene in gas sensing
applications. However, selectivity should be further studied before their use under real conditions.
One reasonable approach could be the development of multi-sensor arrays employing decorated
graphene with different types of perovskite nanocrystals.

5. Conclusions

This work reports the first use of graphene loaded with perovskite nanocrystals as a chemoresistive
sensor. This nanocomposite material has been shown to be a good option to obtain gas sensors with high
stability over time, avoiding the main problem associated with perovskites, which is their degradation
in contact with ambient moisture. Decorated graphene nanolayers show enhanced nitrogen dioxide
and ammonia sensitivity in comparison to their bare graphene counterparts and much reduced
cross-sensitivity to the ambient moisture. Furthermore, a reversible response to NO2 and NH3 was
achieved at room temperature, enabling the integration of these hybrid films in low-power gas sensing
devices. In summary, perovskites can constitute an alternative to metals, metal oxides, polymers or
other molecules commonly used in the modification of the surface of carbon nanomaterials such as
graphene in view of tuning sensitivity and selectivity.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/19/20/4563/s1,
Figure S1: sensor device images, Figure S2: schematic diagram of the gas sensing system set up, Figure S3:
histogram based on the diameter of MAPbBr3 NCs, Figure S4: Raman spectra for graphene, Table S1: Graphene
peak quantification of C 1s core level, Table S2: Graphene peak quantification of O 1s core level, Figure S5:
Steady-state analysis, Figure S6: contact angle measurements.
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Abstract 

Pristine, few-layer graphene (FLG)/Si nanopillar assemblies are introduced as gas sensitive 

chemiresistors showing unprecedented sensitivity towards NO2 when operated at room 

temperature (25ºC) and in humid air. To achieve this, we first developed wafer-scale (~50 cm2) 

FLG growth using sub-micrometer thick films of thermally evaporated Cu/Ni on a SiO2/Si 

substrate. The Ni film was deposited and annealed to induce the formation of a Cu-rich binary 

alloy. This alloy formation limited the inter-diffusion of Cu and SiO2, a phenomenon known to 

take place during the CVD growth of graphene on Cu/SiO2/Si. The as-grown high structural quality 

FLG was transferred, using a conventional wet chemical method, to lithographically patterned 

arrays of Si nanopillars (non-flat substrate). Testing of the FLG/Si assembly revealed a NO2 

sensitivity that outperforms what is reported in the literature for pristine graphene. Overall, our 

growth and device fabrication work-flow demonstrate a way to design graphene-based gas sensing 

systems without incurring inconvenient processing steps such as metal foil etching, surface 

functionalization or particle loading. 

Keywords: Graphene, CuNi alloy, Chemical Vapor Deposition, Patterned Substrates, Gas Sensing 
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1. Introduction 

Graphene has a string of superlative qualities such as an extremely high charge carrier mobility, 

high thermal conductivity, extraordinary electrical and optical properties, etc.. [1, 2]. In a case, for 

decades, graphene would become proponent in a wide range of applications such as electronics [1, 

3], optoelectronics [4], supercapacitors [5], solar cells [6, 7],  electrochemical sensing [8], and gas 

sensing [9-12]. Considering the latter, it has been repeatedly shown that graphene is uniquely 

suited because of its high surface area [13, 14]. However, the scale-up of the graphene-based 

sensors is constrained by the synthesis limitation of the active material [13]. It is currently 

consensual that to produce large-area graphene with controlled structural quality, the chemical 

vapor deposition (CVD) technique is the most appropriate choice [15]. In this respect, the most 

popular catalytic CVD substrate for single-layer graphene growth is the Cu metal foil. This is 

explained by the extremely low solubility of C in Cu at the temperature of the reaction, i.e., close 

to the melting point of Cu (1085ºC) [16, 17]. To progress beyond the lab-scale several bottlenecks 

remain in this approach. Furthermore, during the growth process, some of the Cu evaporates and 

gets deposited on the walls of the reactor. Therefore, the reaction chamber has to undergo periodic 

cleaning steps. In addition, the Cu foil is delicate to handle. At post-growth, a minor mishap can 

cause it to bend and, ultimately, compromise the structural quality of the graphene on it. Besides, 

the financial and environmental challenges using metal foils are also notable.  At the industrial 

scale, the waste would be considerable because the sacrificial catalytic metal sheets are used in the 

range of 25 to 50 µm in thickness [17, 18]. In view of this, alternative processes to grow graphene 

by CVD include the use of thermally-deposited Cu films on SiO2/Si or sapphire substrates [19, 

20]. This approach is promising for electronic and gas-sensing device applications as these devices 

fabrication require straightforward transfer and large-area of the active materials [13, 21]. 

However, due to the high-temperature instability at of the deposited Cu films (resulting from the 

inter-diffusion of Cu and SiO2), the growth of uniform, continuous, and large area graphene 

continues to be elusive. Recently, Howsare et al. proposed that a 50 nm Ni film could act as a 

barrier layer to minimize the inter-diffusion of Cu and SiO2 [19]. This research could be an 

essential step towards producing tens of cm2 graphene films required for scaling of gas sensing. 

Highly hazardous gases such as NO2 and NH3 are produced daily by various industries. This 

situation demands fast, reliable, and low-cost gas sensing solutions. The gas-sensing properties of 
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graphene were first investigated by Novoselov et al. [22]. They demonstrated that a graphene-

based sensor (prepared using micromechanical cleavage of graphite) was able to detect adsorbed 

individual molecules of NO2 and NH3. Interestingly, these authors relied on a Hall geometry, gas 

sensing device. To this day, challenges persist in reaching a sensitivity of that level when using 

graphene produced by other synthesis techniques and/or chemiresistor type devices (i.e., the most 

straightforward working design). Accordingly, efforts have included the use of chemically 

exfoliated graphene by tailoring the degree of oxidation, by decorating with inorganic 

nanoparticles, or by functionalizing with diverse organic moieties, polymers, etc. [9, 11, 23-27]. 

These approaches suffer from various drawbacks; for instance, it is difficult to reliably reproduce 

the oxidation degree for powdered graphene material  [23, 28-30]. Also, chemical exfoliation 

and/or decoration of graphene include cumbersome surface modification and coating steps. As 

concerns, CVD grown graphene was used by several research groups to achieve a NO2 sensitivity 

in the range of few parts per million to parts per billion (ppm to ppb). However, these films and 

devices required specific treatments such as metal oxide Schottky junctions [31], O3 treatment 

[32], S doping [33], high operating/recovery temperatures (80 - 250°C) [33-36], etc.. In summary, 

structural and chemical tailoring of the graphene surface provides additional sensitivity, it also 

brings in additional costs and fabrication complexity [9, 11, 23-27, 31-33].   

Here, we report a simple and less expensive workflow for FLG production and its device 

integration than other proposed methods for graphene-based gas sensing systems. We developed 

a wafer-scale growth of FLG on Cu/Ni films with high structural quality and purity. To 

demonstrate its direct application, the as-produced FLG was transferred onto a patterned array of 

Si nanopillars and used as active gas-sensing material. The unique FLG/Si nanopillar device 

showed excellent NO2 detection results in ppm to ppb range.  

 

2. Experimental details 

Materials: 

2.1 Growth  

A 6” Si (001) wafer (test grade, University Wafer Inc.) was cleaned, with successive rinses of 

acetone and ethanol, in an ultrasonic bath. Following this, a 300 nm layer of silica (SiO2) was 
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deposited using inductively coupled plasma chemical vapor deposition (PlasmaLab 100, Oxford 

Instruments). Immediately after, the SiO2/Si wafer was loaded into a thermal evaporation chamber 

(PVD 75, Kurt J. Lesker) for Cu or Ni film deposition. The deposition was performed after 

pumping down the chamber to a base pressure below 10-6 mbar. Five wafers were prepared with 

different thickness of Cu and Ni films, as listed in Table 1. The processed wafers (hereafter, CNS 

= Cu/Ni/SiO2/Si) were cut into sample-pieces of 1 to 50 cm2. The samples were then placed in a 

thermal CVD system (BM Pro 4”, Aixtron GmbH) and annealed for 10 to 30 min (at 900°C and 

using an H2/N2 atmosphere with flows of 1000/250 sccm, respectively). To promote the growth of 

graphene, a mixture of H2 (100 to 1000 sccm) and CH4 (5 to 100 sccm) was used at 930 to 950°C. 

The reaction times were varied from 2 to 10 min. The chamber pressure was maintained at 10 mbar 

throughout the process. Finally, the samples were cooled down under a mixed flow of H2 and N2, 

at 1000 sccm each. For reference, a cut piece of an as-received 25 µm thick Cu foil (99.95% purity, 

Alfa Aesar) was placed in the reaction chamber, next to the CNS samples, during initial 

annealing/growth runs.  

 

2.2 Characterization 

Pictures of the graphene samples were taken with a standard digital optical camera. To measure 

the surface root mean square (RMS) roughness of the Cu/Ni films, atomic force microscopy, AFM 

(Dimension Icon, Bruker) was used in intermittent contact mode. The morphological analysis was 

performed using scanning electron microscopy, SEM (Nova Nano, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The 

microstructure and elemental analysis of the Cu/Ni films were examined using transmission 

electron microscopy, TEM (Titan, Thermo Fisher Scientific, operated at 300 kV), and energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, EDX. To prepare the cross-sectional TEM lamella, SEM with a 

focused ion beam (FIB) source was employed (dual-beam Helios 650, Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

and followed a standard in-situ lift-out method [37]. The grain orientation distribution was studied 

using electron backscatter diffraction, EBSD (Quanta 3D, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The 

structural analysis of the as-deposited samples was carried out with powder X-ray diffraction, 

XRD (D8 Advance DaVinci, Bruker, with a Cu Kα source, 1.5418 Å). To identify and characterize 

the graphene films, Raman spectra were collected at 1 mW power (Alpha 300 RA, WITeC, 532 

nm laser).  
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2.3 Graphene transfer 

The as-grown FLG was transferred using a classical polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)-assisted 

method [17]. Firstly, the graphene/CNS sample was spin-coated with ~200 nm PMMA and, then, 

floated on a buffered oxy-etchant solution (6:1 volume ratio of 40% NH4F in water to 49% HF in 

water). This overnight etching step was done to remove the SiO2 layer, thereby detaching the Si 

substrate from the heterostructure composed by the stacked layers of graphene and catalyst. 

Following this, the CuNi alloy was dissolved (also overnight) by keeping it in a solution of H2O 

(250 ml), HCl (2.5 ml), and H2O2 (2.5 ml). Afterward, the remaining PMMA/graphene film was 

transferred onto different substrates, namely alumina, SiO2/Si, and for the gas sensing experiments, 

patterned arrays of Si nanopillars (with native oxide layer on top). The nanopillars were fabricated 

on a highly-resistive Si wafer, as described elsewhere [38]. Finally, the PMMA was removed using 

a combination of UV-exposure, methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK), and warm acetone [17].  

2.4 Device fabrication and testing 

First, the as-grown FLG was transferred onto a patterned array of Si nanopillars, as per the 

procedure explained above. Then, an alumina substrate (which included a screen-printed heating 

resistor) was glued, with a thermally conductive and electrically insulating epoxy resin, to the 

backside of the patterned SiO2/Si die. This set-up was used to control the operating temperature of 

the device. The assembly was wire-bonded to a 2 × 3 cm2 printed circuit board (PCB). Then, a 

silver epoxy paste (Heraeus) was employed to attach two platinum wire contacts on the graphene 

surface. The resulting planar electrode configuration enables the monitoring of the electrical 

resistance of the nanopillar-supported graphene assembly. This process was selected to avoid 

contamination or damage to the graphene during the patterning of electrodes. Finally, the 

assembled and wire-bonded device was connected to a Teflon airtight chamber, linked to a mass-

flow controller system (Bronkhorst, High-Tech B.V., Netherlands) and a multimeter (HP 34972A, 

Agilent), to record the changes in film resistance upon exposure to gas flow. Calibrated gas 

cylinders of NO2, NH3, and synthetic dry air (purity: 99,995%) were used during the gas detection 

experiments. Well-controlled NO2 and NH3 flows of 25 ppb to a hundred parts per million (ppm) 

were employed [39]. Due to limitations in our experimental setup, it was not possible to go below 

25 ppb. The response and recovery dynamics of sensors were studied (see Figure SI1 and 

description), and it was found that reaching a steady-state response to a stepwise change in gas 
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concentration would take about 180 min. To speed-up the gas sensing characterization process, the 

measurement strategy was implemented as follows. The sensor baseline resistance was stabilized 

in dry air for 1 hour to test different concentrations of a given gas. Then, a selected gas 

concentration (obtained via dilution and employing the mass-flow controller system) was delivered 

to the test chamber for 30 minutes. Meanwhile, the resistance changes were monitored at room 

temperature (RT = 25ºC, measured and monitored constant throughout the measurements). The 

response was recorded as ΔR/R0, where ΔR is the resistance variation experienced by the film 

during the 30 min exposure to a given gas concentration, and R0 is the baseline resistance in dry 

air. After this measurement, a 1 hour cleaning cycle in dry air was applied. This was done before 

performing measurements with a different gas concentration. The power source (E3648A, Agilent) 

was connected to the screen printed heater to raise the operating temperature of the sample. This 

air cleaning allowed us to heat-up the sample to 100ºC while maintaining the overall chamber 

temperature at RT. Besides this, an evaporator and mixer (Bronkhorst, High-Tech B.V., 

Netherlands) were employed to adjust the humidity during some of the gas detection tests. The 

relative humidity (RH) level achieved inside the test chamber was verified employing a 

commercially available humidity sensor (E+E Electronics, Austria) placed in the vicinity of the 

device. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Graphene growth optimization 

Here, we expanded on Howsare et al. work [19], and evaluated the effect of the Cu and Ni films 

thickness in achieving wafer-scale growth of graphene by CVD. Figure 1 shows representative 

SEM micrographs of the samples obtained via the following growth steps: 1) sample annealing at 

900°C, for 10 min, 2) graphene growth at 940°C and using a H2:CH4 ratio of 1.5, for 10 min. To 

compare our graphene synthesis technique with the standard CVD graphene grown on Cu foil, a 

piece of a 25 µm thick Cu foil was placed beside the CNS samples. Figure 1a shows the presence 

of a significant number of spherical nanoparticles on the Cu foil surface after the growth step. This 

observation indicates that the Cu foil needs a pre-cleaning step, as explained elsewhere [17]. By 

contrast, there was no particle formation on the CNS samples (Figures 1b to f). For the N2S 

sample (Figure 1b), the formation of Ni grains with few tens of nm was observed. On the sample 
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surface, different image contrast was observed. Raman spectroscopy confirmed that the darkest 

area (marked with a red arrow) in Figure 1b corresponds to multi-layer graphene (not shown). 

The fainter area (top-left corner of Figure 1b) was identified as FLG, whereas the lighter area did 

not show the presence of graphene. This results agrees with previous reports confirming that it is 

rather challenging to control the number of graphene layers on a Ni substrate [40]. On the other 

hand, looking at the CNS, the surface texture is fairly uniform. For the C2N1S sample, no grain 

formation was noticed. However, the surface looks damaged (Figure 1c). For the other three 

samples, µm-sized grains were observed (Figures 1d, e, f) as well as holes that appeared in the 

thicker Cu films (500 nm) with a Ni barrier layer (100 or 200 nm) (Figures 1e, f). Interestingly, 

for the C2N2S, these holes were rarely observed (Figure 1d). No full coverage of graphene was 

observed, except black patches were present in some areas. Using Raman spectroscopy, graphene 

was detected only in those areas of the C2N2S.  

From above, the C2N2S-type samples were considered the most stable at the graphene growth 

conditions employed. Therefore, these samples were used to optimize large-area with full sample 

coverage graphene growth. Different reaction parameters were explored, as detailed in Figure SI2 

and the corresponding description. Briefly, the growth conditions were improved by introducing 

CH4 (at 930°C) after the annealing step (at 900°C) for 30 min and ramping the temperature (to 

950°C) for a graphene growth time of 10 min (Figure 2a). The results are presented in Figures 2b 

to d. SEM and Raman spectroscopy analyses were performed at different locations over a quarter 

of a 6” Si wafer (~50 cm2), as shown in the inset of Figure 2b. The low magnification SEM image 

(Figure 2b) provides an overview of the sample, revealing no surface defects or damage. The 

corresponding high-resolution image (Figure 2c), showed the presence of 1 - 3 µm grains on the 

surface. Optical microscopy (Figure 2d) carried out on an identical sample showed areas with 

three different shades (dark, faint, and light). Typical Raman spectra recorded at these areas are 

presented in Figure 2e. As expected, the two main characteristic peaks of graphene were observed: 

the 2D band, located at ~2700 cm-1, and the G band, centered at ~1580 cm-1. Thus, with a 2D to G 

peak intensity ratio of 1 and 0.6, the light and faint areas correspond to bi-layer and tri-layer 

graphene (BLG and TLG), respectively. The dark regions correspond to multi-layer graphene 

(MLG). The lack of a D peak confirms the growth of graphene with high structural quality. In fact, 

only two dark patches (with a few µm2) are visible over a 252 µm2 area (Figure 2d). This indicates 

the dominance of FLG over the entire sample surface. The effect of the annealing step on the 
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topography and surface microstructure of the CNS samples was studied using AFM and EBSD, 

respectively (refer to Figures SI3, SI4 SI5, and corresponding descriptions). The majority of the 

fcc-Cu grains with large size (1- 3 µm) had the (111) planes parallel to the surface (Figure SI5), 

an orientation known to be favorable for SLG growth [41]. In these circumstances, we achieved 

uniform FLG on the C2N2S samples, i. e. without surface structural defects such as particle 

formation and/or agglomeration, holes, etc.. (Figure 2). Henceforth, the growth conditions in 

Figure 2a will be considered as the optimized conditions to grow high-quality FLG.  

3.3 Structural characterization of the optimal C2N2S samples 

The XRD, presented in Figure 3 shows diffraction peaks at 2θ = 44.1º, 51.6º, and 75.2º, which 

match closely to the (111), (200) and (220) planes, respectively, of the Cu2.7 Ni1.8 Si0.4 alloy 

(JCPDS data PDF 65-7517). However, and as discussed later, the localized EDX analyses on the 

cross-sectional TEM lamella (Figures 4 and SI6), did not show the presence of Si in the Cu/Ni 

film region. Therefore, rather than the Cu2.7 Ni1.8 Si0.4 phase, we refer to the formation of a Cu-rich 

CuNi alloy instead. The sharp (111) peak agrees well with the EBSD results (Figure SI5). Two 

other peaks, at 2θ = 33º and 69.5º, correspond to the SiO2/Si substrate [42]. Thus, the Ni barrier 

layer prevents inter-diffusion of Cu and SiO2 by the formation of a Cu-rich Cu-Ni alloy.    

To understand the microstructural evolution of the Cu and Ni films, cross-sectional TEM imaging 

(Figure 4) was performed on the as-deposited and graphene grown C2N2S samples. Figure 4a is 

a low magnification image of the as-deposited C2N2S, where the presence of a boundary between 

the Cu and Ni layers is clearly visible (also confirmed with EDX mapping in this region, not 

shown). The TEM analysis (Figure 4b) of the C2N2S sample after the graphene growth suggests 

that during the annealing and growth steps, the Ni and Cu film underwent mixing and formed a 

solid solution (refer to Figures SI6f-k). This process occurrence is in agreement with the change 

in the sample color (top layer of the graphene/C2N2S sample) observed with naked-eye: from a 

Cu-like brown to a grey hue (see sample photo, inset of Figure 2b). From Figure 4b, the Cu-Ni 

film appears crystalline in the vicinity of the surface. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the Cu-Ni 

portion (marked with a dotted red square) is shown in the inset of Figure 4b. From this, the 

measured interplanar distance (d) is found to be 0.21 nm. The (111) interplanar distance is close 

to that of a Cu3.8Ni alloy, d(111) = 0.208 nm [43]. This result agrees with the XRD and indicates the 

formation of a Cu-rich Cu-Ni alloy (Figure 3). The slight difference in the exact CuNi alloy phase 
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determination can be explained by the fact that the XRD detection occurs over a few microns of 

depth (averaged signal over µm3) while TEM characterization is more localized (few nm2). 

The EDX mapping of the FLG/C2N2S (Figure SI6g-k) shows a homogeneous distribution of Cu 

and Ni over the 400 nm film thickness. It supports the formation of a Cu-Ni solid solution during 

the annealing and growth steps. The formation of voids in the Cu and Ni film was not observed in 

the cross-sectional TEM images, confirming the absence of holes in the catalyst film (Figure 2). 

This result is attributed to the strengthening of the Cu film, provided by alloying. The EDS 

mapping suggests that diffusion of Cu and Ni in SiO2 did not occur. This result agrees with the 

results of Howsare et al., who claimed that a 5 - 50 nm Ni film reduces the inter-diffusion of Cu 

and SiO2 [19]. We, therefore, confirm that the main cause of the Cu film instability on SiO2/Si is 

overcome by the addition of a Ni film that acts as a barrier buffer. It should be noted that the inter-

diffusion phenomenon explained here is growth specific and bears no direct effect on the gas-

sensing influence of FLG, explained next.  

 

3.4. Characterization of transferred FLG 

For most applications, the graphene grown by CVD usually needs to be transferred from the 

catalytic metal sheet/film to the desired substrate. A digital picture of the transferred FLG (with 

PMMA layer and Cu grids trapped underneath) onto an alumina substrate is shown in Figure 5a. 

After the removal of PMMA, the Cu grids were detached from the FLG layer (Figure 5b). Except 

for the area that was covered with the grids, the presence of a continuous FLG film is obvious. A 

piece of about 2 cm2 was extracted from a second FLG sample and transferred to the array of Si 

nanopillars. The homogeneity of this layer was assessed using SEM, AFM, and Raman 

spectroscopy. The SEM images, displayed in Figures 5c and d, indicate that the graphene is 

present over a large extension of the Si nanopillars array. In Figures 5d and e, it is possible to 

distinguish the edge of the FLG and the nanopillars underneath it, revealing that the transferred 

layer is thin and transparent to the electron beam. Considering that the substrate had a 3D 

morphology, the absence of cracks in the graphene is remarkable and attests its mechanical 

resilience. Raman spectra characteristic of BLG and TLG were obtained when analyzing this layer 

(Figure 5f). The negligible D peak confirms the presence of a clean and high structural quality 

FLG film. Alongside, the substrate peaks - of Si (520 cm-1) and SiO2 (hump at ~950 cm-1) - were 
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also seen. Overall, it was possible to mount a cm2 FLG film on a three-dimensional substrate 

without compromising its structural integrity.  

3.4 Gas sensing studies 

Afterward, the FLG/Si nanopillar sensor was exposed to repeated response and recovery cycles of 

NO2 at 250, 500, 750, and 1000 ppb. The values of the sensor baseline resistance under dry or 

humid conditions either at room temperature or when operated at 100oC are summarized in Table 

S1 (supporting information). Overall, the device response increased with increments in gas 

concentration (Figure 6). The augmented response correlates with a better charge transport by the 

film, implying a measurable interaction with the gas. In fact, in the absence of moisture and at RT, 

it is known that NO2 molecules can be physisorbed on graphene (with an energy of 67 meV) 

besides acting as electron acceptors [44]. The transfer of electronic charges will increase the 

concentration of holes in shifting its behavior to a mild p-type semiconductor, i.e., with its Dirac 

point below the Fermi level [45]. When the operating temperature was increased from RT to 100ºC, 

a slight improvement in the response (ΔR/R0) to NO2 was obtained (Figure 6b). Likely, the 

adsorption/desorption interaction is more intense, which leads to more pronounced charge transfer 

between the gas molecules and the FLG [46]. Our results match well with those of Xie et al., who 

reported that the best working temperature for monolayer graphene is near 100ºC [46]. According 

to these authors, when the operating temperature is raised to 200ºC (or more), the response 

decreases because the desorption process dominates over the adsorption one. The detection of NO2 

in the presence of moisture was also studied, and the response to NO2 was always higher than 

under dry conditions (Figure 6b). The well-structured lattice of the FLG could account for this. 

When moisture is adsorbed, charge transfer from graphene to the H2O molecule is expected [44] 

[22]. Accordingly, the simultaneous presence of NO2 and H2O increases the conductivity of the 

film, via an additive effect, since both molecules behave as electron acceptors over a p-type 

material. Further to this, it is interesting to notice that the best response occurs at RT. Possibly, 

and at 100ºC, the additive effect is weaker because the water molecules are more mobile and less 

likely to adsorb onto the graphene (i.e., they are in a higher vibrational energy state, hence with 

lower surface residency time)., Additional measurements down to ultra-low concentrations were 

performed (Figure SI7), considering the good reproducibility and stability of the NO2 response in 

the 250 to 1000 ppb range. The device could reliably detect this gas at 25 ppb, a remarkable figure 
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for a pristine graphene layer. Taken together, and at the optimum working conditions (RT and 50% 

RH), the NO2 sensitivity of the chemiresistive FLG-based device was 1.5×10-2 % per ppb. 

The FLG sensor showed high reproducibility and stability over time, obtaining repeatable 

responses after several weeks of use. We observed a slight baseline drift during the repeated 

measurements. However, the relative resistance changes upon specific gas concentrations remain 

stable. 

To better understand the sensing mechanism, the detection of NH3 was also evaluated. The typical 

resistance changes experienced by our FLG sensor, under repeated cycles of NH3 exposure and 

varied conditions, are shown in Figure 7. Repeated baseline recovery cycles were performed 

before each set of measurements. At 100ºC and dry conditions, the response pattern is highly 

reproducible and stable over long periods of time (Figure 7a). When compared to NO2, a relatively 

lower response was observed. This lower response is explained by the NH3 molecules acting as 

electron donors and having lower physisorption energy on graphene (31 meV) [47] [44]. In the 

presence of moisture, the NH3 response was lower. It is worth noting that H2O molecules can act 

as electron-acceptor or electron-donors, depending on the experimental conditions and the nature 

of the sensing film [48]. Although a donor behavior cannot be completely discarded, Hall 

measurements reveal that water molecules act as electron-acceptors in graphene gas sensors at 

room or moderate temperature [22, 49]. This is logical: since the H2O molecules act as electron 

acceptors (while NH3 acts as an electron donor). Hence, there is an opposite effect that will cancel 

out major changes to the FLG conductivity. On the whole, the ammonia-to-graphene charge 

transfers are more pronounced at 100ºC and in the absence of moisture (Figure 7b). In the 25 to 

100 ppm range, and at these optimum working conditions, the NH3 sensitivity is 5.3 x 10-2 % per 

ppm. This sensitivity is roughly three orders of magnitude lower than the NO2. 

Taking into consideration the sensitivities obtained for NO2 and NH3, the limits of detection (LOD) 

and quantification (LOQ) were estimated. The LOD is the lowest concentration that can be surely 

registered; in other words, the minimum change in the signal that can be clearly distinguished from 

noise. As for the LOQ, it represents the lowest concentration that can be quantified. A factor of 3 

and 10 was applied for the LOD and the LOQ, respectively, establishing a noise level of 150 mΩ 

and employing the slope obtained in the linear regression for the optimum working conditions for 

NO2 and NH3 [50]. For NO2, a LOD of 5 ppb and a LOQ of 16.7 ppb were calculated. For NH3, 
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these values were higher, at 1 ppm and 3.4 ppm, respectively. In both cases, the estimated limits 

are below the gas exposure thresholds advised by the World Health Organization [51], making our 

FLG-based sensor a promising alternative to more expensive and cumbersome devices.   

 

3.5 Discussion  

Commonly, the high-temperature exposure of Cu films deposited on SiO2/Si substrates leads to a 

damaged surface due to the inter-diffusion of Cu and SiO2 [19]. Our results show that this 

phenomenon is suppressed using a 200 nm barrier layer of Ni, which upon the annealing and 

growth steps, bonds with Cu. Besides eliminating inter-diffusion, the presence of Ni also increases 

the solubility of C in the catalytic layer. For this reason, the production of FLG took place rather 

than the self-limited monolayer growth usually observed on Cu [16].  

Pristine graphene is often reported to possess limited responsiveness to gas molecules [52], as 

summarized in Tables 2 and 3. For our FLG layers, X-ray photoelectron (XPS, not shown) and 

Raman spectroscopies revealed that there were no oxygenated chemical groups or a high density 

of other carbon lattice defects. Still, the NO2 sensitivity reported here is higher than that claimed 

for CVD graphene [34, 53] or highly defective graphene materials such as graphene oxide [54] 

[55] or reduced graphene oxide [56, 57], even when functionalized with chemical moieties or 

nanoparticles  [25, 32, 58]. In fact, it is well-known that the presence of defects and functional 

groups in carbon nanomaterials represent additional sites for adsorption of NO2 molecules [59]. 

Generally, these lattice imperfections correlate with higher gas adsorption energies, in which case 

it will be more difficult to recover the sensor baseline [59]. While our FLG layer did not have 

oxygenated groups or defects, it was made of BLG, TLG, and MLG domains (Figure 5f). In these 

circumstances, we propose that the surface steps derived from the presence of these domains 

contributed to the notable gas response observed. These steps would not alter considerably the 

Raman and XPS spectral signatures but would be preferred adsorption sites for the gas molecules  

[60-63]. At RT, the sensing mechanism is dominated by charge transfer through physisorption of 

NO2 and NH3, because, if there was chemisorption of NO2, we would not observe significant 

baseline recovery. 
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Here, it should be steered that unlike previous reports (Tables 2 and 3), the gas-sensing studies 

were carried out using low gas flows (100 sccm) and long reaction times (30 min), close to the 

practical conditions of environmental monitoring sensors. The response/recovery is slow, which 

could be further improved by decreasing the dead volume in the airtight chamber or device 

miniaturization [64]. Therefore, considering the high sensitivity obtained for low concentration of 

pollutants (Table 2), the as-produced FLG shows a high potential to be further optimized towards 

a commercial NO2 gas-sensor for continuous environmental monitoring [13]. 

Finally, one other factor at the origin of the excellent sensitivity and reproducibility of the NO2 

detection is the unique device configuration used. When compared to flat substrates [65], an array 

of nanopillars bears the advantage of providing access to the backside surface of the graphene 

layer, thereby increasing the exposed surface area of sensing material [39]. In this respect, the 

available active area is almost doubled. Suspending the graphene could also assist in obtaining an 

excellent baseline recovery, even at moderate temperatures. Such a configuration prevents trapping 

of gas molecules underneath the sensing layer and allows for a faster evacuation ahead of the next 

detection cycle.  

 

4. Conclusions 

The growth of wafer-scale (~50 cm2) FLG with high structural quality was successfully achieved 

using Cu films deposited on SiO2/Si and an optimized Ni barrier layer. The formation of a Cu-rich 

Cu-Ni alloy, during the annealing and growth steps, is crucial to minimize the Cu and SiO2 inter-

diffusion and controllably obtain FLG. We demonstrated the applicability of the as-produced 

graphene for NO2 and NH3 gas sensing, after transferring it onto an array of Si nanopillars. A 

remarkable response was observed for both gases. At RT and in the presence of moisture, NO2 

could be detected over a wide concentration range, with a calculated LOD of 5 ppb. Under similar 

conditions, a relatively lower sensitivity was observed for NH3 (LOD of 1 ppm) but this low 

sensitivity was explained by the type of gas interrogated. 

The CVD growth of the FLG and its device integration, as described, represent a more viable 

work-flow than previous approaches for the fabrication of graphene-based gas-sensing systems. 

Besides minimizing the financial and environmental costs, this work-flow does not compromise 
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critical properties such as sensitivity (for electron acceptor gases, e.g., NO2) and avoids 

cumbersome steps such as graphene surface functionalization and particle loading.  
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Figure 1. Graphene growth carried out on different samples (refer Table 1) with varied Ni and Cu 

thickness and 25 μm Cu foil with pre-annealing at 900℃  for 10 min and growth temperature 

940℃, with H2 to CH4 flow ratio of 1.5 for 10 min. Typical dark patches of graphene are marked 

by red arrow. Typical holes in the CNS films are marked by yellow circle. Scale bar is same for 

all images as that of panel (a)  
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of optimized growth recipe. SEM images of graphene grown on C2N2S 

at optimized growth conditions: (b) Low magnification image graphene growth with a photo of 

sample in the inset (quarter of 6” Si wafer), (c) High resolution image. (d) Optical microscopy 

image. (e) Raman spectra recorded at different positions on the image in panel (d) marked by red, 

orange and blue circles. 
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Figure 3. XRD spectra for C2N2S sample grown at optimized condition. Peaks marked with ‘ * ’  

corresponds to Cu2.7 Ni1.84Si0.4 phase.   
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Figure 4. Cross-section TEM images for C2N2S sample: (a) Un-annealed film, (b) After FLG 

growth at optimized conditions with low resolution TEM image and FFT pattern for red dotted 

square in the inset. 
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Figure 5. Digital photographs of FLG transferred on alumina: (a) PMMA/FLG  with Cu grids 

underneath, (b) after PMMA and Cu grids removal. SEM images of FLG transferred on patterned 

SiO2/Si nanopillar substrates: (c) Low resolution SEM image, (d) and (e) High resolution SEM 

images around the graphene edge. (f) Typical Raman spectra at different positions.  
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Figure 6. (a) Example of NO2 detection at RT and under a RH of 50%. (b) Calibration curves 

obtained for NO2 detection (black line: RT; red line: 100ºC; square symbol: dry conditions; circle 

symbol: 50% of RH). 
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Figure 7. (a) Example of NH3 detection at 100ºC in dry conditions. (b) Calibration curves obtained 

for NH3 detection (black line: RT; red line: 100ºC; square symbol: dry conditions; circle symbol: 

50% RH). 
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Tables: 

 

Table 1. Different samples were used for graphene growth. 300 nm SiO2 on Si substrate was 

deposited with 100 or 200 nm Ni films. Afterwards, on the Ni films 200 nm or 500 nm Cu films 

were deposited. The short-forms for given Ni and Cu films decided as listed below.  
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Table 2. Comparison of sensitivities to NO2 expressed as 10-2 % / ppb in chemo-resistive sensors 

with dry air as a carrier gas. LCA: lowest concentration applied. R.H: study of relative humidity 

effect on gas sensing. NA: not available 
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Table 3. Comparison of sensitivities to NH3 expressed as 10-2% / ppm in chemo-resistive sensors 

with dry air as a carrier gas. LCA: lowest concentration applied. R.H: study of relative humidity 

effect on gas sensing. NA: not available. 
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Chapter 4 

Diamondoids 

 

This chapter provides the article related to diamondoids included in the thesis  
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Diamondoid Nanostructures as sp3-Carbon-Based Gas Sensors
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Jean-Cyrille Hierso*

Abstract: Diamondoids, sp3-hybridized nanometer-sized dia-
mond-like hydrocarbons (nanodiamonds), difunctionalized
with hydroxy and primary phosphine oxide groups, enable the
assembly of the first sp3-C-based chemical sensors by vapor
deposition. Both pristine nanodiamonds and palladium nano-
layered composites can be used to detect toxic NO2 and NH3

gases. This carbon-based gas sensor technology allows rever-
sible NO2 detection down to 50 ppb and NH3 detection at 25–
100 ppm concentration with fast response and recovery
processes at 100 88C. Reversible gas adsorption and detection
is compatible with 50 % humidity conditions. Semiconducting
p-type sensing properties are achieved from devices based on
primary phosphine–diamantanol, in which high specific area
(ca. 140 m2 g@1) and channel nanoporosity derive from H-
bonding.

Outdoor air pollution, associated with global climate
change, causes several million deaths per year.[1] Many toxic
gases are produced through combustion processes from
vehicles as well as industrial plants. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
is the most hazardous gas with a 3 ppm threshold limit value
(TLV, human level of exposure to be strictly controlled).[2]

NO2 plays a role in atmospheric reactions causing acid rain,
and contributes to ozone formation, which is the major cause
of photochemically produced smog.[1, 2] Detection and emis-
sion control of nitrogen oxides are thus essential objectives to
reduce their hazardous effects on environment and man-
kind.[1–3]

Metal oxide semiconductors are low-cost, robust sensors
most frequently used for the NO2 detection.[4, 5] These usually

operate at temperatures of a few hundred degrees Celsius,
which is costly and reduces sensor lifetime. Other significant
limitations are cross-sensitivities with other gases, and detri-
mental interference from relative humidity. Because of the
emergence of nanotechnology, a shift in sensor materials
occurred toward more sensitive recognition layers,[6] increas-
ingly elaborate architectures,[7, 8] and reduced dimensional-
ity.[2, 9] Research addresses low-power devices from sensitive
and stable sensors usable at moderate temperatures, and thus
suited for trace detection for a wide spectrum of applications
ranging from lab-on-a-chip and in vivo biosensors to environ-
mental monitoring and warfare agent detection.[10] In 2000,
the Dai group demonstrated the potential of carbon nanotube
(CNT)-based gas sensors.[3] The role of graphene in fabricat-
ing gas sensors for the detection of various hazardous gases,
including NO2, rapidly emerged.[11, 12] Thus, sensor develop-
ment experienced a remarkable rise in attention focusing on
sp2-hybridized carbon structures.[13] There is, however, a large
group of sp3-hydridized carbon semiconductor materials, the
so-called diamondoids, which essentially are hydrogen-termi-
nated diamond nanoparticles (that is, pristine nanodia-
monds).[14] These mechanically rigid and thermodynamically
extremely stable structures[15] are available in large quantities
from fossil resources and in part through chemical syn-
thesis.[16] Diamondoids are promising for nanoelectronics,[17]

since they exhibit unique effects such as quantum confine-
ment, hence offering possibilities for band gap tuning.[18,19]

Diamondoid derivatives serve as building blocks in “bottom-
up” strategies to build unique sp3-carbon-based nanocompo-
sites.[20, 21]
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Surfaces of CNT-based NO2 sensor materials react with
the detected gas in mechanisms involving charge-transfer or
Schottky-barrier modification,[2, 22] which results in a measur-
able change in resistance. In semiconducting p-type sensors,
electron donation into the valence band results in charge-
carrier recombination causing an increase in resistance.
Conversely, electron-withdrawing effects increase the hole
concentration in the material, leading to lower resistance.[2]

Additionally, NO2 adsorption is more favorable on CNTs with
high metallic character than on semiconducting nanotubes.[23]

We thus envisioned that nanocomposites combining sp3-
carbon 3D diamondoids coated with thin metal nanolayers
would yield hybrid materials with electronically modified
surfaces. These materials would then be potential catalysts or
sensors. This band-structure doping inspired approach would
combine sp3-C nanodiamond semiconductors with transition
metals. Accordingly, we recently reported robust self-assem-
blies of volatile P-functionalized diamondoids into nano-
crystals by mild vapor deposition,[20] followed by Pd nanolayer
coating under mild CVD conditions.[21]

Herein we present the first use of sp3-C-based nano-
structures as high sensitivity gas sensors for the reversible
detection of NO2, NH3, and H2. These new materials were
structurally characterized at different scales (single-crystal X-
ray diffraction, powder X-ray diffraction, porosity measure-
ments, time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry, ToF-
SIMS). The materials proved gas responsive both in pristine
form and used as metal composite with a thin Pd nanolayer on
the surface. These chemical p-type sensors promote reversible
NO2 detection at 50 ppb to 100 ppm concentration with fast
response and recovery processes at 100 88C; NO2 detection was
even possible in 50% relative humidity. NH3 detection at 25–
100 ppm was also found to be highly efficient.

The primary phosphine 9-(hydroxydiamant-4-yl)phos-
phine (H2P-DiamOH, 1) and its oxide (H2(O)P-DiamOH,
2) were synthesized from diamantane (Figure 1; Supporting
Information, Figure S1,S2). These diamondoid derivatives
were used in powder form, first for their vapor-phase self-
assembly, then for generating the metal composites Pd@PH2-
DiamOH (3) and Pd@P(O)H2-DiamOH (4), respectively.[21]

This was achieved by low-temperature chemical vapor
deposition of a Pd nanolayer over the crystal self-assembly.[24]

We elucidated the structure of 1 by growing single crystals in
the vapor phase since all our attempts in solution failed. We

found for 1 tetragonal symmetry (space group I4̄, with a = b =

17.8965(4) c, c = 8.1224(2) c, V = 2601.48(13) c3, Support-
ing Information, Tables S1–S4). There is a single molecule in
the asymmetric unit with strong H-bonding that leads to
tetrameric arrangement (Figure 1).[25] We observed a large-
scale arrangement of the crystalline structure in which
significant nanoporosity appears. Channel voids with a total
volume of 168 c3 (ca. 6.4% of the unit cell, Figure 2) is
accessible to small molecules or solvent. We examined voids
within related diamondoid structures to establish that cavities
in 1 are larger (or exist) than observed for related crystalline
diamantane derivatives (see details in the Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S3).

The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) confirmed that this
crystalline arrangement is conserved in the granular materials
arising from diamantane functionalization, which was used
for vapor-phase self-assembly of 1 and 2. We found excellent
agreement between the experimental (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S4) and simulated PXRD patterns that were
obtained from the single-crystal unit cell by Le Bail refine-
ment. Two major peaks at 2q 15.288 and 15.888, completed with
smaller peaks at 6.9, 9.8, 13.9, and 18.288, were observed and
calculated. In relation with the XRD channel voids and the
highly textured surface observed from SEM (Figure 3, top
left), we measured the surface area of 1 from the crystalline
powder following the Langmuir method using CO2 absorption
at 198 K (Supporting Information, Figure S5a–c). We surpris-
ingly found for this purely organic phosphine a SBET =

138 m2 g@1, which is significantly higher than several reported
porous composite materials.[26] Accordingly, we measured the
surface area of (9-hydroxydiamant-4-yl)phosphonic dichlor-
ide[15a] (5, named Cl2(O)P-DiamOH) and its chlorinated
analogue (9-chlorodiamant-4-yl)phosphonic dichloride (6,
Cl2(O)P-Diam-Cl) to found much lower values SBET = 40
and 25 m2 g@1, respectively (Supporting Information, Fig-
ure S5d). While single crystals of 5 could not be obtained,
the XRD structure of Cl2(O)P–DiamCl,[15a] clearly reveals no

Figure 1. 9-(Hydroxydiamant-4-yl)phosphine 1 and its oxide 2 (left).
Tetramer arrangement for 1 with O1@H1···O1i =2.737(4) b and O1-H-
O1i = 164.888 (right). ORTEP ellipsoids are set at 50 % probability.

Figure 2. View of accessible channel voids in diamondoid 1 (Platon
program crystallographic tool; probe 1.2 b, grid 0.2 b).
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voids. A SBET = 54 m2 g@1 was found for the oxide H2(O)P–
DiamOH, 2.

The nanolayering of palladium over self-assembled 1 and
2 led to nanocomposites 3 and 4, respectively, for which
scanning electron microscopy views are given in Figure 3. The
self-assemblies of 1–4 were produced with high structural
uniformity and reproducibility.[21] The surfaces composition of
these materials has been characterized by XPS, showing
covalently built robust Pd@diamondoid hybrids that incor-
porate Pd@O@P(H)n–diamantane binding motifs. Our initial
studies had been limited to a low surface depth below 10 nm,
and we thus achieved bulk characterization of these materials
in view of gas sensing.

ToF-SIMS analyses (Supporting Information, Table S5,
Figures S6–S9) from self-assembly of 1 indicated that the
surface of primary diamantanol phosphines is mostly in the
oxidized form. Additionally, in composite 3 the palladium
interactions with oxygen are prevalent, with the palladium
isotopic distribution visible in many mass fragments attribut-
able to palladium phosphorus oxides (Supporting Informa-
tion, Table S5, Figures S6–S9). This is in full agreement with
a Pd@O@P bonding suggested by XPS. The ToF-SIMS
technique also allowed monitoring and quantifying the differ-
ent elements of our materials in-depth (bulk) owing to dual
beam sputtering and analysis. Figure 4 represents the profile
of the elements of interest (Pd, P, C, Si) as a function of sputter
time for nanocomposite Pd@PH2-DiamOH 3. The clearly
distinguishable areas correspond to the palladium layer (I),
diamondoid phosphine deposit (II), and silicon support (III).
The steep decrease of curve I from an initially dominant
detection attested the Pd present as a thin nanolayer on the
surface. The monitoring of phosphorus and carbon from the
diamondoid cages (curves II) was achieved through the
detection of characteristic fragments (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figures S6–S9). P and C content detection follow first an
increase, while the Pd trace diminishes (the lines cross at 70 s),
then they decrease with the emergence of signals from the
silicon wafer (curve III, line crossing at 4000 s). The profiles

for P- and C-containing fragments follow a remarkable
parallel evolution that attests to excellent homogeneity of
the diamondoid phosphine deposit. According to Yamamu-
raQs sputter yield calculation as a function of the sputter type
and energy,[27] it is possible to estimate sputter rate for Pd
nanolayer (, 0.07 nms@1). ToF-SIMS depth profiling indi-
cates thus a Pd nanolayer thinner than 5 nm. From SEM the
diamondoid deposit thickness was estimated above 175 nm.

NO2 gas sensing experiments were conducted with Pd
nanocomposites 3 and 4, but for comparison also with crystal
self-assemblies of 1 and 2. We conducted our experiments in
a 35 cm3 airtight test chamber, with pieces of silicon wafers
glued to a miniaturized ceramic hotplate and connected to
a printed circuit board (Supporting Information, Figures S10
and S11). The exposure to NO2 was 10 min with a recovery
process of 30 min at 100 mL min@1 flow of dry air. Nano-
composites operated at 100 88C and their electrical resistance
was monitored within repeated response–recovery cycles. The
materials were all found responsive (Figure 5). The self-
assembly of diamondoid phosphine H2P–DiamOH 1 showed
an NO2 response (3.0% at 100 ppm, cycling time-resolved
detection in Figure 6a) slightly superior to its oxide H2(O)P–
DiamOH 2 (1.5% at 100 ppm) and its Pd nanocomposite
Pd@PH2–DiamOH 3 (2.1% at 100 ppm). A significant NO2

response was achieved with metal nanocomposite Pd@P-

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of 1 (top left) and 2
(top right), and metal nanocomposites Pd@PH2-DiamOH, 3 (bottom
left) and Pd@P(O)H2-DiamOH 4 (bottom right).

Figure 4. ToF-SIMS depth profile of nanocomposite Pd@PH2-
DiamOH, 3.

Figure 5. NO2 response with chemical sensors 1–4 at increasing 25 to
100 ppm concentration: black n= H2P–DiamOH (1), black l = H2-
(O)P–DiamOH (2), red n= Pd@PH2–DiamOH (3), red l = Pd@P-
(O)H2-DiamOH (4). Response is defined as the relative (Rair@Rgas)/Rair

after 10 min exposure to NO2. See also the Supporting Information,
Figure S11.
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(O)H2–DiamOH 4 with fast response and recovery processes
(4.8% at 100 ppm, cycling detection in Figure 6b).

The same samples were used for NH3 detection in the 25–
100 ppm concentration range under the same conditions (air
flow 100 mL min@1, 100 88C, 35 cm3 chamber) showing an even
higher sensitivity for the NH3 response (> 10.0 % for H2P–
DiamOH 1 and > 7.0% for Pd@PH2–DiamOH 3 at 100 ppm
NH3, see cycling time-resolved detection in Figure 6 c and d,
respectively, and Figure 7a). Exposure to NH3 (as an elec-
tron-donating species) resulted in a resistance increase while
the presence of NO2 (electron-withdrawing) resulted in
resistance decrease, which corresponds to typical semicon-
ducting p-type behavior for all samples. Consistently, we
found that uptake of H2 was also possible with nanomaterials
1–4, inducing resistance increase (Supporting Information,
Figure S12) that confirms the p-type character of these gas
sensors. Using the diamondoid phosphine 5 Cl2(O)P–
DiamOH,[21] we checked that efficient gas sensing properties
were related to the primary phosphine-based diamantanol
compounds. We observed for Cl2(O)P–DiamOH-based mate-
rials much lower H2 uptake (if any) compared to 1 (Supporting
Information, Figure S12a). This is visibly consistent with the
high surface area for gas adsorption in 1, which is found 3.5
time higher than in 5 (138 vs. 40 m2 g@1).

Figure 6. a),b) Reversible NO2 detection for sensors of higher sensitiv-
ity at 25, 50, 75, and 100 ppm: H2P–DiamOH 1 (a), Pd@P(O)H2-
DiamOH 4 (b). Signals are smoothed using the Savitzky–Golay
method. c),d) Reversible NH3 detection for sensors of higher sensitiv-
ity at 25, 50, 75, and 100 ppm: H2P–DiamOH 1 (c) and Pd@PH2-
DiamOH 3 (d). Signals smoothed using the Savitzky–Golay method.

Figure 7. a) NH3 response of 1 and 3 at increasing 25–100 ppm
concentrations (after 10 months storing); b) NO2 response with
sensors 2 and 4 in dry or humid conditions (after six months storing):
black n = H2P(O)–DiamOH (2), black l = Pd@P(O)H2–DiamOH (4) in
dry conditions; blue n = H2P(O)–DiamOH (2), blue l =Pd@P(O)H2–
DiamOH (4) in humid conditions (50% relative humidity).
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An issue of low-temperature sensing is the potential
interference of relative humidity and the sensitivity to water is
a factor to consider for practical devices.[2, 10] For NO2

detection we compared the performances of nanomaterials
1–4 under dry and humid atmospheres (50% relative
humidity) as illustrated in Figure 7b with 4 and 2 (1 and 3
in the Supporting Information, Figure S11.5). The detection
of NO2 was effective under either set of conditions, with
different behavior still to rationalize, since 2 (and 3) increases
the sensitivity in humid atmosphere compared to dry
conditions, while 4 (and 1) performed better under dry
conditions. In any case the responses were kept detectable in
the same range (1–4%). Remarkably, uptake experiments
reported in Figure 7 were achieved six months (NO2 sensing)
to ten months (NH3 sensing) after device preparation,
attesting their robustness upon storing.

Operational devices for toxic gas request a TLV at low
levels of 25 ppm for NH3 and 3 ppm for NO2.

[2] While our sp3-
C-based diamondoid sensors efficiently detected NH3 at this
environmental level requirement (Figure 6 and Figure 7b),
we further explored the detection limit of our systems for NO2

in a 13 cm3 airtight test chamber, reducing the dead volume
with unchanged operating temperature (100 88C) and expo-
sure/recovery times. Under these conditions, the detection of
NO2 concentrations from 50 to 1000 ppb was successfully
achieved, and confirmed the suitability of sp3-carbon-based
sensors for detecting few ten ppb of nitrogen dioxide
(Figure 8).

In summary, we report the first application of sp3-C-based
gas sensors (NO2, NH3, and H2). Remarkably, they tolerate
humid conditions and achieve sensing of NO2 at ppb levels at
100 88C. Pristine and metal-nanolayered diamondoids can both
be gas responsive. Such gas sensing properties are related to
primary phosphine–diamantanol based compounds for which
channel nanoporosity (and SBet ca. 140 m2 g@1) derives from H-
bonding in the solid state. We aim at extending our new
approach to other metals and nanoobjects built on suitably
functionalized diamondoid sp3-carbon-based nanostructures.
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Perspectives 

 

This chapter summarizes the conclusions followed by the future perspectives in this field  
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5.1. Conclusions 

After more than two decades of carbon nanomaterial research for gas sensing, there is still a 

need for essential breakthroughs before their industrial production and commercialisation. 

Thus, the release of inexpensive, reproducible, sensitive and selective carbon-based gas 

sensors to the market remains some way off. In this thesis, we reported some works 

demonstrating that carbon nanomaterials gather the properties required for the next 

generation of sensors. For instance, their high versatility to modify or functionalize them, being 

adapted to different sensing strategies; their capability to work at room temperature, fulfilling 

a claim of current societies, which is the low power consumption devices to reduce the 

ecological footprint; and the possibility to develop devices at nanoscale, with the consequent 

reduction of the amount of the material needed (and lower quantity of waste material 

generated), leading to a lower cost of manufacturing. 

Gas sensors based on carbon nanomaterials have been demonstrated as suitable candidates to 

detect concentrations below the TLV in short time analysis. However, despite the fact that 

many works report the development of outstanding carbon nanomaterial for gas detection, 

more efforts are needed towards the device-to-device reproducibility in industrial scale and 

cost-effective production methods. Some techniques, such as CVD, have shown the possibility 

of growing ultrapure and highly crystalline carbon nanostructures, but significant 

breakthroughs are needed to achieve an effective control of chirality and diameter during their 

growth. With that, predictable metallic or semiconductor properties can be obtained, and 

would surely pave the way for highly reproducible devices. Nevertheless, high-quality carbon 

nanomaterials usually do not provide the characteristics needed for gas detection at trace 

levels, such as high sensitivity, selectivity, stability, low noise level and fast response/recovery 

times. In consequence, further modifications or functionalization of these carbon 

nanomaterials are required to obtain ameliorated properties. Accordingly, several strategies to 

enhance the sensing properties were developed during this thesis. 

On the mere fact that inducing the presence of impurities and defects on the carbon lattice, 

has been proved as a straightforward approach to ameliorate the sensitivity. However, this 

simple strategy does not boost the enhancement of other crucial properties, such as selectivity 

or fast detection. An easy alternative is the functionalization of the carbon nanomaterial 

surface by their decoration with metal or metal oxide nanoparticle. This approach is a practical 

way to increase the sensitivity, reduce unwanted effects (e.g. ambient moisture interference) 

and sometimes the selectivity can be tuned. As negative features, metallic NPs require 

moderate or high operating temperatures, increasing the device power-consumption and 

reducing the shell-life of the sensor.  

Conversely, grafting functional groups or molecules to the carbon nanomaterial surface is a 

good strategy to preserve the room temperature working conditions. Additionally, these 

compounds grafted on the outer walls via covalent or non-covalent interactions can act as 

specific receptors towards gases or vapours, increasing the selectivity. In such an approach, 

the excellent electronic properties of carbon nanomaterials are preserved because they act as 

support and charge transport transducing elements, while grafted molecules show the 

receptor or recognition functions. However, operate at room temperature usually 

compromises the stability and induce drift problems, due to the low desorption rate of gases. 

Thus, further modifications should be considered in order to enhance the reversibility of the 

gas adsorption. Against this problem, the use of ultraviolet (UV) light has been proved as an 
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easy and effective approach. Continuous or pulsed UV light exposure is a fast and clean 

method to regenerate the sensor surface by favouring the desorption of analytes. Also, the use 

of UV light can be engineered to protect the carbon nanomaterial surface area from the 

impurities adsorption or to reduce the cross-sensitivity by reaching the energy binding 

between the sensor surface and some interfering species.  

Other advanced techniques to modify the carbon nanomaterial are the use of reactive plasma 

and ion implantation. These single-step approaches are an advantageous way to create defects 

and functionalise the surface in a controlled, reproducible and clean conditions. As a 

consequence, the use of reactive plasma and ion implantation techniques lead to 

environmentally friendly routes against other ways such as wet chemistry. Also, the use of 

nanocrystals (in our case lead halide perovskites) to decorate carbon nanomaterials, or 

diamondoids-based gas sensors (in our research we explore the sp3 configuration), would 

surely attract considerable interest in the next years due to their outstanding and promising 

electronic properties.  

Since the enhancement of sensing properties is essential, a well-designed functionalization of 

carbon nanomaterial should be balanced. For instance, the strengthening of analyte 

adsorption is required for higher sensitivity, but an excessive adsorption strength during the 

detection step could compromise the reversibility of the reaction. Thus, in this example, a high 

irreversible gas sensor response will limit the realization of continuous measurements. Or at 

least, baseline correction will require more strategies to counteract the drift. 

In summary, carbon nanomaterials show the ideal electronic properties to be employed in gas 

sensors, and as well as high versatility for its modification, being adapted to different 

measurement strategies. It is still challenging to determine which carbon nanomaterial or type 

of functionalization hold more promise for reaching the gas sensor market. Probably, the best 

material and its modification will depend on the desired target properties of the sensors 

(superior selectivity, shell-life, power consumption…), or the measurement set up needed.  The 

standard solution is the development of sensor arrays, combining different approaches with 

partially overlapping sensitivity and selectivity. Followed by advanced data treatment. 

Moreover, for mass-market applications, probably lower quality carbon nanomaterials are 

more interesting than their high-quality counterparts. Because the decrease in the sensing 

properties (e.g. sensitivity, stability, etc.) can be compensated by their reduced cost. Anyway, 

more research in carbon nanomaterial gas sensors is required to overtake the properties of the 

metal oxide based gas sensors, and consequently open new possibilities for these to be 

commercialised. 
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5.2. Future Perspectives 

After presenting this thesis, several issues remain open. Possibly, the main one is the 

improvement towards the realization of successful commercial applications. In other words, 

since carbon nanomaterials have been proved as good candidates to be employed in gas 

sensors, further optimizations are needed to make them suitable for air quality monitoring 

under real conditions and for long periods of time.  

The modifications of carbon nanomaterials developed in this thesis constitute new approaches 

to detect trace levels of pollutants, and the creation of sensor arrays by combining different 

modification strategies will allow sensitive and selective detection of gas molecules. The main 

discussion about this work is probably the relatively long exposure times (about a few minutes) 

applied. The sensing measurements performed indicate that our materials are still not suitable 

for detecting pollutant concentrations in a few seconds. However, there are many other gas-

sensing applications with less stringent response and recovery time requirements, more 

adapted to the current performance of our sensors. For instance, air quality monitoring in 

working environments (TWA values) or air pollution in urban areas from automotive sources, 

usually consider an average hourly concentration. Thus, just in the situation that pollutant 

concentrations are above the TLV during several consecutive hours, the public institutions or 

companies start to apply protective and corrective actions. 

In consequence, the sensing set up employed in this thesis could be engaged in such sort of 

sensor network. Nevertheless, the work developed is not able to detect an ultra-high 

concentration of gases, high enough to be dangerous or lethal after a few seconds or minutes 

of exposure. In this case, further optimizations are needed. For instance, reducing the volume 

of the test chamber and increasing the flow rate are straightforward actions to minimize the 

reaction/recovery times considerably. 

To obtain a selective detection of gas molecules, we proposed the development of sensor 

arrays. However, more work is needed to further sensor device miniaturization, and advanced 

data treatment analysis should be extensively studied. Additional research that could be 

performed in parallel would consist of mixing several pollutants at different relative 

concentrations and then, detect them by using a sensor array in order to create complex 

models that allow better pollutant discrimination. 
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